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The way we do medicine is undergoing a revolution driven by technology.
As the modern drive to record, share, and analyse data sweeps across soci-
ety, healthcare lies squarely in its path. Data generated by every-day clinical
practice presents an invaluable view of health and disease at a scale previously
unimaginable. However, to benefit from it, we need computational tools to ex-
tract meaning, clinical insight, and actionable predictions. This new digital era
of medicine is an opportunity not only for healthcare providers, but also for
machine learning researchers to develop new methods tailored to the unique
demands of this complex domain. The work described here sits in this sphere.
Firstly, we explore representation learning for medical language. With its
long-tailed distribution of technical terms, medical language necessitates devel-
opment of methods to augment data-scarcity by exploiting prior information
encoded in knowledge graphs. Obtaining semantically meaningful represen-
tations of medical concepts and their relationships is vital, and we describe a
probabilistic model to learn such representations.
Secondly, we address learning from long time series using recurrent neural
networks. These long sequences are commonplace in medicine, where one’s
health history is necessarily lengthy, but early events nonetheless provide cru-
cial context. To address vanishing and exploding gradients in the training these
networks, we propose a novel parametrisation exploiting the correspondence
between the Lie group of unitary matrices and its Lie algebra.
Next, a method for generating synthetic ICU time series data is described
in the framework of adversarial networks. A core challenge for researchers in
healthcare is the scarcity of shareable datasets on which to benchmark. Realistic
synthetic data is therefore key. Novel methods for evaluating the quality of
this synthetic data are proposed, and the model’s privacy and memorisation
properties are analysed, both heuristically and in terms of differential privacy.
Finally, an ensemble of gradient-boosted decision trees are employed to
identify circulatory system deterioration in Swiss ICU patients. As this sys-
tem has been developed for deployment, we carefully detail the data process-
ing steps, task specification, and evaluation considerations necessary for a real-
world, real-time early warning system driven by machine learning.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Working in the hospital teaches
you that there are only two kinds
of people in the world: the sick
and the not sick. If you are not
sick, shut up and help.
Hope Jahren, Lab Girl
1.1 Motivation
Computers have changed everything. The way we communicate, the way we
work, the way we think about information. It is now possible to gather, trans-
mit, and process data on a scale inconceivable to earlier generations. However,
data on its own is meaningless. The challenge posed by the information age
is precisely to convert this data into knowledge; to extract meaning from it, to
make it useful. If we can do this, we can use it for the benefit of all.
This is especially true in medicine. Millions of people become sick every
day. From every person’s experience with illness, from every therapy they
receive, every poor prognosis and remarkable recovery, lies the potential for
medical breakthrough. If we could hear these patient stories, and understand
the physiology and pathology that shaped them, the routinely-collected data of
every-day practice would become a wealth of naturally-occurring experiments.
Thanks to the increasing digitisation of healthcare data, in hospitals and by pa-
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tients themselves, this is rapidly becoming a reality. As the information we col-
lect increases in volume, and as advances in measurement technology present
new ways of monitoring health and disease, we are approaching an era of data-
driven medicine. In this new era, clinicians will be able to draw on the combined
experiences of their peers to aid in decision making. They will work alongside
intelligent systems which can review the entirety of a patient’s health history in
seconds. They will be supported by tools to help parse the ever-growing med-
ical literature, to find the right clinical trial for their patient, to identify almost-
imperceptible abnormalities they would previously have missed. But we are
not there yet.
How do we go from data to knowledge? How do we identify what is impor-
tant, what is a signal, and what is noise? We need computational tools to help
make sense of data, to identify patterns as yet unknown. The closely-related
disciplines of machine learning and statistics offer us the tools. Indeed, ma-
chine learning has a long history in medicine. Stretching back to the 70s, with
the expert systems MYCIN [195] and INTERNIST-I [156], attempts have been
made to encode medical knowledge in algorithms. However, while the modern
era of machine learning has seen celebrated successes in computer vision, nat-
ural language processing, and recommender systems driven by deep learning,
medicine is only beginning to benefit from these theoretical and computational
advances. Medicine is a challenging domain. Mistakes cost lives. The data we
collect comes from our patients’ most vulnerable moments. The complexity of
human physiology and its departures from homeostasis have occupied medical
scientists for centuries. The questions we attempt to answer will not be solved
overnight. The challenge to machine learning researchers is to find where its
tools are needed, and conversely to draw inspiration from the challenges of
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medical data to develop new methods to meet them.
One of these challenges is about representation. Much of machine learning
is at its core about finding useful representations. Identifying spaces in which
data is linearly separable, isolating invariant properties of data from noise at-
tributes, and clustering high-dimensional objects into interpretable classes are
all representation-learning problems. The goal of representation learning is to
make structure hidden in data explicit. Representation learning in medicine is
therefore about making sense of data. The processes of health and disease are
dynamic, and the data we collect necessarily paints an imperfect picture. We
see snapshots, irregularly and unreliably sampled, of physiological parameters
of patients, and from this we ultimately seek to characterise their underlying
state. Understanding how these measurements relate to each other, across data
modalities and time, means constructing a computational representation of a
patient.
This dissertation sits within an academic context of machine learning re-
searchers, statisticians, health informatics experts, and clinicians who are work-
ing to realise the potential of data in medicine. It describes several steps towards
that end, and outlines many more yet to be taken.
1.2 Structure of the dissertation
This dissertation is structured as a set of relatively independent chapters - thus
each chapter has its own introduction and conclusion. These chapters explore
distinct topics across representation learning in medical time series, and in sev-
eral cases were done in conjunction with others. In such cases, individual contri-
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butions are highlighted at the start of the chapter. Each chapter, its contribution
and its motivation, is summarised briefly below:
• A large degree of healthcare data, especially that collected before EHRs
became widespread, is stored in the form of written notes. Exploiting the
information in these notes requires learning representations of medical lan-
guage. Current state of the art in language representation learning relies
on large text corpora, which are not easily obtained for medical text. In
Chapter Two, I describe a method for learning representations of medical
language which makes use of knowledge graphs in concert with free-text
corpora to ameliorate this data-sparsity issue. i
• The potentially long-lasting impact of early health events necessitates rep-
resentations of time series with a long memory. Retaining temporally
distant information is a known challenge for recurrent neural networks,
which are one of the most common time-series modelling approaches
in machine learning. In Chapter Three I present a novel and efficient
parametrisation of a unitary recurrent neural network using the corre-
spondence between Lie group and Lie algebra, and demonstrate how such
a model is capable of retaining information over long time horizons.
• Sharing medical data is challenging due to its private and sensitive na-
ture. This poses a challenge for machine learning researchers in health-
care, where work is often non-reproducible and non-comparable due to
the use of private datasets. In Chapter Four, I describe a method to gen-
erate synthetic medical time-series using generative adversarial networks,
as well as a novel evaluation method for synthetic data and an analysis of
its privacy properties.
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• Chapter Five presents another perspective on representation learning in
healthcare. In this final chapter, I describe an early warning system for
circulatory system deterioration in intensive care patients. This trans-
lational setting demonstrates the need for eminently usable and inter-
pretable representations of time-series, which we obtain with engineered
features based on clinical prior knowledge. Building such a warning sys-
tem underscores several challenges in the practical application of machine
learning in medical time-series classification, such as data quality control,
task specification, and evaluation.
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CHAPTER 2
MEDICAL TEXT
A model is a lie that helps you see
the truth
Siddhartha Mukherjee
The Emperor of All Maladies
Individual contributions The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with
Theofanis Karaletsos and my supervisor Gunnar Ra¨tsch, who provided guidance and
ideas, and helped to write manuscripts resulting from the work. Everything else, includ-
ing implementation and experiments, was performed by me. This work was published at
the 30th AAAI Conference in Artificial Intelligence in 2016 [102], and at the workshop
on Machine Learning for Healthcare at NIPS 2016 [101].
Natural language is both ubiquitous in human activities and challenging to
analyse computationally. While abstraction layers in other systems have en-
abled automated processes not reliant on natural language, this is not the case
for many aspects of healthcare. The use of language to deliver instructions,
to make records, and to transfer information is commonplace. This is likely in
part related to the challenges associated with adopting new technologies in risk-
critical domains, but it is also a feature of processes which include human-to-
human interactions. We don’t expect doctors to communicate to their patients
or each other in machine code, nor should we. To computationally exploit these
communications we therefore need methods to analyse and extract informa-
tion from natural language. We do this by learning representations of medical
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language by embedding words, concepts, and relationships between them in a
vector space.
Processing medical text poses several particular challenges:
1. Medical text corpora lack the abundance and scale of generic English cor-
pora, such as the Gigaword news dataset [173].
2. Medical text notes are often hastily written, with abbreviations and sen-
tence fragments.
3. Medical language contains many specific and highly technical terms, and
implies certain senses of words which may be uncommon, for example
‘patient’ would often be a noun in a medical context, and an adjective
elsewhere.
The last two points highlights that direct application of methods developed on
standard English to medical English can fail. Wang et al. [228] demonstrate
that word representations learned from a medical corpus outperform generic
embeddings in semantic relatedness tasks for medical concepts, and Denecke
and Deng [49] highlight the need for domain-dependent models in sentiment
analysis. The first point motivates the need, explored in this chapter, to combine
information from sources beyond text corpora to learn medical text representa-
tions. Especially given the long tail of rarely-used and technical words found in
medical language, augmenting limited text corpora with information from an
ontology, such as the UMLS [20], enables the learning of higher-quality concept
representations. Despite the challenges associated with the domain, the use of
text representations in medical natural language processing is a growing field.
Jonnalagadda et al. [111] use vector representations of words, learned form a
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large unannotated medical text corpus, to enhance clinical concept extraction
from text notes. Krompaß et al. [127] learn latent representations of diagno-
sis and procedure codes to predict hospital readmission. Ghassemi et al. [70]
represent clinical notes using topic models to predict mortality in intensive care
patients, while Grnarova et al. [79] later address the same task with represen-
tations derived from deep networks. Miotto et al. [157] also use topic mod-
elling to represent text alongside other electronic health record features to pre-
dict future disease status. Very recent work [12] has exploits a large graph of
co-occurrences built from clinical records [63], to learn embeddings for thou-
sands of medical concepts and provide them to the research community.
This chapter is laid out as follows: Section 2.1 provides background and
context for learning semantic representations of words. Section 2.2 describes
how facts about the world are represented in knowledge graphs, and how these
graphs are constructed. In Section 2.3 the model proposed in this chapter and
related contributions are described. This model is analysed in several settings
using both medical and non-medical language in Section 2.4, and Section 2.5
summarises the chapter and outlines questions for future work.
2.1 Word representations
Language is composed of a hierarchy of elements - words become phrases,
which become sentences and paragraphs, and so on. While sub-word level
components have been studied in the representation-learning literature [240]
(for example characters [119], morphemes [143], radicals [206]), in this work
we focus on the most readily-discretised unit of language in English: the word.
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In some cases, we consider medical concepts which comprise several English
words, such as ‘lung cancer’, but we represent each concept as a discrete token.
Given word representations, it is possible to form phrase [18], sentence [122],
or document [130] embeddings. Embeddings can be used in downstream tasks
such as named-entity recognition [175], document classification [80], sentiment
analysis [52], neural machine translation [180], and mixed-modality applica-
tions such as zero-shot learning learning in computer vision [198] and video-text
alignment [21].
One-hot encoding
The simplest representation of categorical-valued data like words is the one-hot
encoding. Given a dictionary of N words, we can form a simple representa-
tion of any word using this encoding; the ith word in the dictionary is a N -
dimensional vector of zeroes,with a 1 in the ith position;
zi = [0, · · · , 1, · · · , 0] (2.1)
This enables us to further represent sentences or documents by summing
or averaging over the one-hot-encoded words they contain - this represents the
document as a ‘bag of words’, discarding order and locality.
The one-hot encoding is perhaps the simplest representation available
for discrete concepts, but it implies an unrealistic independence assump-
tion: all words are equally similar (or dissimilar) to all other words. This is
clearly/obviously/evidently false.
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As well as producing a representation which doesn’t capture expected se-
mantics, the one-hot encoding produces N -dimensional vectors for each word,
whereN is invariably large - 600,000 unique words is not uncommon. Acknowl-
edging that many of these N are liable to be synonyms or antonyms, this means
naive models using such inputs will be overparametrised and prone to overfit-
ting, assuming training is even practical with so many parameters. This leads
us to seek representations which are lower-dimensional (than N ), inhabiting a
space equipped with a similarity measure which reflects some level of semantic
similarity.
2.1.1 Distributional semantics
Before we can devise an algorithm to learn word representations from data,
we need to make concrete the desired notion of similarity. When we say that
two words are similar, we might then clarify to say that the words have similar
meanings - they are semantically similar. So how do we go about determining
semantic similarity from data? This is question is the objective of the field of
statistical semantics, and it broadly relies on an assumption known as the distri-
butional hypothesis. The distributional hypothesis was first described by Harris
in a 1954 paper [82]. In this original work, Harris proposed that language can
be described in terms of its distributional structure, independent of history or
meaning. The distributional structure of a language is defined to be the occur-
rence of parts in relation to other parts, for example using co-occurrence statis-
tics (although the technology to compute such statistics from large corpora was
not available at the time). The ‘parts’ in question could refer to elements of the
language at different levels, for example phonemes, morphemes, or words. The
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importance of the distributional hypothesis for meaning is seen in the following
quote, from Harris [82]; ‘if we consider words or morphemes A and B to be more dif-
ferent in meaning than A and C, then we will often find that the distributions of A and
B are more different than the distributions of A and C’.
In other words, difference of meaning correlates with difference of distribu-
tion.
This was later restated more elegantly by Firth in 1957 [64]; Citing Wittgen-
stein’s ‘the meaning of words lies in their use’, he said ‘You shall know a word by the
company it keeps’. The distributional hypothesis therefore states [188] that ‘Words
which are similar in meaning occur in similar contexts’.
This points conveniently to an unsupervised approach to representation
learning on text: identify words sharing a context, for some notion of ‘context’.
Types of meaning
The previous observation about syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships
raises an important subtlety in the pursuit of word representations. In
Sahlgren [188], they argue that although distributional approaches are bound
to capture broad notions of similarity (including syntagmatic and paradigmatic
senses), this nonspecifically-defined notion of similarity is nonetheless mean-
ingful. However, in specific instances it is clear that context plays an important
role in determining similarity. Distributional approaches seek to align words
with those sharing similar contexts in general. Under a distributional approach,
synonyms should logically be assigned similar representations, but it is unclear
how to treat words in other relationships. Should the antonym for word j be
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mapped to zj , or to some vector orthogonal to zj? This question is not pos-
sible to answer in general, because whether a word is similar or dissimilar to
its antonym is context-dependent. Are ‘happy’ and ‘sad’ similar because they
are emotions, or dissimilar because they imply opposing sentiments? Should
‘happy’ be instead mapped closer to ‘safe’ (a word labelled with positive senti-
ment [97]).
The hope for representation-learning is that the many aspects of the word’s
meaning are captured simultaneously in the embedding. This implies that there
exist subspaces in the embedding space which correspond to different notions
of similarity. If these subspaces exist and are linear, then combining element-
wise distances in the embedding space to form an overall measure of pairwise
(dis)similarity makes intuitive sense, justifying a Euclidean metric on the space.
These and related questions have prompted computational scientists to de-
vise methods for extracting this semantic information from data. The next sec-
tions describe several approaches.
2.1.2 Latent semantic indexing
Traditionally, one can represent distributional information by constructing a
sparse matrix M of words versus possible contexts. In its simplest form, the
entry Mij is the number of times word i appeared in context j.
In information retrieval, the context of interest is a document, thus the matrix
becomes a term-document matrix. The distributional hypothesis then states that
terms appearing in the same documents (similar contexts) must be themselves
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similar.
The idea behind latent semantic indexing[48] is to perform a reduced-rank
singular-value decomposition (SVD) on the term-document matrix.
M = UΣV T (2.2)
where U and V T are orthogonal matrices and Σ is diagonal, consisting of the
eigenvalues of M . Restricting Σ to the top k eigenvalues, Σk, we then have
Mk = UkΣkV
T
k . It is possible to obtain k-dimensional representations of both
terms and documents for the purpose of comparison through:
ta = (UkΣk)a
db = (ΣkV
T
k )b
(2.3)
where ta is the representation of term a, and db is the document b, and both are
elements of Rk.
Rather than using document co-occurrence to build this matrix, an alter-
native approach is to consider words in the context of each other. In this set-
ting, the co-occurrence matrix is square, representing all pairwise sets of words.
Word i is considered to be in the context of word j if they appear within a con-
text window. This context window could be directed, for example Mij = 1 if
word j appeared once within c words after word i, but it is typically taken to be
symmetric. That is, Mij counts the number of times j appeared within c words
of word i, and vice versa.
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2.1.3 Neural word embeddings
The use of neural networks for obtaining distributed word representations
was motivated by the curse of dimensionality in language modelling. Bengio
et al. [15] propose the use of distributed word representations to aid in mod-
elling the conditional probability of words given a preceding sequence;
p(wt|w1, · · · , wt−1) (2.4)
Such conditional distributions appear frequently in Markov modelling of n-
grams, where they can be computed explicitly from a large corpus if n is small.
However, as n grows larger (beyond 2 or 3), the number of possible n-grams
grows faster than the size of available corpora, resulting in unobserved events,
and prohibitively large look-up tables This imposes a restriction on either the
length of modelled sequences (n), or the size of the vocabulary. This is specific
instance of the curse of dimensionality which Bengio et al. attempt to overcome.
As well as suffering from computational limitations, approaches based on n-
grams needlessly ignore word similarity. If one could instead model the condi-
tional probability based on semantic similarity, it would be possible to make
predictions about unseen sequences of words, provided they could be repre-
sented in the embedding space. This is the idea presented in Bengio et al. [15]
and elaborated on by subsequent work.
Explicitly, they parametrise the conditional probability of Equation 2.4 as
follows:
p(wt|w1, · · · , wt−1) = exp (ywt)∑
exp (yi)
(2.5)
where yi is the unnormalised probability of observing word i, and is given by a
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standard neural transformation:
y = b+Wx+ U tanh (d+Hx) (2.6)
Here b, W , U , d, and H are parameters of the model, and x is the concatenation
of the representations of the words in the sequence.
x = [z1, · · · , zt−1] (2.7)
We will refer to the parameters zi corresponding to the representation of word
i as the embedding of word i. These zis are effectively parameters of the model,
they can be thought of as rows in a |V | × d-dimensional matrix, where d is the
dimensionality of the embedding space. These parameters are understood to be
the coordinates of word i in some d-dimensional Euclidean space, hence word i
has been embedded in Rd.
Since the publication of this work in 2003, thousands of follow-up papers
have been published, elaborating and refining the neural word embedding ap-
proach. One particularly influential example is the word2vec model proposed
by Google researchers in 2013 [152, 153]. Since this model forms the inspiration
of the novel method described in this chapter, it is described in detail in the next
section.
2.1.4 Skip-gram and continuous-bag-of-words
The seminal neural language model of Bengio et al. [15] learns word represen-
tations by predicting the next word in a sequence. Given a set of T words, the
objective is to predict word T + 1 - this is the same philosophy employed by
predictive n-gram models, building on Shannon’s observations about the pre-
dictability of English[192]. While it is demonstrably true that n-gram and neural
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models succeed at their task of predicting words, the representations learned (if
available) are naturally optimised for this task. To learn a general-purpose rep-
resentation of a word in terms of its meaning, we can exploit distributional se-
mantics (described in Section 2.1.1). Predictive models such as that of Bengio et
al. arguably exploit distributional information, since a word must be predicted
from the context of the preceding sentence. Explicitly distributional models ex-
tend this notion of context to include a potentially symmetric window around
the word.
One such explicitly distributional model is word2vec [153]. This model
refers to two slightly different ideas which both exploit the distributional hy-
pothesis:
• The skip-gram model attempts to predict the words neighbouring a
given word wt.
• The CBOW (continuous bag-of-words) model attempts to predict the word
wt given the average representation of its neighbours.
Explicitly for skip-gram, the objective is to maximise the log-probability of
the observed words under a conditional model;
1
T
T∑
t=1
∑
−c≤j≤c,j 6=0
log p(wt+j|wt) (2.8)
where c is the number of words before and after wt which comprise its context.
This conditional probability is defined using a softmax and introduces the
embeddings as parameters:
p(wt+j|wt) =
exp
(
z˜Tt+jzt
)∑
i exp (z˜
T
i zt)
(2.9)
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Here zj ∈ Rd is the embedding of word j.
They distinguish between the embedding of the central word (zt) and those
of the surrounding context words (z˜t+j), thus giving each word two embeddings
(both live in Rd). Goldberg and Levy [72] provide a motivation for using two
representations for each word. They say, ‘One motivation for making this assump-
tion is the following: consider the case where both the word dog and the context dog
share the same vector v. Words hardly appear in the contexts of themselves, and so
the model should assign a low probability to p(dog|dog), which entails assigning a low
value to vTv which is impossible.’
We can clarify this intuition by observing that words with similar z repre-
sentations share a paradigmatic relationship in that they may be exchangeable
in sentences, but do not tend to co-occur. For example, ‘dog’ and ‘puppy’
are in a paradigmatic relationship, and we would consider an embedding
model successful if it places zdog somewhere near zpuppy. Conversely, words
s and t with cs ≈ vt have a syntagmatic relationship and tend to co-occur (e.g.
Sahlgren [188]). For example, ‘dog’ and ‘puppy’ are both in syntagmatic rela-
tionships with ‘bark’, so zdog ≈ cbark and zpuppy ≈ cbark → zdog ≈ zpuppy. That
is, we seek to enforce syntagmatic relationships and through transitivity obtain
paradigmatic relationships of v vectors.
The skip-gram model (and related continuous-bag-of-words model) there-
fore exploits the distributional hypothesis by requiring that words resemble
their context, leading to words with similar contexts having similar represen-
tations. Cosine similarity is used to assess the similarity between words;
s(za, zb) =
zTa zb
‖za‖‖zb‖ (2.10)
Evidently this is equivalent to the inner product when word vectors are nor-
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malised to unit length.
Learning the embeddings in the word2vec model ostensibly requires op-
timisation of the objective in Equation 2.8 where the conditional probability is
given by the softmax in Equation 2.9. However, this representation for the con-
ditional probability is intractable due to the normalisation term, which requires
summing over the whole vocabulary. To address this, Mikolov et al. [153] pro-
pose two alternative objectives: the hierarchical softmax and negative sampling.
Thus, given the choice between skip-gram and CBOW, and the choice of mod-
ified objective, the phrase ‘word2vec model’ can refer to one of four models.
These choices are essentially hyperparameters of the model, with the authors
observing that hierarchical softmax performs better for infrequent words, while
negative sampling is superior for frequent words and lower-dimensional em-
beddings [5].
Negative sampling replaces the conditional probability (assuming the skip-
gram model as in Equation 2.9) with the following expression:
log σ
(
zTt+j z˜t
)
+ Ewi∼Pn(w)
[
log σ
(−zTwi z˜t)] (2.11)
In practice, the expectation value is replaced by an estimate. They define the
noise distribution Pn(w) as Pn(w) ∝ U(w)3/4, where U(w) is the unigram distri-
bution over words.
Goldberg and Levy [72] demonstrate that this objective can be derived by
defining a conditional distribution for whether a pair of words wi, wj appear
together in a context in the dataset;
p(D = 1|wi, wj; θ) = σ(zTi z˜j) (2.12)
It would then in principle be possible to learn θ by maximising the likelihood of
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the observed data. However, this would result in useless embeddings where
all vectors are identical, since there is no cost for making zi ∼ zj if wi and
wj are not observed together. To resolve this, Goldberg and Levy [72] demon-
strate that it is sufficient to introduce some synthetic noise pairs wa, wb such that
p(D = 1|wa, wb; θ) should be low. Using the noise distribution Pn(w) ∝ U(w)3/4
to generate the noise pairs, this recovers the essence of Equation 2.11. Interest-
ingly, it has also been shown that the word2vec model is equivalent to matrix
factorisation for special choices of the term-term matrix [134].
The model we introduce in Section 2.3 is a generalisation of the idealised
version of skip-gram word2vec - the one described by Equations 2.8 and 2.9.
We retain the probabilistic interpretation by avoiding explicitly computing the
normalisation factor using persistent contrastive divergence, detailed in Sec-
tion 2.3.3.
2.2 Representing facts
The previous section investigated how distributional information can encode
word meaning - how meaning can be inferred from the use of the word, rep-
resented by the statistics of its neighbouring context. Another way to represent
word meaning is to do so explicitly in the form of statements such as a dog is
a mammal, or lungs contain bronchi. Individual such statements natu-
rally only capture part of a word’s meaning, but a large set would produce an
increasingly comprehensive view. This chapter therefore focuses on how and
why facts like these are represented, how they’re learned, and finally how this
view can be combined with the distributional approach of the previous chapter.
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2.2.1 Knowledge graphs
Organising knowledge by way of categorising and relating concepts to each
other is an ancient human endeavour. These categorisations of knowledge are
known as ontologies. An ontology consists of a set of possible entities and
relationships which exist between them, for example statements like ‘Serena
Williams was born in Michigan’ would belong to an ontology where people and
places are entities, and relationships such as ‘born in’, ‘lives in’, ‘neighbours’,
and so on. We see that some relationships may be invalid for some pairs of
entities - for example, the statement ‘Michigan was born in Ohio’ is not a mean-
ingful statement (unless ‘Michigan’ is also a person). Ontologies can therefore
also contain information about which types of statements are valid, for exam-
ple by including categorical information and only allowing certain relationships
between entities from certain categories (like Person and Place). If we con-
sider entities to be nodes in a graph, and relationships are directed edges, then
we can represent an ontology as a knowledge graph. An ontology equipped with
categorical information could additionally feature a second graph, containing
categories as nodes and valid relationships between them as (directed) edges.
Beyond the intrinsic value of constructing ontologies, knowledge graphs can
represent facts about the world (or a specific domain or system) in a format
amenable to computation. This means knowledge graphs can be immensely
useful for information retrieval, fact-answering, disambiguation, or potentially
any application which exploits facts about the world. For example, Google
search is backed by the ‘Google Knowledge Graph’ [19], which is based on the
Freebase knowledge base [22], as well as Wikipedia and the CIA World Fact-
book. The DeepQA system behind IBM’s Watson [62] known for winning Jeop-
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ardy! in 2011, also exploits several knowledge graphs such as dbPedia [133],
WordNet [61], and Yago [205]. A system called NELL [159]- the Never-Ending
Language Learner, developed at Carnegie-Mellon University, has been run-
ning since 2010, ‘reading’ the internet and extracting facts like pesos are the
currency of Chile and constructing an openly-accessible knowledge base.
More recently, the ANGELINA system for automatically creating games [44] is
capable of crowd-sourcing facts from Twitter by asking questions like ‘Would it
make sense for a cow to move?’
In this chapter, we focus on two knowledge graphs: WordNet [61] and
SemMedDB [118], which are described in detail in Section 2.4.1.
2.2.2 Building and representing knowledge graphs
While knowledge graphs are highly valuable, their utility comes at a cost. High-
quality databases typically require human curation or annotation. Projects like
NELL aim to automatically generate entries in a knowledge graph, and use
crowdsourced curation to prune ‘unreliable’ entries or collect true facts. One
approach to building useful knowledge graphs is to begin with a manually cu-
rated set, and then grow the graph. For example, since the relationship ‘located
in’ is transitive, it is possible to add new edges. Using the earlier example, since
‘Michigan’ is located in ‘USA’, the fact that ‘Serena Williams was born in Michi-
gan’ can lead us to conclude (correctly) that Serena Williams was born in the
USA, and add an appropriate edge. Moreover, equipped with the knowledge
that citizenship in the USA is a birthright (at the time of writing), we can also
conclude that ‘Serena Williams is a citizen of the USA’. While this approach to
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growing knowledge graphs is conceptually simple and potentially highly accu-
rate, it is limited both in use and impact. Expanding a graph in this way requires
knowledge of how one relationship may imply others (as in the case of ‘born in’
→ ‘citizen of’), necessitating some information about the entities in the ontology
(an example being the Semantic Network [145], which accompanies the UMLS
Metathesaurus [20]). It is also limited to adding new edges alone, as facts about
new entities cannot be logically inferred in this manner.
Rather than using logical rules to extend the graph, one can use statistical
relational learning to try to predict new elements of the graph using statistical
models. In general, probabilistic models can be used to represent relational data
of the form ‘entity i is related to entity k through relationship j’ by associating
this statement with a binary random variable yijk whose value denotes the truth
of the statement. One could then parametrise this model using latent variables
xijk (following the notation of Nickel et al. [168]) for each triple (i, j, k). For
example, we could have
yijk ∼ Bernoulli(xijk) (2.13)
Modelling the knowledge base would then amount to finding the xijk to max-
imise the joint likelihood of the observed data, assuming all y are conditionally
independent given all x. This simple model as described is of course useless
and computationally impractical, as it learns one latent variable (xijk) for each
possible triple, and cannot generalise to unobserved entities. To make such la-
tent variable models practically useful for knowledge base completion or entity
embedding, structural assumptions about the latent variables are made. That
is, rather than representing each triple (i, j, k) by an independent latent vari-
able, we can represent i, j, k independently and combine them into an overall
representation of the triple. Much work in statistical relational learning has thus
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focused on how to represent the components, how to combine them, and how
to use this to parametrise the probabilistic model. The work in this chapter sits
within this framework, and we review some notable related work here.
RESCAL
Relational data lends itself naturally to representation using a third-order ten-
sor. Tensor factorisation can then be used to find lower-dimensional represen-
tations of tensor components, and thus individual entities. This is what is done
in the RESCAL model[167]. In RESCAL, the tensor X represents the knowledge
graph, such thatXijk = 1 indicates that the triple (i, k, j) is true. For non-existent
(false) or unknown triples, the entry is set to 0. The choice to equate ‘unknown’
with ‘false’ is referred to in the literature as the closed-world assumption - in
this paradigm, all unobserved facts are assumed to be false.
In RESCAL, the tensor is sliced along its final dimension (the relationship or
predicate dimension) and each slice X˙˙k is factorised as follows:
X˙˙k ' ARkAT (2.14)
where A is a n× r matrix consisting of the representations of the n entities, and
Rk is a r×r matrix modelling their relationships under the k-th relationship. Rk
is in general not symmetric, allowing for directed relationships between entities.
By examining a single component of Xijk under the approximation, we see that
RESCAL learns a single r-dimensional representation for each entity:
Xijk '
∑
αβ
AiαR
αβ
k (A
T )βj = a
T
i Rkaj (2.15)
where ai is the i-th row of A. While RESCAL is not explicitly probabilistic, it can
be understood in the context of Equation 2.13 by interpreting X as the tensor of
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latent factors xijk in the limit where observed triples have probability 1 under
the model.
New links can be predicted under the RESCAL model by computing the
value of the X tensor for the queried link, e.g. Xlmn, and asking if it exceeds
some threshold θ. Similarly, for a pair of entities (l,m), the type of relationship
between them can be predicted by comparing Xlmn for all choices of n.
Neural Tensor Network
Socher et al. [197] describes an approach using neural networks to represent
facts in knowledge bases. Their model, called the Neural Tensor Network
(NTN) takes as inputs two concepts and a relationship, and outputs a confi-
dence score that this triplet is true. For example, the question Does a Bengal
tiger have a tail? can be answered by feeding in the representations for
Bengal tiger and tail, into a function (a neural network) indexed by the
relationship has part. More explicitly, it produces certainty g for the truth of
the triple (i, j, k) (following the notation of the previous sections) as follows:
g(i, j, k) = uTj tanh
eTi Wjek + Vj
ei
ek
+ bj
 (2.16)
where tanh is applied element-wise. Therefore, this model is called the neural
tensor network, because Wj is a rank-3 tensor with dimensions (d,m, d) such
that the product with the embeddings e produces a vector in Rm. Similarly, Vj
has shape (m, 2d), and bj and uj are also in Rm. Thus, each relationship j has its
own representation in terms of uj , Wj , Vj , bj .
Collecting all the parameters of this model, including the embeddings e, into
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Ω, they are obtained by minising the following objective:
J(Ω) =
N∑
i=n
C∑
c=1
max
(
0, 1−
(
g(in, jn, kn)− g(in, jn, k˜cn)
))
+ λ‖Ω‖22 (2.17)
here, the triplet (in, jn, kn) is a true example from the dataset, of which there are
N . The c index tracks corrupted triplets - for each real triple, they generate C of
these. A corrupted triple corresponding to the nth training example contains
the same first entity (i) and relationship (j) as the true triple, but where the
corresponding entity (k) has been replaced with a random one, which is denoted
here as k˜cn. Therefore, the model has to correctly assign a high confidence g to
the real triple, and a low confidence to the false one. To avoid the task being
trivial, the corrupted entity k˜cn is chosen such that it can appear in that position
with that relationship, but not with the other entity. Put another way, (˜i, jn, kcn)
is a true triplet for some i˜ 6= in.
Trans*
One of the oft-cited properties of the word2vec approach is the (seemingly un-
intentional) tendency for the embedding space to allow for analogical reason-
ing using vector arithmetic. An example is a consistent offset vector existing
between the representations for ‘Berlin’ and ‘Germany’, and ‘Dublin’ and ‘Ire-
land’, seemingly representing the relationship capital city of country.
Coupled with this, and the fact that hierarchical relationships naturally lend
themselves to representation through translation, the TransE [25] model differs
from RESCAL and other bilinear approaches in representing relationships as
translation vectors.
In TransE, the intuition is that if i and j are related through k, then ei + lk
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should be similar to ej . To quantify similarity they use a dissimilarity measure d
such as the Euclidean distance, which is equivalent up to constants to the inner
product for vectors with fixed norm. Once again augmenting the data with a
set of negative examples (generated by corrupting true triples), the optimisation
problem is to rank the true examples more highly. Specifically they maximise
L =
∑
(i,j,k)true
∑
(i′,j′,k)false
[γ + d(ei + lk, ej)− d(ei′ + lk, ej′)]+ (2.18)
While the TransE approach is simple, various extensions have been pro-
posed, such as TransH [229], TransM [58], and TransR [136].
2.2.3 Combining knowledge graphs with free text corpora
While one of the contributions of the model described in this chapter is its abil-
ity to exploit both distributional and graph-based knowledge, this is not the
first time data from these sources have been combined. This idea was already
explored in Weston et al. [233] for example, where entities belonging to a struc-
tured database are identified in unstructured (free) text in order to obtain em-
beddings useful for relation prediction. Similar approaches are also employed
by Fried and Duh, Wang et al., Xu et al., Yu and Dredze [66, 230, 236, 242]. In
these cases, separate objectives are used to incorporate different data sources,
combining (in the case of Xu et al. [236]) the skip-gram objective from Mikolov
et al. [153] and the TransE objective of Bordes et al. [25]. The method proposed
in this chapter (Section 2.3) uses a single energy function over the joint space
of word pairs with relationships, combining the ‘distributional objective’ with
that of relational data by considering free-text co-occurrences as another type of
relationship.
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Rather than learning both simultaneously, it is also possible to modify ex-
isting word embeddings, trained using distributional sematics, to adhere to a
given knowledge base or ontology. This is done for example in Faruqui et al. [59]
using semantic lexicons on top of GloVe vectors [175], Johansson and Nieto
Pin˜a [108] use SALDO [27] (an alternative to WordNet), and Mrksic et al. [163]
use antonmy and synonymy relationships to retrofit word embeddings in a sim-
ilar way. Jauhar et al. [105] explore both retrofitting embeddings and modifying
the objective of the word2vec model [153] to respect word sense encoded in
WordNet. The retrofitting approach of Faruqui et al. [59] has also been applied
to medical text [243]. The paradigm of first learning word representations from
free text, and then modifying them using information from a knowledge base
(such as a semantic lexicon) could be considered a special case of the joint ap-
proach taken in this chapter, corresponding to a curriculum of training first on
the unstructured data source.
2.3 Contributions
This chapter describes a contribution to the field of natural language processing
in the form of a representation-learning approach for words. Inspired by the
challenges of medical language, where we would like to supplement scarce cor-
pora of free text with information from manually curated knowledge graphs,
our contribution is thus a model with the following properties:
1. The result of a trained model is a set of word embeddings using the distri-
butional framework, as well as matrix-valued representations for relation-
ships between words
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2. The model can be trained on free and structured text corpora to learn the
above
3. The model describes a joint probabilistic of words and relationships,
which enables prediction and completion of word-relationship-word
triples, allowing for knowledge graph extension and other queries
This section describes how this is achieved. We then examine the model in sev-
eral settings, and demonstrate its use in medical language processing for knowl-
edge graph completion and knowledge transfer (Section 2.4.5).
2.3.1 Learning representations of words and relationships
We assume we have a vocabulary of V words, and R possible relationships
which can potentially hold between them, for example willow is a type of
tree.
Thus, our focus is on triplets of the form (S,R, T ) where S and T refer to
elements of the vocabulary (implying ‘source’ and ‘target’), and R is the rela-
tionship between them. We then seek vector representations for each word in V in
its role as either source or target, and matrix representations for each relationship.
Following the approach of a neural language model, we learn these representa-
tions in an ‘encoding’ layer - that is, we cast representation-learning as learning
the parameters of a model. Specifically, we perform stochastic maximum like-
lihood on a probabilistic model defined over the triplet of random variables
(S,R, T ). Inference is outlined in Section 2.3.3. First, we describe the model.
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2.3.2 Relationships as context
Our approach uses the fact that skip-gram-type models only rely on similarity
between word representations. This means that we can implicitly capture pol-
ysemy and homonymy by allowing for different types of pairwise similarity.
For example, the word ‘bank’ likely refers to an establishment if it appears in a
statement such as ‘banks contain rooms’, while its use in bounding rivers is ap-
parent from a statement like ‘she slid down the bank’. A riverbank is unlikely to
contain, employ, contact, or otherwise actively interact with a person, whereas
a banking institution is of little interest to wildlife and unlikely to have a river
burst from it. However, if we give the token ‘bank’ a single vector representa-
tion, should it be closer to ‘credit union’ or to ‘shore’?
We address this polysemy issue by defining a set of possible relationships
between words in our dictionary. Each relationship implies a transformation of
the embedding space, which produces a variant of a word’s embedding, corre-
sponding to its meaning in the context of the relationship. Specifically, we define
it as an affine transformation of the embedding space:
R : Rd → Rd (2.19)
The affine transformation corresponding to relationship r is represented using
an augmented matrix:
Rr =
 A b
0 · · · 0 1
 (2.20)
where A is a d× d matrix and b is a d-dimensional vector. Hence, Rr is a square,
d + 1-dimensional matrix. The action of Rr is to map the context vector z˜j for
word j to another point in Rd corresponding to the representation of word j in
the context of relationship r.
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The choice of an affine transformation is motivated by the observation [153]
that certain relationships are already captured as translations by relationship-
agnostic word embedding models, which was discussed in Section 2.2.2. For
this augmented representation to work, it is necessary to append a fixed 1 on to
all word vectors, which otherwise does not influence their representation.
One can extend the softmax expression used in the word2vec model with
this modification;
p(wt+j|wt, r) =
exp
(
z˜Tt+jRrzt
)∑
i exp (z˜
T
i Rrzt)
(2.21)
and it is then clear that this reduces to the original case when Rr = I.
2.3.3 Probabilistic modelling
While many language models represent conditional probabilities, that is,
p(wt|wt−1, · · · , w0) = fθ(wt−1, · · · , w0) (2.22)
where fθ is some parametrised function (such as a recurrent neural network)
which is learned through optimisation of a loss such as cross-entropy, in this
work we rather model the joint probability of the observed data.
Recalling as before that we consider triplets - (S,R, T ) (source, relationship,
target) - this is a generalisation of the case in word2vec where only target and
context (=source) are considered - we seek to define the probability of observ-
ing such a triplet - P (S,R, T ). Note that while we refer to ‘words’, S and T
could represent any entity between which a relationship may hold without al-
tering our mathematical formulation, and so could refer to multiple-word enti-
ties (such as UMLSConcept Unique Identifiers) or even non-lexical objects. With-
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out loss of generality, we refer to them as words.
If we suppose we can parametrise this probability distribution, then the pa-
rameters can be learned through, e.g. maximum-likelihood estimation given an
observed set of triplets (a dataset). The advantage of having the joint distribu-
tion P (S,R, T ) is that it gives us immediate access to other quantities of interest
through:
1. Marginalisation: given P (S,R, T ) we can get any marginal quantity, e.g.
P (s, t) =
∑R
r P (s, r, t), which would give the probability of observing
words s and t in any relationship together.
2. Conditioning: given P (S,R, T ) we can also ask for conditionals, e.g. given
we observe word s and relationship r, what words t are most likely?
P (R|s, t) = P (s, R, t)∑R
r P (s, r, t)
(2.23)
(and equivalently we can get any other conditional distribution)
Note that we use the convention of capital letters to refer to random variables,
and lower case to refer to specific values they take - so S refers to the random
variable whose range is all words which can appear as the ‘source’ in a triple,
and s refers to a particular instance of S. These quantities are not readily ob-
tained by other methods.
A standard method to parametrise a probabilistic model is to use a Boltz-
mann distribution,
P (Ω) =
e−E(Ω)
Z
(2.24)
here E(ω) is the energy of the state ω, and Z is the partition function which
ensures the probability density is normalised.
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Energy function
We define consider a state in this system to be a triple S,R, T , indicating that
concepts S is related to T through R. This means the state-space is the set of all
possible triples - a discrete space of size |S||R||T |.
Since we are looking to learn representations of words, we need to
parametrise the energy function in terms of these representations. Every word,
indexed by s say, is mapped to a point in d-dimensional Euclidean space1,
ws → vs ∈ Rd.
Following Mikolov et al. [153], we learn two representations for each word:
cs represents word s when it appears as a source, and vt for word t appearing as
a target. Relationships act by altering cs through their action on the vector space
(cs 7→ GRcs). By allowing GR to be an arbitrary affine transformation (see Sec-
tion 2.3.2), we combine the bilinear form of Socher et al. [197] with translation
operators of Bordes et al. [25].
We can then choose an energy function like
E(S,R, T |Θ) = −vT ·GRcS (2.25)
which uses parameters Θ = {ci, Gr,vj, }r∈relationshipsi,j∈vocabulary . For this choice of energy
function, we observe that the |R| = 1, GR = I case recovers the original softmax
objective described in Mikolov et al. [153], so the idealised word2vec model is
a special case of this model. However, this energy function is problematic, as it
can be trivially minimised by making the norms of all vectors tend to infinity.
While the partition function provides a global regulariser, we found that it
1By construction - a promising recent line of research has investigated the use of hyperbolic
space to embed entities, which is particularly suited for representing tree-like structures [166].
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is not sufficient to avoid norm growth during training. We therefore use as
our energy function the negative cosine similarity, which does not suffer this
weakness;2
E(S,R, T |Θ) = − vT ·GRcS‖vT‖‖GRcS‖ (2.26)
This is also a natural choice, as cosine similarity is the standard method for
evaluating word vector similarities.
Energy minimisation therefore amounts to finding an embedding in which
the angle between related entities is minimised in an appropriately transformed
relational space. It would be simple to define a more complex energy function
(using perhaps splines) by choosing a different functional representation for R,
but we focus in this work on the affine case.
Partition function
The partition function is the price we pay for using a joint - rather than con-
ditional - model. The partition function Z is the normalisation constant of the
probability distribution, hence
Z =
∑
ω
e−E(ω) (2.27)
where the sum is over all possible states ω.
In our case, Z(Θ) =
∑
s,r,t e
−E(s,r,t|Θ), where E is defined above.
2We also considered an alternate, more symmetric energy function using the Frobenius norm
of G; E(S,R, T |Θ) = − vT ·GRcS‖vT ‖‖GR‖F ‖cS‖ . However, we found no clear empirical advantage to this
choice.
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Inference: Persistent contrastive divergence
We estimate our parameters Θ from data using stochastic maximum likelihood
on the joint probability distribution.
The maximum likelihood estimator is:
Θ∗ = argmax P (D|Θ) = argmax
N∏
n
P ((S,R, T )n|Θ) (2.28)
Considering the log-likelihood at a single training example (S,R, T ) and tak-
ing the derivative with respect to parameters, we obtain:
∂ logP (S,R, T |Θ)
∂Θi
=
∂
∂Θi
[−E(S,R, T |Θ)]
− ∂
∂Θi
[
log
∑
s,r,t
e−E(S,R,T |Θ)
] (2.29)
Given a smooth energy function the first term is easily obtained, but the sec-
ond term is problematic. This term, derived from the partition function Z(Θ),
is intractable to evaluate in practice owing to its double sum over the size of
the vocabulary (potentially O(105)). In order to circumvent this intractabil-
ity we resort to techniques used to train Restricted Boltzmann Machines and
use stochastic maximum likelihood, also known as persistent contrastive di-
vergence (PCD) [214]. In contrastive divergence, the gradient of the partition
function is estimated using samples drawn from the model distribution seeded
at the current training example [93]. However, many rounds of sampling may
be required to obtain good samples. PCD retains a persistent Markov chain of
model samples across gradient evaluations, assuming that the underlying dis-
tribution changes slowly enough to allow the Markov chain chain to mix. We
use Gibbs sampling by iteratively using the conditional distributions of all vari-
ables (S, R, and T , see below) to obtain model samples.
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In particular, we draw S, R and T from the conditional probability distribu-
tions:
P (S|r, t; Θ) = e
−E(S,r,t|Θ)∑
s′ e
−E(s′,r,t|Θ)
P (R|s, t; Θ) = e
−E(s,R,t|Θ)∑
r′ e
−E(s,r′,t|Θ)
P (T |s, r; Θ) = e
−E(s,r,T |Θ)∑
t′ e
−E(s,r,t′|Θ)
(2.30)
Thereby, we can estimate the gradient of Z(Θ) at the cost of these evaluations,
which are linear in the size of the vocabulary, as the (generally intractable) par-
tition function is not required.
Using this, following the objective from (2.29) further simplifies to a con-
trastive objective given a batch of B data samples and M model samples (each
model sample obtained from an independent, persistent Markov chain):
∂P (D|Θ)
∂Θi
' 1
M
M∑
m=1
[
∂E((S,R, T )m|Θ)
∂Θi
]
− 1
B
B∑
b=1
[
∂E((S,R, T )b|Θ)
∂Θi
] (2.31)
2.4 Experiments and analyses
We explore the model in several settings, using structured and unstructured
data from generic, and then medical English. The data is described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1.
• First, we use the model to perform triplet classification by thresholding
P (S,R, T ) or by training a classifier on the embeddings of S, R, T . We use
this to demonstrate how adding unstructured data can improve perfor-
mance on the triplet classification task.
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• Next, we examine the quality of the learned embeddings by concatenating
S and T representations to predict the correct R, and show how the model
can be used in an unsupervised way to infer latent relationships.
• Finally, we show how the model can be used to extend a medical knowl-
edge base using relationships inferred from a large medical text corpus.
These experiments exploit the probabilistic nature of this model and demon-
strate how knowledge graphs can be used to enhance embedding-learning us-
ing (potentially scarce) free-text corpora.
In several analyses, we consider the dual settings where either structured
data is scarce (corresponding to a limited knowledge graph), or unstructured
data is scarce (corresponding to limited free-text corpora). These settings are
similar to multitask and transfer learning (for instance, [32, 56, 234]), which is
touched upon again in later chapters.
2.4.1 Data
We distinguish between structured data, as from a knowledge graph, and un-
structured, or ‘free-text’ data, derived from a corpus of text.
Generic English: WordNet and Wikipedia
As structured data, we use the WordNet dataset described by Socher et al. [197]3.
It contains 38,588 words and 11 types of relationships, Training data consists
3The dataset is available at http://stanford.io/1IENOYH
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of true triples such as (feeling, has instance, pride). There are 112,581
training examples, 5,218 validation, and 21,088 test triples. Test and validation
examples are labelled as true or false. False examples are built from true triplets,
which are randomly selected to be in one of the sets. For each true example in
the test set, a false example is created by randomly switching one of its entities.
Care is taken to ensure that the new, corrupted entity can appear in that position
in that relationship, therefore it must appear there with some other entity. This
is similar to how the neural tensor model [197] (Section 2.2.2) is constructed
- indeed, this dataset is developed in the same paper, and further processing
details are provided there.
We derive an additional version of this dataset by stripping sense IDs from
the words, which reduced the vocabulary to 33,330 words. We note that this
procedure likely makes prediction on this data more difficult, as every word
receives only one representation. We do this in order to produce an aligned
vocabulary with our unstructured data source, taken to be English Wikipedia
(https://dumps.wikimedia.org/, August 2014). We extract text using
WikiExtractor4. We greedily identify WordNet 2-grams in the Wikipedia text.
Two words are considered in a sentence context if they appear within a
five word window. Only pairs for which both words appeared in the Word-
Net vocabulary are included. We draw from a pool of 112,581 training triples
in WordNet with 11 relationships, and 8,206,304 triples from Wikipedia (heav-
ily sub-sampled, see experiments). To check that our choice to strip sense IDs
was valid, we also created a version of the Wikipedia dataset where each word
was tagged with its most common sense from the WordNet training corpus. We
found that this did not significantly impact our results, so we chose to continue
4http://bit.ly/1Imz1WJ
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with the sense-stripped version, preferring to collapse some WordNet identities
over assigning possibly-incorrect senses to words in Wikipedia.
We use this ‘generic’ English data for experiments in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4.
Medical English: SemMedDB and MSKCC Text Notes
This is the data used in experiments described in Section 2.4.5.
In the medical setting, the unstructured data is a corpus of de-identified
clinical notes written by physicians at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
(MSKCC). We process raw text by replacing numbers with generic tokens such
as HEIGHT or YEAR, and removing most punctuation. In total, the corpus con-
tains 99,334,543 sentences, of which 46,242,167 are unique. This demonstrates
the prevalence of terse language and sentence fragments in clinical text; for ex-
ample the fragment no known drug allergies appears 192,334 times as a
sentence.
The tokens of interest are chiefly Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) from
the Unified Medical Langauage System (UMLS) [20]. These represent dis-
crete medical concepts, which may require several words to describe, for exam-
ple: C0023473: chronic myelogenous leukemia. We consider it more
meaningful and interesting to consider relationships between CUIs rather than
words themselves, when possible.
We identify CUIs in the text by greedily matching against strings associ-
ated with CUIs (each CUI can have multiple such strings). This results in
45,402 unique CUIs, leaving 270,100 non-CUI word tokens. We note that the
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MetaMap [7] tool is a more sophisticated approach for this task, but found it
too inefficient to use on a dataset of our size. To generate (S,R, T ) triples, we
consider two words in a appears in a sentence with relationship if they
are within a five-word window of each other.
We exploit the existence of SemMedDB [118], a database of semantic predi-
cations in the form of subject-relationship-object triples, where the subjects and
objects are CUIs. These were derived from PubMed abstracts using the tool
SemRep [185], and contain triplets such as C0027530(Neck) is LOCATION OF
C0039979(Thoracic Duct) or C0013798(Electrocardiogram) DIAGNOSES
C0026269(Mitral Valve Stenosis). SemMedDB contains 82,239,653 such
statements, of which 16,305,000 are unique. This covers 237,269 unique CUIs.
Since the distribution of CUI/token frequencies has a long tail in both data
sources, we threshold tokens by their frequency. Firstly, tokens (words of CUIs)
must appear at least 100 times in either dataset, and then at least 50 times in
the pruned datasets. That is, in the first round we remove sentences (in EHR)
or statements (in SemMedDB) containing ‘rare’ tokens. In addition, the 58 rela-
tionships in SemMedDB also exhibit a long-tailed frequency distribution, so we
retain only the top twenty.
From this pool of (S,R, T ) triples (from EHR and SemMedDB) we create fixed
test sets (see next subsection) and smaller datasets with varying relative abun-
dances of each data type, using 0, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 thousand train-
ing examples. The final list of tokens has size W = 45, 586, with 21 rela-
tionships: twenty from SemMedDB and an additional appears in sentence
with from EHR. Of theW tokens, 7,510 appear in both data sources. These over-
lapping tokens are critical to ensure embeddings derived from the knowledge
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graph are consistent with those derived from the free text.
2.4.2 Experimental details and implementation
We use Adam [120] to adapt learning rates and improve numerical stability. We
used the recommended hyperparameters from this paper; λ = 1 − 10−8,  =
1−10−8, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999. Unless otherwise stated, hyperparameters specific
to our model were: dimension d = 100, batch size of B = 100, learning rate for
all parameter types of α = 0.001, and three rounds of Gibbs sampling to obtain
model samples. We use a l2 regulariser with strength 0.01 on Gr parameters
(relationship weight matrices).
2.4.3 Triplet classification
Classification on WordNet
We use our model to solve the basic prediction task described in Socher
et al. [197]. In this case, the model must differentiate true and false triples,
where false triples are obtained by corrupting the T entry in the triple, e.g.
(S,R, T ) → (S,R, T˜ ) (where (S,R, T˜ ) doesn’t appear in the training data). The
corrupted version of T must exist in relationship R with some other S in the
dataset, to make the problem more challenging. The ‘truth’ of a triple is evalu-
ated by its energy E(S,R, T ), with a relationship-specific cut-off chosen by maxi-
mizing accuracy on a validation set. By learning explicit representations of each
of the 38,588 entities in WordNet, our approach most closely follows the ‘Entity
Vector’ task in Socher et al. This is to be contrasted with the ‘Word Vector’ task,
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where a representation is learned for each word, and entity representations are
obtained by averaging their word vectors. We elected not to perform this task
because we are not confident that composition into phrases through averaging
is well-justified. Using the validation set to select an early stopping point at 66
epochs, we obtain a test set accuracy of 78.2% with an AUROC of 85.6%.
The ‘Neural Tensor Model’ (NTN) described in Socher et al. [197] and Sec-
tion 2.2.2 achieves an accuracy of around 70% on this task, although we note
that the simpler Bilinear model (also described in Socher et al. [197]) achieves
74% and is closer to the energy function we employ. The improved performance
exhibited by this simpler Bilinear model was also noted by [239].
Other baselines reported by Socher et al. were a single layer model without
an interaction term, a Hadamard model [24] and the model of Bordes et al. [23]
which learns separate left and right relationship operators for each element of
the triple. These were outperformed by the Bilinear and NTN models, see Fig-
ure 4 in Socher et al. [197] for further details. Hence, our model outperforms the
two previous methods by more than 4%.
As a preliminary test of our model, we also considered the FreeBase task
described by Socher et al. [197]. Initial testing yielded an accuracy of 85.7%,
which is comparable to the result of their best-performing model (NTN) of
about 87%. We chose not to further explore this dataset however, because its
entities are mostly proper nouns and thus seemed unlikely to benefit from ad-
ditional semantic data.
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Adding unstructured data for triplet classification
In this case, we assume structured data is scarce, and analyse the effect of aug-
menting with unstructured data. That is, we take a small set ofX examples from
WordNet (our structured data source), where X is between 1000 and 10000 (x-
axis in Figure 2.1, right), and augment it with 10,000 examples from Wikipedia
(the unstructured data source).
We evaluate the model using the triplet-classification task used in earlier
analyses - note that the test set only contains triplets from WordNet. Unstruc-
tured data provides triplets of the form (S,Ru, T ) whereRu is the single relation-
ship ‘appears in a sentence with’. This relationship does not exist in WordNet, so
we would not expect the Wikipedia data to explicitly provide information about
any relationships appearing in WordNet. An improvement in test-set perfor-
mance must therefore be related to the general semantic information contained in
the Wikipedia examples. As an extreme example, if it becomes apparent due to
the Wikipedia data that T1 and T2 are synonyms, then if the model has observed
P (S,R, T1) in WordNet, it can easily classify P (S,R, T2), even if T2 never ap-
peared in the WordNet data. This transfer is possible because synonymy, which
is captured easily by distributional semantics, implies other relationships.
In practice, we found it necessary to balance the amount of data from Word-
Net and Wikipedia. We do this by using a scaling factor κ on examples from
Wikipedia, effectively scaling down gradients from this data source. Figure 2.1
shows accuracy on this task as κ and the amount of WordNet data vary. To
find the improvement associated with unstructured data, we compared accuracy
at κ = 0 with κ = κ∗ (where κ∗ gave the highest accuracy on the validation
set; marked with ∗ in the figure) - this is show in the right panel. We find that
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including free text data quite consistently improves the classification accuracy,
particularly when structured data is scarce.
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Figure 2.1: Unstructured data improves triplet classification. In addition
to training on a set of known relationships, we use unstructured data from
Wikipedia with varying weight (x-axis) during training. As before, with the
goal to predict if a triple (S,R, T ) is true by using its energy as a score. A vali-
dation set is used to determine the threshold below which a triple is considered
‘true’. The solid line denotes the average of three independent experimental
runs; shaded areas show the range of results. The bar plot on the right shows
the difference in accuracy between κ = 0 and κ = κ∗, where κ∗ gave the highest
accuracy on a validation set. Significance at 5% (paired t-test) is marked by an
asterisk. We find then that unstructured Wikipedia can improve relationship
learning in cases when labelled relationship data is scarce.
2.4.4 Embedding quality
In these analyses, the focus is no longer on the ability to classify triplets as true
or false using the energy function, but rather on the quality of the word rep-
resentations themselves. Evaluating ‘unsupervised’ representations is a topic
of ongoing research, and consensus has not yet been reached on the optimal
strategy (if it is unique).
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Here, we perform evaluation as follows: We take embeddings of words S,
T and use them as inputs to a supervised multi-class classifier. The task for a
given (S,R, T ) triple is to predict R given the vector formed by concatenating
cS and vT (the representations of word S as source and T as target). Note that
this does not useGR - the embeddings are untransformed and exist in the original
space. This is intended to mimic a possible use-case for such embeddings, since
the relationship in question (and therefore the transformation GR to the new
space) may not be known a priori. We generate this dataset by taking (S,R, T )
triplets, and using R as the label to be predicted. However, since we already
know that S and T are related through R, we can re-use our dataset to invent
this downstream task for the data.
Augmenting Wikipedia embeddings with WordNet
In this case, we assume unstructured text data from Wikipedia is restricted, and
vary the quantity of structured data from WordNet. While the analysis in Sec-
tion 2.4.3 is especially interesting for the case of generic English, where unstruc-
tured data is highly available (as is the case for Wikipedia), this setting is more
interesting for medical purposes, where text corpora are smaller and more re-
stricted, but knowledge graphs are available. We explore the medical setting in
the context of knowledge graph completion in Section 2.4.5.
To avoid testing on the training data (since the embeddings are ob-
tained using the WordNet training set), we perform this procedure once for
each relationship (9 times - excluding appears in sentence with), each
time removing from the training data all triples containing that relation-
ship. Specifically, we consider the WordNet relationships has instance,
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domain region, subordinate instance of, member holonym5, has
part, part of, member meronym6, synset domain topic, type of. Re-
lationships similar to and domain topic were omitted for technical rea-
sons. This means that any information about relationship R contained in
the embeddings must have been learned implicitly through the other rela-
tionships. In the case where relationships are the inverse of each other (e.g.
holonymy/meronymy) it is more obvious that information can be transferred,
but not all relationships in this set have inverses.
We use a random forest classifier trained on the WordNet validation set us-
ing five-fold cross-validation.
Figure 2.2 shows the F1 score of the multi-class classifier on the left-out
relationship for different combinations of data set sizes. We also trained
word2vec [153] on a much larger Wikipedia-only dataset (4,145,372 sentences)
and trained a classifier on its vectors; results are shown as black lines.
Since we are interested in how adding structured (WordNet) data improves,
the most interesting results are the two right-most bars in Figure 2.2 - these cor-
respond to a fixed set of 50,000 examples from Wikipedia with either 10,000 or
50,000 examples from Wordnet respectively. We see that in 6 out of 9 relation-
ships, the addition of WordNet data improved performance in this task, and
using any WordNet information improves over the word2vec baseline (black
lines). This indicates that even data about unrelated relationships provides in-
formation to produce vectors that are semantically richer overall. These results
illustrate that embeddings learned from limited free text data can be improved
by additional, unrelated relationship data.
5Concept S is a holonym of T if T s are parts of S, e.g. ‘dog’ is a holonym of ‘paw’.
6Meronymy is the opposite of holonymy - ‘paw’ is a meronym of ‘dog’.
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Figure 2.2: Relationship data improves learned embeddings. We apply our
algorithm on a scarce set of Wikipedia co-occurrences (10k and 50k instances)
with varying amounts of additional, unrelated relationship data (10k and 50k
relations from WordNet). We test the quality of the embedding by measuring
the accuracy on a task related to nine relationships (see text for which). In each
case, we used eight of the relationships together with the Wikipedia data to
learn representations that are then used in a subsequent supervised learning
task to predict the remaining ninth relationship based on the representations
using random forests. Black lines denote results from word2vec trained on a
Wikipedia-only with 4,145,372 sentences.
Unsupervised learning
In this experiment, we explore the ability of the model to learn embeddings
from co-occurrence data alone, without specifying the relationships it should
use. This is possible because the model described in Section 2.3 can gracefully
deal with missing elements in observed triplets (for instance missing observed
relationships).
We can consider the partially observed triple as a superposition of all pos-
sible completions of that triple, each weighted by its conditional probability
given the observed elements, using (2.30). In the fully-observed case, we as-
sume all triplets (S,R, T ) appear in the data with probability 1 (that is, we take
a Bayesian approach and assume the data is given). In the semi-observed case,
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we use the model to add virtual observations (S, r, T ) to the dataset, but weight
these with their probability given what is observed, that is P (r|S, T ). That is,
if we observe (S,, T ), we imagine that we could have observed (S, r, T ) with
probability P (r|S, T ), for all relationships r. This has the effect of producing a
gradient which is a weighted sum over these possible observations (we assume
the probability is a constant for the purpose of computing the gradient). Hence,
∂P (S,, T ; Θ)
∂Θ
=
R∑
r
P (r|S, T )∂P (S, r, T ; Θ)
∂Θ
(2.32)
In the fully-observed case, this weighting is simply a delta function on the ob-
served state.
When using the model with just one relationship (trivially the identity), the
model effectively reverts to word2vec. However, if we add a ‘budget’ of rela-
tionships (in our experiments we use 1, 3, 5, 7, 11), the model can potentially
achieve lower energy solutions by selectively applying these relationship trans-
formations, allowing some concept pairs to be closer in a context-dependent
way, where the set of contexts is not specified a priori.
The intuition is that we want to test whether textual context alone has sub-
structure that we can capture with latent variables.
We generate a training set of one million word co-occurrences from
Wikipedia (using a window size of 5 and restricting to words appearing in the
WordNet dataset, as described earlier), and train different models for each num-
ber of latent relationships. Inspired by earlier experiments testing the utility of
supplanting WordNet training data with Wikipedia examples, we decide to test
the ability of a model purely trained on Wikipedia to learn word and relation-
ship representations which are predictive of WordNet triplets, without having
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seen any data from WordNet. We use the setup as in the previous analysis - we
concatenate cS and vT and feed it into a random forest to predict the relation-
ship R between S and T . The relationships are taken from WordNet, and need
not correspond to the latent relationships learned by the model in this case.
As a baseline we start with |R| = 1 to test how well word embeddings from
context alone can perform, indicated by the leftmost bar in Figure 2.3. Once
again, we use word2vec-trained embeddings as a baseline, shown in black (this
is the same data as depicted in Figure 2.2.) We then proceed to train models
with more latent relationships. We observe that, especially for some relationship
prediction tasks, including this flexibility in the model produces a noticeable
increase in F1 score on this task. Since we evaluate the embeddings alone, and
not for example likelihood, this effect cannot be explained by the additional
parameters introduced by the latent relationships, and must be due to a shift in
the content of the vectors.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the model discovers con-
textual subclasses which are indicative of WordNet-type relationships.
We note that we did not perform an exhaustive search of the hyperparam-
eter space; better settings may yet exist. Nonetheless, although the absolute
improvement in F1 score yielded by this method is modest, we are encouraged
by the model’s ability to exploit latent variables in this way.
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Figure 2.3: Unsupervised learning of latent relationships improves embed-
dings. We train a fully unsupervised algorithm with 1, 3, 5, 7 and 11 possible
latent relationships on one million Wikipedia sentences. Initialisation is at ran-
dom. To test the quality of the resulting embeddings, we use supervised learning
of nine WordNet relationships with random forests. Depending on the relation-
ship at hand, the use of multiple latent relationships during training leads to
slightly, but consistently better accuracies using the computed embeddings for
every of the nine relationships and also on average. Hence, the resulting em-
beddings using latent relationships can be said to be of higher quality. Once
again, black lines show results using word2vec.
2.4.5 Extending a medical knowledge graph
Having examined developed and analysed the approach on generic English
in the previous sections, in these analyses we now focus on medical English.
Specifically, we use as unstructured data de-identified text notes written by clin-
icians at MSKCC, where terms from the UMLS ontology [20] have been identi-
fied. The medical ontology we augment it with is SemMedDB, which contains
predicates between UMLS concepts extracted from PubMed citations [118]. The
data is described in detail in Section 2.4.1.
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Augmenting EHR embeddings with SemMedDB
Experimental design As the model defines conditional distributions for each
element of a triple given the remaining two (Equation 2.30), we can test the abil-
ity to predict new components of a knowledge graph. For example, by selecting
the best R given S and T , we predict the relationship (the type of edge) between
tokens S and T using P (R|S, T ).
Without loss of generality, we describe the procedure for generating the test
set for theR task. We select a random set of S, T pairs appearing in the data. For
each pair, we record all entities r which appear in a triple with them, removing
these triples from the training set. The S, T → {ri}i task is then recorded in
the test set. Evidently, there may be many correct completions of a triple; in
this case we expect the model to distribute probability mass across all answers.
How best to evaluate this is task-dependent; we consider both the rank and the
combined probability mass in these experiments.
Results Figure 2.4 shows results for the task of predicting R given S and T .
The model produces a ranking of all possible Rs (high probability→ low rank)
and we report the mean reciprocal rank of the lowest-ranked correct answer over
the test set. We use this metric to evaluate the utility of these predictions in
prioritising hypotheses to test: we would like any correct answer to be ranked
highly, and don’t apply a penalty for a failure to capture alternative answers.
Results for our model are marked by bf7 and bf++. The latter model uses an
additional 100,000 training examples from the EHR: these are ‘off-task’ informa-
tion. As a baseline we consider a random forest trained to predict R given the
7bf stands for ‘brı´-focal’, which means word meaning in Irish.
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Figure 2.4: Predicting the relationship between concepts. With more struc-
tured data, the model can better predict the correct relationship for a given (S,
T ) pair. bf++ has an additional 100,000 triples from EHR: with little structured
data, so much off-task information is harmful, but provides some benefit when
there is enough signal from the knowledge graph. Baselines are a random forest
taking [f(S) : f(T )] as an input to predict the label R, where the feature rep-
resentation f is either a 1-hot encoding (1ofN) or 200-dimensional word2vec
vectors trained on PubMed. 1ofN proved too computationally expensive for
large data.
concatenation [f(S) : f(T )], where the representation f is either: a) 1ofN: each
token has a binary vector of length W (W = 45,586), b) word2vec: each token
has a 200-dimensional vector obtained by running word2vec [152] trained on
PubMed [160]. We note that the PubMed corpus contains over 2 billions tokens,
far more data than was available to bf. We additionally trained TransE [25] on
this data, but it proved unsuited to the task (data not shown).
As we can see, adding examples from SemMedDB improves performance for
all model types, but bf seems to make better use of the additional data. In spite
of its very large input vector size (2W = 91172), 1ofN struggles, likely as it
treats all tokens as independent entities. We note that for bf++, performance is
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degraded when the amount of structured data is low. This is consistent with our
earlier observations on non-medical data, as the quantity of ‘off-task’ informa-
tion added is in this case comparable to that of ‘on-task’. Interestingly however,
the model appears slightly better able to exploit more structured data when some
‘semantic background’ is provided by EHR.
Experimental design As mentioned, the model is capable of combining struc-
tured and unstructured data. In earlier experiments we observed that classi-
fication performance on a knowledge base could be improved by addition of
unstructured data. However, the task in that case was quite ‘easy’; the model
simply needed to differentiate between true and false triples. Here we con-
sider the harder problem of correctly selecting which entity would complete the
triple.
In addition to possibly improving performance, access to unstructured data
provides the opportunity to augment the knowledge base. That is, we can pre-
dict relationships for tokens not appearing in SemMedDB. This uses the joint em-
bedding of all tokens into one vector space, regardless of their data source. The
geometric action of the relationships learned from SemMedDB can then be ap-
plied to the representation of any token, such as those uniquely found in EHR.
We note that this procedure amounts to label transfer from structured to unstruc-
tured examples, which can be understood as a form of semi-supervised learn-
ing.
To generate ground truth for this task, we select some tokens {Ti} (these
could appear as S or T entities) found in both SemMedDB and EHR and remove
them from SemMedDB, recording them to use in the test set. Put another way, as
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in the previous setting, during the ‘random’ selection of S, T (still wlog) pairs,
we make sure all of these recording them to use in the test set. Put another
way, as in the previous setting, during the ‘random’ selection of S, T (still wlog)
pairs, we make sure all Ti in the deletion list are included, alongside any other
tokens which appear in a SemMedDB-derived relationship with them. The task
is then to use purely semantic similarity gleaned from EHR to place these tokens
in the embedding space such that the action of relationship operators is still
meaningful.
Results Figure 2.5 shows results on all three tasks (predicting S, R, T given
the remaining two), as a function of the type of test example. The right col-
umn of results is for test entities involving at least one element not appearing in
SemMedDB. As we are now interested in the embeddings themselves we report
the probability mass of true entities, feeling this better captures the information
contained in the embeddings. That is, it is no longer sufficient for the model
to correctly predict a single answer, we want it to assign appropriate probabil-
ity mass to all correct answers. The dotted grey lines demonstrate the random
baseline, where all tokens are equally likely. The probability mass assigned by
the baseline is therefore equal to k/W (or k/R) where k is the average number
of correct options in that task type.
There are several observations to be made here:
• Most of the time, performance is best with a non-zero, but relatively small
amount of EHR data (x-axis). This supports our observations that off-task
information improves embeddings, but can ‘drown out’ signal if it domi-
nates relative to the on-task examples. This can be improved by including
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Figure 2.5: Probability mass assigned to correct answers in the knowledge
graph completion and knowledge transfer task. The right column shows re-
sults for test triples where at least one of S and T is found only in EHR, and
therefore represents the knowledge transfer setting. Information about relation-
ships found in SemMedDB must be transferred through the joint embedding to
enable these predictions. Grey dotted lines represent a random-guessing base-
line.
a pre-factor on gradient contributions from the off-task data to adjust their
contribution relative to the structured examples, as demonstrated in earler
sections.
• The EHR-only setting is much harder, as anticipated. In the case of S and
T it is comparable to the random baseline. For R however, the model suc-
cessfully assigns probability mass when there is enough SemMedDB data
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available.
• The S and T tasks are not symmetric. The S task features slightly more cor-
rect options on average than T (1.87 and 1.5 respectively, for the generic
task), but this does not account for the difference in proportional perfor-
mance relative baseline, especially at low EHR abundance. A possible ex-
planation is the energy function (Equation 2.26): it does not treat S-type
and T -type variables identically. However, experiments using the Frobe-
nius norm of GR in the denominator of E did not remove asymmetry, so it
is likely that the tasks are simply not equivalent. This could arise due to
bias in the directionality of edges in the knowledge graph.
We conclude that it is possible to use the joint embedding procedure to pre-
dict R for pairs of S, T entities even if they do not appear in SemMedDB. For
the harder S and T tasks, the model generally succeeds in improving visibly
over baseline, but its assignments are still quite ‘soft’. This may reflect prema-
ture stopping during training (most results reported were before 50 epochs had
elapsed), an insufficiently powerful model formulation, or an excess of noise
in the training data. Many predicates in SemMedDB are vague, and some re-
lationships lend themselves to a one-to-many situation, for example part of,
or location of. A core assumption in our model is that a token with fixed
vector representation can be transformed by a single affine transformation to be
similar to its partner in a relationship. Many-to-one (or vice-versa) type rela-
tionships requires that multiple unique locations must be mapped to the same
point, which necessitates a rank-deficient linear operator or a more complex
transformation function (one which is locally-sensitive, for example). Future
work in relational modelling must carefully address the issue of many-to-many
and hierarchical relationships.
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2.5 Conclusions and future work
This chapter has described a probabilistic generative model combining struc-
tured and unstructured data, for the purpose of learning representations of
words and concepts and the relationships between them. These relationships
are represented as affine transformations on the vector space in which the words
are embedded. This model can be used for classifying facts and extending the
structured data source through knowledge graph completion. Moreover, the
model is able to use latent relationships to enhance its representation-learning
capacity.
Several avenues for further research are available, for example:
• This chapter has focused on learning representations of words or clinical
concepts. Representing higher-order language elements, such as phrases,
sentences or even paragraphs, is a topic of ongoing research. The specifics
of medical English raise questions as to how best to approach this compo-
sition problem. For example, sentence order within a clinical text note is
contextually important if a doctor is listing possible diagnoses.
• This chapter is motivated by the need to develop domain-specific text rep-
resentations. To this end, the potential to transfer embeddings learned
from large, semi-related corpora has not been explored here. This practice
of adapting embeddings for specialised use-cases has only been studied
to a limited extent in the medical domain [243], and could be developed
further.
• Relationships between concepts are represented here as affine transforma-
tions. While this was chosen to capture existing methods for representing
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relationships, it may nonetheless be overly restrictive in certain cases. For
example, in the case of hierarchical relationships, which are typically one-
to-many, the model is forced to map many points to a single location, ne-
cessitating a singular transformation matrix (in theory), or in the reverse
case, a one-to-many mapping, which is not possible for a deterministic
transformation. Studying the types of relationships and the most appro-
priate way to represent them, is a question for further research.
• Ultimately the purpose of representation-learning is to use those represen-
tations. There are many interesting applications of word-level representa-
tions beyond knowledge graph completion: to reduce variation in lan-
guage use between clinicians by identifying and collapsing similar terms,
to enable partial matches while searching for clinical trials (or other infor-
mation retrieval tasks), or to characterise the similarity between types of
clinical variables used in time-series applications. For example, the early
warning system described in Chapter 5 uses variables which are treated
as mutually independent, despite having varying levels of semantic sim-
ilarity - for example, systolic and diastolic blood pressure are more simi-
lar than systolic blood pressure with creatinine. Having prior knowledge
about the similarity between medical concepts enables measurements of
these concepts to be related to each other in a more nuanced way.
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CHAPTER 3
LONG-MEMORY RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
All moments, past, present and
future, always have existed,
always will exist.
Kurt Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse-Five
Individual contributions The work in this chapter was a collaboration between me
and my supervisor Gunnar Ra¨tsch, who provided supervision and guidance. Models,
experiments and other details were implemented and executed by me. This work was
published at the 31st AAAI Conference in Artificial Intelligence in 2017 [100].
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a class of artificial neural network
with a recurrent structure (see Figure 3.1):
In the simplest version of the RNN, the internal and external connections
take the following form:
ht = σ (Uht−1 + V xt + b)
ot = Wht + bo
(3.1)
where σ is some nonlinear function, such as tanh. As data (xt) appears sequen-
tially (indexed by t), the hidden state ht is repeatedly updated according to its
recurrence relation.
This architecture gives the RNN two special properties:
1. The total length (T ) of input sequences do not need to be specified or
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xt–1 x t x t+1
ot–1 ot ot+1
h t–1 h t ht+1
Figure 3.1: Schematic of a recurrent neural network. The hidden state ht of the
network at time t depends on the previous hidden state (ht−1) and the observed
data (xt). The model can produce outputs ot, such as predictions, at each time
step.
known ahead of time. In principle, sequences of arbitrary length can be
processed. In practice, this is not the case, as we see in the next section.
2. The hidden state ht can be considered a representation of the data seen up
to time t. Outputs (e.g. predictions) at time t depend on all data observed
up to t, by way of ht.
These properties make RNNs well-suited to processing and modelling time
series or other sequential data. Due to the recurrent structure, RNNs can be
considered a type of nonlinear auto-regressive model.
In practice, given a sequence of fixed length (T ), the RNN can be ‘unrolled’
into a network of depth T (see Figure 3.1). For this reason, RNNs can be con-
sidered to be ‘very deep’ networks with many shared parameters, as the con-
nections between subsequent layers are the same, given by the weights in the
recurrence relation (Equation 3.1).
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Many variants of this basic architecture have been proposed, based on differ-
ent limitations of the model, both theoretical and practical. For example, bidi-
rectional RNNs [191] allow ‘temporal’ dependencies in the hidden state to run
both directions, pixel RNNs [217] allow the hidden state to depend on its (spa-
tial) neighbours, and the clockwork RNN [124] allows for different sampling
frequencies in the dimensions of the input data.
In this chapter, we focus on the challenge of long time-series. While RNNs
can theoretically handle input data of arbitrary length, in practice they exhibit
a pathology known as ‘vanishing/exploding gradients’ as the input sequence
grows longer. This makes modelling long data challenging. In the next sec-
tions, we describe how this problem arises, attempts which have been made to
overcome it, and a new proposal exploiting Lie algebras.
3.1 Background on long-memory RNNs
The time-series generated by one’s health history is long. Starting from before
we are born, factors in our life can influence our health trajectory, and events can
leave lasting effects. A successful model of health needs to be able to ‘retain’
important events in its state representation. However, as we will now show,
standard RNNs are doomed to struggle on sufficiently long time-series.
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3.1.1 Vanishing and exploding gradients
Through its recurrent structure, the prediction of an RNN at time t depends
implicitly on data observed at all earlier timepoints.
ot = Wht + bo
= Wσ (Uht−1 + V xt + b) + bo
= Wσ (Uσ (Uht−2 + V xt−1 + b) + V xt + b) + bo
= · · ·
(3.2)
Unfortunately, although an arbitrary datapoint xt−τ appears in this expression,
the influence it has on the prediction can vary purely due to its location in the
sequence. This problem was first described in Hochreiter’s 1991 masters the-
sis [94].1 In this work, the error signal (backpropagated from the prediction
error) was analysed at intermediate steps in the network. They demonstrated
that the error signal would either increase or decrease exponentially with depth,
depending on properties of the weights and the nonlinearity in the recurrence
relation. Therefore, this problem is known as the ‘vanishing/exploding gradi-
ent problem’. In the former case, learning becomes very slow, and the model
effectively ‘forgets’ old inputs. In the latter case, large gradients cause oscilla-
tions in the network weights, inhibiting convergence. Exploded gradients result
in oscillations in the network weights, and vanished gradients result in slow
learning.
We can follow Pascanu et al. [174] and Arjovsky et al. [6] and demonstrate,
from Equation 3.2, how the pathology arises. Suppose the cost C is a function
of the final output of the network oT 2.
1The same problem was also reported by Bengio et al. [14].
2A technique known as target replication [137, 165] sidesteps the vanishing/exploding gradi-
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It is easy to demonstrate how the dependence of the output on the input at
a given time-point vanishes with the temporal distance. Consider the norm of
the gradient of the cost C with respect to the data at time τ , and use submulti-
plicativity of the norm to write;∥∥∥∥ ∂C∂xτ
∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥∥ ∂C∂xT
∥∥∥∥
(
T−1∏
t=τ
‖f ′ (Uht + V xt + b) ‖‖U‖
)∥∥∥∥∂hτ∂xτ
∥∥∥∥ (3.3)
where f ′ is a diagonal matrix giving the derivatives of the nonlinearity. If we
have a nonlinearity such that ‖f ′‖ <= κ, then we can simplify the expression to:∥∥∥∥ ∂C∂xτ
∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥∥ ∂C∂xT
∥∥∥∥ ‖κU‖T−1−τ ∥∥∥∥∂hτ∂xτ
∥∥∥∥ (3.4)
As a function of τ , this norm is thus proportional to ‖κU‖T−1−τ . As long as
‖κU‖ < 1, or ‖U‖ < 1
κ
, the dependence of C on xτ vanishes as T − τ grows
larger. This is also shown in Pascanu et al. [174], where they formulate it in
terms of the eigenvalues of U .
The assumption that ‖f ′‖ <= κ holds for many popular nonlinearities, for
κ = 1 (which is commonly assumed in these analyses):
f(x) f ′(x) max ‖f ′(x)‖
tanh(x) 1− tanh2(x) 1
1
1+exp (−x) f(x)(1− f(x)) 14
f(x) =
{
x x > 0
0 x <= 0
f ′(x) =
{
1 x > 0
0 x <= 0
1
Although we see that when ‖U‖ > 1, the right-hand side in 3.4 will grow
exponentially, this is not sufficient to demonstrate exploding gradients as this
expression is merely an upper bound and does not guarantee pathological be-
haviour. Further analysis of the exploding gradient problem is available in
ent problem by requiring the network to predict the final label at every intermediate timepoint,
but does not fundamentally solve the issue of learning long-term dependencies.
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Hochreiter [94]. We can motivate it intuitively by noting that, in computing
the gradient of the loss with respect to the transition matrix U , there will be a
contribution from every time step of the sequence, which results in a term of
order ‖U‖T (among other terms), where T is the length of the sequence.
3.1.2 Long short-term memory
After describing the exploding/vanishing gradient problem in 1991 [94],
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [95] proposed an architecture designed to avoid
it. This model, known as the long short-term memory network (LSTM)3, ex-
ploits a gating mechanism to explicitly allow the network to selectively update
its hidden state. This allows information to be retained or forgotten depending
on new input.
The LSTM modifies the recurrence relation of the vanilla RNN (Equation 3.1)
with the additional of some control logic.
it = σ(Wixt + Uimt−1 + bi)
jt = σ(Wjxt + Ujmt−1 + bj)
ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufmt−1 + bf )
ot = σ(Woxt + Uomt−1 + bo)
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ F (jt)
mt = σ(ot) ◦ F (ct)
(3.5)
In this case, we see that the state ct is updated according to the values of the for-
get gate ft, which tends to retain the same ct, or the input gate it, which would
3Short-term memory in this sense refers to the activations of the network, and long-term
memory is in the weights.
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rather modify update ct with jt, the candidate new state. The statemt is the ‘out-
put’ of the cell, gated by the output gate ot, depending on the value of the state
ct. Various modifications to the LSTM architecture have been proposed since
its inception, including the addition of peephole connections [69], and modified
units such as the gated recurrent unit [41] and variants [34] which also exploit
the paradigm of controlling information flow explicitly.
3.1.3 Orthogonal and unitary RNNs
The core idea behind the LSTM solution to pathological gradients is to modify
the architecture to allow for better-behaved gradients due to more desirable in-
formation flow. This basic premise has also been used for non-recurrent deep
networks such as residual networks [88]. Rather than modifying the architec-
ture itself, an alternate approach to addressing poorly-behaved gradients, thus
enabling the training of a long-memory RNN, is based on Equation 3.4. Since
the norm of U dictates the behaviour of the norm of the gradient (assuming
constant |f ′(x)|, the idea is to constrain U such that ‖U‖ = 1.
One way to achieve this is to enforce that U is orthogonal (or unitary) - in
this case, the eigenvalues of U satisfy |λ| = 1, implying ‖U‖ = 1.
The challenge is then to devise a strategy for ensuring that U is orthogonal
(or unitary) throughout training. An orthogonal initialisation of U is not suffi-
cient, since
U ′ = U − α∂C
∂U
(3.6)
is not in general orthogonal for orthogonal U , so standard gradient updates will
quickly break the unitary requirement.
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Various kinds of solutions have been proposed:
Initialisation and soft constraints
A surprisingly effective ‘solution’ to the challenge is to abandon the idea, and
merely initialise the transition matrix to be unitary or orthogonal. This is the
approach taken in Le et al. [131], where they show that a RNN with transition
matrix initialised to the identity, with biases initialized to zero, can ‘remember’
information over a long period using ReLU non-linearities. Saxe et al. [190]
study exact solutions to learning dynamics in deep networks and find that or-
thogonal weight initializations at each layer lead to depth-independent learning
(thus escaping the vanishing/exploding gradient problem). Interestingly, they
attribute this to the eigenvalue spectrum of orthogonal matrices lying on the
unit circle. They compare with weights initialized to random, scaled Gaussian
values, which preserve norms in expectation (over values of the random ma-
trix) and find orthogonal matrices superior. It therefore appears that preserv-
ing norms is not sufficient to stabilize gradients over network depth, but that
the eigenvalue spectrum must also be strictly controlled. Henaff et al. [90] also
study analytic solutions to the long-term memory task, with results support-
ing observations and intuitions that orthogonal (or unitary) matrices would be
appropriate as transition matrices for this task. They also study initializations
to orthogonal and identity matrices, and consider experiments where an addi-
tional term in the loss function encourages an orthogonal solution to the transi-
tion matrix without using an explicit parametrization.
This approach of using a soft constraint is also used in Mikolov et al. [154],
where part of the transition matrix is constrained to be close to the identity.
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In a related but separate vein, Krueger and Memisevic [128] penalize the dif-
ference of difference of norms between subsequent hidden states in the net-
work. It is however not equivalent to imposing orthogonality of the transition
matrix, as the norm of the hidden state may be influenced by the inputs and
non-linearities.
Hard constraint through parametrisation
Rather than introducing penalties in the loss function for transition matrices
deviation from unitarity, we can rather constrain the parameter space to enforce
it. In this case, we can perform gradient updates in the parameter space, and so
long as it is closed under addition, we always retain a unitary transition matrix.
The contribution in this chapter lies in this realm.
We draw most inspiration from the work of Arjovsky et al. [6]. Citing the dif-
ficulty of obtaining a general and efficient parametrization of unitary matrices,
they use the fact that the unitary group is closed under matrix multiplication to
form a composite operator:
U = D3R2F−1D2ΠR1FD1 (3.7)
where each component is unitary and parametrized as follows:
• D is a diagonal matrix with entries of the form eiα, α ∈ R
• R is a complex reflection operator; R = I − 2 vv†‖v‖2 († denotes Hermitian
conjugate)
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• F and F−1 are the Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms (or, in practice,
their discrete matrix representations)
• Π is a fixed permutation matrix
In total, this parametrization has 7n real learnable parameters (2n for each
reflection and n for each diagonal operator), and so must describe a subspace
of unitary matrices (which have n2 real parameters) for n > 7. Nonethe-
less, they find that an RNN using this operator as its transition matrix outper-
forms LSTMs on the adding and memory tasks described first in Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber [95], which are described in detail in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
This prompted us to consider other parametrizations of unitary matrices
which might be more expressive or interpretable. In particular, we exploit the
fact that the unitary group is a Lie group to devise a fully general parametrisa-
tion in terms of the Lie algebra (see Section 3.2.2).
Since the publication of the work described in this chapter, other approaches
to parametrise orthogonal or unitary RNNs have been developed. For exam-
ple, Mhammedi et al. [150] represent orthogonal matrices as products of House-
holder reflections, noting that it is sufficient to use higher-dimensional orthog-
onal matrices rather than complex-valued unitary matrices. More recently, Hel-
frich et al. [89] uses what they call a scaled Cayley transformation to represent
orthogonal matrices, and describe an update scheme based on the gradients of
this transformation.
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3.2 Parametrising a unitary RNN
Since the proposed parametrisation relies on the fact that unitary matrices are
elements of a Lie group, I first give some background on unitary matrices, their
group structure, and Lie groups and algebras.
3.2.1 Lie groups and lie algebras
Background: The unitary group
Unitary matrices are (potentially) complex, square matrices U such that
U †U = UU † = I (3.8)
where U † = (U∗)T is the Hermitian conjugate of U .
As such, unitary matrices generalise orthogonal matrices (with OTO =
OOT = I) to the complex field.
The unitary property (Equation 3.8) implies the norm-preserving property
of unitary operators. If x ∈ Cd is a d-dimensional (potentially) complex vector4,
then
‖Ux‖ = (Ux)† Ux = x†U †Ux = x†x = ‖x‖ (3.9)
We additionally have that all eigenvalues of U lie on the unit circle in C.
This is easy to see: suppose v is an eigenvector of U with eigenvalue λ, so
Uv = λv
4If x is purely real, than all † operations are equivalent to transposition.
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Taking the norm on both sides:
|Uv| = |λv|
However, since U is unitary
|Uv| = |v|
⇒ |λ| = 1
This means that, if λ ∈ C, it must be of the form λ = eiθ for some θ ∈ R,
thus it lies on the unit circle. This also implies that the determinant of a unitary
matrix lies on the unit circle.
Next, we can show that unitary matrices form a group, with group operation
matrix multiplication.
• The identity element is I, which is trivially unitary.
• All unitary matrices U have an inverse, which is U †.
• The group is closed under multiplication: if U and V are unitary, then UV
is also unitary:
(UV )†UV = V †U †UV = V †IV = I
We refer to the group of n× n unitary matrices as as U(n). Orthogonal n× n
matrices form a subgroup O(n) of U(n).
Lie groups and Lie algebras
An n-dimensional manifold is a metric space which ‘looks’ locally similar to
Rn. That is, at any point in the manifold, the neighbourhood of that point is
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homeomorphic to Rn. A differentiable manifold is a manifold with additional
structure which allows calculus on the manifold. Further details are beyond
the current scope, see Spivak [199] for an exhaustively comprehensive review
of differentiable manifolds and other structures.
A Lie group then is a group which is also a differentiable manifold, with ele-
ments of the group corresponding to points on the manifold. The group opera-
tions (multiplication and inversion):
(x, y) 7→xy
x 7→x−1
(3.10)
must be infinitely differentiable. The unitary group U(n) is a Lie group, where
its group operation is matrix multiplication.
The differentiable manifold property of Lie groups opens the door for the
study of the Lie algebra. This object is the tangent space to the Lie group at the
identity (the group must have an identity element).
Consider a curve through the unitary group U(n) - a one-dimensional sub-
space parametrized by a variable t, where U(t = 0) = I (this is a matrix U(t) in
U(n) parametrised by t, not a group).
Consider the defining property of unitary matrices (Equation 3.8), and take
the derivative along this curve:
U(t)†U(t) = I→ U˙(t)†U(t) + U †(t)U˙(t) = 0 (3.11)
Taking t→ 0, U(t)→ I, we have
U˙(0)†I+ I†U˙(0) = 0⇒ U˙(0)† = −U˙(0) (3.12)
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The elements U˙(0) belong to the Lie algebra. We refer to this Lie algebra as
u(n), and an arbitrary element as L. Then Equation 3.12 defines the properties
of these Lie algebra elements; they are n×n skew-Hermitian matrices: L† = −L.
As vector spaces, Lie algebras are closed under addition. In particular u(n)
is a vector space overR, so a real linear combination of its elements is once again
in u(n) (this is also clear from the definition of skew-Hermitian). We exploit this
fact to build the parametrisation closed under (additive) gradient updates.
Lie algebras are interesting algebraic objects and have been studied deeply
(see e.g. Spivak [199] for a review), but in this work we use u(n) because of the
exponential map.
Above, it was shown that elements of the algebra can be derived from the
group, considering infinitesimal steps away from the identity. There is a reverse
operation, allowing elements of the group to be recovered from the algebra:
this is the exponential map. In the case of matrix groups, the exponential map is
simply the matrix exponential:
exp(L) =
∞∑
j=0
Lj
j!
(3.13)
Very simply, if L ∈ u(n), then exp(L) ∈ U(n). While this map is not in general
surjective, it so happens that U(n) is a compact, connected group and so exp is
indeed surjective [210]. That is, for any U ∈ U(n), there exists some L ∈ u(n)
such that exp(L) = U .
While orthogonal matrices also form a Lie group O(n), with associated Lie
algebra o(n) consisting of skew-symmetric matrices,O(n) is not connected. O(n)
consists of two connected components corresponding to orthogonal matrices
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with determinant −1 and 1. The exponential map can only produce special or-
thogonal matrices - those with determinant one, since this component of O(n)
contains its identity element. This division does not exist in the unitary group:
all determinants lying on the unit circle are allowed (there is a continuous route
from 1 to −1), so it is connected.
Lie groups in machine learning
The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras has seen most application in machine
learning for its use in capturing notions of invariance. For example, Miao and
Rao [151], learn infinitesimal Lie group generators (elements of the Lie algebra)
associated with affine transformations of images, corresponding to visual per-
ceptual invariances. This is different to our setting as our generators are already
known (we assume the Lie group U(n)) and wish to learn the coefficients of
a given transformation relative to that basis set of generators. However, our
approach could be extended to the case where the basis of u(n) is unknown,
and must be learned. As we find later (Section 3.3.5), the choice of basis can
impact performance, and so may be an important consideration. Cohen and
Welling [42] learn commutative subgroups of SO(n) (known as toroidal sub-
groups), motivated by learning the irreducible representations of the symmetry
group corresponding to invariant properties of images. Their choice of group
parametrization is equivalent to selecting a particular basis of the correspond-
ing Lie algebra, as they describe, but primarily exploit the algebra to understand
properties of toroidal subgroups.
Tuzel et al. [216] perform motion estimation by defining a regression func-
tion in terms of a function on the Lie algebra of affine transformations, and then
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learning this. This is similar to our approach in the sense that they do optimiza-
tion in the Lie algebra, although as they consider two-dimensional affine trans-
formations only, their parametrization of the Lie algebra is straight forward.
3.2.2 Parametrization of U(n) in terms of u(n)
We now have the mathematical machinery to define the parametrisation. It
should be noted that this relationship between the Lie group and the Lie al-
gebra has been known in mathematics for a long time. The contribution in this
work is to exploit it for use in machine learning, specifically for unitary RNNs.
The idea is simple: given a basis of u(n), we can define any element L of u(n)
by its coordinates {λj} under this basis. Since the exponential map between u(n)
is surjective, given any U in U(n) there exists an L, and thus coordinates {λj}
under the basis, which define U . Note that since U(n) is compact and connected,
the exponential map is surjective (but not injective), so we are guaranteed to find
an L which maps to U . However, this L is not guaranteed to be unique.
In detail: The dimension of u(n) as a real vector space is n2. This is readily
derived from noting that an arbitrary n × n complex matrix has 2n2 free real
parameters, and the requirement of L† = −L imposes n2 constraints. So, a set of
n2 linearly-independent skew-Hermitian matrices defines a basis for the space;
{Tj}j={1,...,n2}. Then any element L can be written as
L =
n2∑
j=1
λjTj (3.14)
where {λj}j=1,...,n2 are n2 real numbers; the coefficients of L with respect to the
basis.
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Using the exponential map,
U = exp(L) = exp
(
n2∑
j=1
λjTj
)
(3.15)
we see that these {λj}j=1,...,n2 suffice as parameters of U (given the basis Tj).
This is the parametrization we propose.
It has two attractive properties:
1. It is a fully ‘general’ parametrization, as the exponential map is surjective
2. Gradient updates on {λj}j=1,...,n2 preserve unitarity automatically, as the
algebra is closed under addition
This parametrization means gradient steps are taken in the vector space of u(n),
rather than the manifold of U(n).
There are many possible choices of basis for u(n).
We choose the following set of n2 sparse matrices:
1. n diagonal, imaginary matrices: Ta is i on the a-th diagonal, else zero.
2. n(n−1)
2
symmetric, imaginary matrices with two non-zero elements
3. n(n−1)
2
anti-symmetric, real matrices with two non-zero elements
The effects of this choice are exploded in Section 3.3.5.
For clarity, we look at a concrete example where n = 2. The basis has the
following elements:
T1 =
i 0
0 0
 T2 =
0 0
0 i
 T3 =
0 i
i 0
 T4 =
 0 1
−1 0
 (3.16)
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Then by our parametrisation (Equation 3.15), the element Ua ∈ U(n) with pa-
rameters (a, 0, 0, 0) (a ∈ R) is:
Ua = exp (aT1) = exp (diag(ai, 0, 0, 0)) =
eia 0
0 1
 (3.17)
Which is easily seen to be unitary.
More generally, we have Uu ∈ U(n) with parameters (a, b, c, d) (all in R):
Uu = exp (aT1 + bT2 + cT3 + dT4) = exp
 ai ci+ d
ci− d bi
 (3.18)
The determinant of Uu is
det(Uu) = exp Tr
 ai ci+ d
ci− d bi
 = exp ((a+ b)i) (3.19)
which has modulus 1 since a+ b ∈ R, as expected.
We can see that Uu is unitary by noting that any exponentiated skew-
Hermitian matrix is unitary. Suppose the skew-Hermitian matrix is L, with
U = exp (L). Then
U †U = exp (L)† exp (L) = exp (L†) exp (L) = exp (L† + L) = exp (−L+ L) = exp (0) = I
This follows because L† commutes with L, and we have exp (A) exp (B) =
exp (A+B) if A and B commute. Then, we use that L is skew-Hermitian.
3.2.3 Derivatives of the matrix exponential
The matrix exponential appearing in Equation 3.15 poses an issue for gradient
calculations. In general, the derivative of the matrix exponential does not have
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a closed-form expression, so computing gradients is intractable. In this section,
we describe a mathematical trick to address the computational complexity is-
sue. This is based on work from Kalbfleisch and Lawless [113] and Jennrich and
Bright [106], and exploits our choice of basis.
Exploiting the fact that L is skew-Hermitian, we can derive an analytical
expression for the derivative of U with respect to each of its parameters.
This expression takes the form:
∂U
∂λa
= WVaW
† (3.20)
where W is a unitary matrix of eigenvectors obtained in the eigenvalue decom-
position of U ; U = WDW †, (D = diag(d1, . . . , dn2); di are the eigenvalues of
U ).
Each Va is a matrix defined component-wise
i = j :Vii = (W
†TaW )iiedi (3.21)
i 6= j :Vij = (W †TaW )ij
(
edi − edj
di − dj
)
(3.22)
Where Ta is the basis matrix of the Lie algebra in the a-th direction.
We can simplify the expression W †TaW for each Ta, depending on the type
of basis element. In these expressions, wa refers to the a-th row of W.
1. Ta purely imaginary; W †TaW = i · outer(w∗a,wa)
2. Ta symmetric imaginary, non-zero in positions (r, s) and (s, r): W †TrsW =
i · (outer(w∗s ,wr) + outer(w∗r ,ws))
3. Ta antisymmetric real, non-zero in positions (r, s) and (s, r): W †TrsW =
outer(w∗r ,ws)− outer(w∗s ,wr)
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These expressions follow from the sparsity of the basis and are derived in sec-
tion 3.2.4. Thus, we reduce the calculation of W †TaW from two matrix multipli-
cations to at most two vector outer products. Overall, this reduces the cost of cal-
culating gradients to a single eigenvalue decomposition, and for each parameter
two matrix multiplications (equation 3.20), one or two vector outer products,
and element-wise multiplication of two matrices (equations 3.21, 3.22). This
makes computing gradients of the exponential map (for this choice of basis)
computationally practical.
3.2.4 Derivative of the matrix exponential: details
In this section, we derive the expressions above.
We have U = exp(L), and seek dU . For what follows, we simply require that
L be normal (L†L = LL†), so the results are more general than the unitary case.
In this case, L is skew-Hermitian, which is normal, since L†L = I = LL†.
Normal matrices are diagonalisable by unitary matrices. Thus, there exist W ∈
U(n) and D = diag(d1, . . . , dn) such that L = WDW †, and therefore
U = WD˜W † (3.23)
where D˜ = diag(ed1 , . . . , edn).
We assume we can calculate: dL, W , and D and seek an expression for dU .
Then using 3.23:
dU = d(WD˜W †)
= dWD˜W † +WdD˜W † +WD˜dW †
(3.24)
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Pre-multiplying with W † and post-multiplying with W :
W †dUW = W †dWD˜ + dD˜ + D˜dW †W (3.25)
The last term can be simplified by differentiating both sides of W †W = I
(this follows from unitarity of W );
W †W +W †dW = 0⇒ dW †W = −W †dW (3.26)
and substituting back into 3.25 to get:
W †dUW = W †dWD˜ − D˜W †dW + dD˜ (3.27)
We can then say that dU = WVW † where
V = W †dWD˜ − D˜W †dW + dD˜ (3.28)
Similarly, dL = WAW † where (replacing D˜ with D)
A = W †dWD −DW †dW + dD (3.29)
and also A = W †dLW .
Calculating V
We use the convention that repeated indices denote summation over that index,
unless otherwise stated.
Looking at the components of V ;
Vij = (W
†dWD˜)ij − (D˜W †dW )ij + dD˜ij (3.30)
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Diagonal case (i = j): (no summation over i)
Vii = W
†
iadWabD˜bi − D˜iaW †abdWbi + dD˜ii (3.31)
Since D˜bi = δbid˜i, the first two terms cancel:
Vii =W
†
iadWabδbid˜i − δaid˜iW †abdWbi + dD˜ii
=W †iadWaid˜i − d˜iW †ibdWbi + dD˜ii
=dD˜ii
(3.32)
Using 3.29 we get Aii = dDii = (W †dLW )ii
Recall that the diagonal elements of D˜ are the exponentiated versions of the
diagonal elements of D, so D˜ii = edi .
Then
dD˜ii = d(di)e
di = dDiiD˜ii (3.33)
Inserting that into Equation 3.32:
Vii = dDiiD˜ii = (W
†dLW )iiD˜ii = (W †dLW )iiedi (3.34)
This produces Equation 3.21.
Off-diagonal case (i 6= j): (no summation over i, j) In this case, the purely
diagonal part vanishes. We get:
Vij =W
†
iadWabδbj d˜j − δaid˜iW †abdWbj
=W †iadWaj d˜j −W †ibdWbj d˜i
= (W †dW )ij(d˜j − d˜i)
(3.35)
Similarly,
Aij = (W
†dW )ij(dj − di) (3.36)
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Remembering that this is all component-wise multiplication (no summation
over i and j), we can rearrange expressions to get:
(W †dW )ij =
Aij
dj − di =
(W †dLW )ij
dj − di (3.37)
Combining this with 3.35 and remembering d˜a = eda , we have, for i 6= j:
Vij = (W
†dLW )ij
(
edi − edj
di − dj
)
(3.38)
This is Equation 3.22.
Efficiently calculating W †dLW
This section is specific to our work, as it relies on the choice of basis for u(n).
In our case, dL is simple. L is a linear combination of the parameters λi;
L =
n2∑
i
λiTi (3.39)
Where Ti are the basis matrices of u(n).
Then
dLa =
∂L
∂λa
= Ta (3.40)
We need W †TaW for all a. Since the Tas are sparse, this is cheaper than
performing n2 full matrix multiplications, as we demonstrate now. Cases:
Ta diagonal, purely imaginary
Ta is zero except for a i in the a-th position on the diagonal.
(W †TaW )ij = iW
†
iaWaj = iW
∗
aiWaj
⇒ W †TaW = i · outer(w∗a,wa)
(3.41)
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where wa is the a-th row of W .
Ta symmetric, purely imaginary
Trs is zero except for i in position (r, s) and (s, r).
(W †TrsW )ij = iW
†
ik(δks,lr + δkr,ls)Wlj
= i(W †isWrj +W
†
irWsj) = i(W
∗
siWrj +W
∗
riWsj)
⇒ W †TrsW = i · (outer(w∗s ,wr) + outer(w∗r ,ws))
(3.42)
Ta antisymmetric, purely real
Trs is zero except for 1 in position (r, s) and −1 in position (s, r).
(W †TrsW )ij = W
†
ik(δkr,sl − δks,rl)Wlj
= W †irWsj −W †isWrj = W ∗riWsj −W ∗siWrj
⇒ W †TrsW = outer(w∗r ,ws)− outer(w∗s ,wr)
(3.43)
These reproduce the expressions at the end of section 3.2.3. The outer prod-
uct of two n-dimensional vectors is an O(n2) operation, and so this provides a
(up to) factor n speed-up on matrix multiplication.
3.3 Supervised learning of unitary matrices
Before attempting to use the parametrisation to learn unitary RNNs, we first
demonstrate that the parametrisation can be used to learn unitary matrices in
general.
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We consider the supervised learning problem of learning the unitary matrix
U that generated a y from x; y = Ux, given examples of such xs and ys. This
is the core learning problem that needs to be solved for the state-transformation
matrix in RNNs. It is similar to the setting considered in Hazan et al. [87] (they
consider an online learning problem).
We compare a number of methods for learning U at different values of n.
We further consider the case where we have artificially restricted the number of
learnable variables in our parametrization (for the sake of comparison; section
3.3.3, and generate a pathological change of basis to demonstrate the relevance
of selecting a good basis (section 3.3.5).
3.3.1 Task
The experimental setup is as follows: we create a n×n unitary matrixU (the next
section describes how this is done), then sample vectors x ∈ Cn with normally-
distributed coefficients. We create yj = Uxj + j where  ∼ N (0, σ2).
The objective is to recover U from the {xj,yj} pairs by minimizing the
squared Euclidean distance between predicted and true y values;
U = argmin
U
1
N
N∑
j
‖yˆj − yj‖2 = argmin
U
1
N
N∑
j
‖Uxj − yj‖2 (3.44)
While this problem is easily solved in the batch setting using least-squares, we
wish to learn U through mini-batch stochastic gradient descent, to emulate a
deep learning scenario.
For each experimental run (a single U ), we generate one million training
{xj,yj} pairs, divided into batches of size 20. The test and validation sets both
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contain 100, 000 examples. In practice we set σ2 = 0.01 and use a fixed learning
rate of 0.001. For larger dimensions, we run the model through the data for
multiple epochs, shuffling and re-batching each time.
All experiments were implemented in Python. For the matrix exponential,
we use the scipy built-in expm, which uses Pade approximation [3]. We make
use of the fact that iL is Hermitian to use eigh (also in scipy) to perform eigen-
value decompositions.
Generating the ground-truth unitary matrix The U we wish to recover is gen-
erated by one of three methods:
1. QR decomposition: we create a n × n complex matrix with normally-
distributed entries and then perform a QR decomposition, producing a
unitary matrix U and an upper triangular matrix (which is discarded).
This approach is also used to sample orthogonal matrices in Hazan
et al. [87], noting a result from Stewart [204] demonstrating that this is
equivalent to sampling from the appropriate Haar measure.
2. Lie algebra: given the standard basis of u(n), we sample n2 normally-
distributed real λj to produce U = exp
(∑
j λjTj
)
3. Unitary composition: we compose parametrized unitary operators as in
Arjovsky et al. [6] (Equation 3.7). The parameters are sampled as follows:
angles inD come from U(−pi, pi). The complex reflection vectors inR come
from U(−s, s) where s =
√
6
2n
.
We study the effects of this generation method on test-set loss in section 3.3.4.
While we find no significant association between generation method and learn-
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ing approach, in the experiments we nonetheless average over an equal number
of experiments using each method, to compensate for possible unseen bias.
Learning approaches We compare the following approaches for learning U :
1. projection: U is represented as an unconstrained n×n complex matrix,
but after each gradient update we project it to the closest unitary matrix,
using polar decomposition [115]. This amounts to 2n2 real parameters.
2. arjovsky: U is parametrized as in Equation 3.7, which comes to 7n real
parameters.
3. lie algebra: (we refer to this as u(n)) U is parametrized by its n2 real
coefficients {λj} in the Lie algebra, as in Equation 3.15.
As baselines we use the true matrix U , and a random unitary matrix UR
generated by the same method as U (in that experimental run).
We also implemented the algorithm described in Hazan et al. [87] and con-
sidered both unitary and orthogonal learning tasks (our parametrization con-
tains orthogonal matrices as a special case) but found it too numerically unsta-
ble and therefore excluded it from our analyses.
3.3.2 Comparison of approaches
Table 3.1 shows the test-set loss for different values of n and different ap-
proaches for learning U . We performed between 6 and 18 replicates of each
experiment, and show bootstrap estimates of means and standard errors over
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Table 3.1: Performance of different parametrisations in a supervised unitary
matrix learning task. The table shows the mean l2-norm between yˆi and yi on
the test set for the different approaches as the dimension of the unitary matrix
changes. true refers to the matrix used to generate the data, projection
is the approach of ‘re-unitarising’ using a polar decomposition after gradient
updates, arjovsky is the composition approach defined in Equation 3.7, u(n)
is our parametrization (Equation 3.15) and rand is a random unitary matrix
generated in the same manner as true. Values in bold are the best for that n
(excluding true). The error for true is typically very small, so we omit it.
n true projection arjovsky lie algebra rand
3 6.004± 0.005× 10−4 8 ± 1 6.005± 0.003× 10−4 6.003± 0.003× 10−4 12.5± 0.4
6 ∼ 0.001 15± 1 0.09± 0.01 0.03± 0.01 24 ± 1
8 ∼ 0.002 14± 1 1.17± 0.06 0.014± 0.006 31.6± 0.6
14 ∼ 0.003 24± 4 10.8± 0.3 0.07± 0.02 52± 1
20 ∼ 0.004 38± 3 29.0± 0.5 0.47± 0.03 81± 2
these replicates. As we can see, the learning task becomes more challenging as
n increases, but the parametrization using u(n) consistently achieves low error
and outperforms the other approaches. In the next sections, we explore some
properties and choices of the parametrisation.
3.3.3 Restricting to 7n parameters
As mentioned, the method arjovsky uses only 7n parameters. To check if
this difference accounts for the differences in loss observed in Table 3.1, we
ran experiments where we fixed all but 7n (selected randomly) of the {λj} in
the lie algebra parametrization. The fixed parameters retained their initial
values throughout the experiment. We observe that, as suspected, restricting
to 7n parameters results in a performance degradation equivalent to that of
arjovsky.
Table 3.2 shows the results for n = 8, 14, 20. The fact that the restricted case
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Table 3.2: Impact of restricting the parametrisation. We observe that restricting
our approach to the same number of learnable parameters as that of Arjovsky
and Shah (2015) causes a similar degradation in performance on the task. This
indicates that the relatively superior performance of our model is explained by
its generality in capturing arbitrary unitary matrices.
n arjovsky lie restricted lie unrestricted
8 1.2± 0.1 1.0± 0.2 0.04± 0.01
14 11.6± 0.3 12.6± 0.4 0.25± 0.03
20 27.8± 0.7 28.0± 0.6 0.19± 0.03
is consistently within error of the arjovsky model supports our hypothesis
that the difference in learnable parameters accounts for the difference in perfor-
mance. This suggests that generalising the model of Arjovsky et al. [6] to allow
for n2 parameters may result in performance similar to our approach. However,
how to go about such a generalisation is unclear, as a naive approach would
simply use a composition of n2 operators, and this would likely become com-
putationally intractable.
3.3.4 Method of generating U
As described, we used three methods to generate the true U . One of these pro-
duces U in the subspace available to the composition parametrization (Equa-
tion 3.7), so we were curious to see if this parametrization performed better
on experiments using that method. We were also concerned that generating U
using the Lie algebra parametrization might make the task too ‘easy’ for our
approach, as its random initialization could lie close to the true solution.
Figure 3.2 shows box-plots of the distribution of test losses from these ap-
proaches for the three methods, comparing our approach (u(n)) with that of
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Figure 3.2: Impact of method of generating the unitary matrix. We ask whether
the method used to generate U influences performance for different approaches
to learning U . Error bars are bootstrap estimates of 95% confidence intervals. To
compare across different n’s, we normalise each loss by the loss of rand for that
n, and report fractions. The dotted line is the true loss, similarly normalised.
the choice of method to generate U does not appear to affect test-set loss for the
different approaches. Right: Finer resolution on the u(n) result in left panel. We
also include the case where we restrict to 7n learnable parameters.
Arjovsky et al. [6], denoted arjovsky. To combine results from experiments
using different values of n, we first scaled test-set losses by the performance
of rand (the random unitary matrix), so the y-axis ranges from 0 (perfect) to 1
(random performance). The dotted line denotes the average (over methods) of
the test-set loss for true, similarly scaled. The right panel in Figure 3.2 shows a
zoomed-in version of the u(n) result where the comparison with true is more
meaningful, and a comparison with the case where we have restricted to 7n
learnable parameters (see section 3.3.3).
We do not observe a difference (within error) between the methods, which
is consistent between u(n) and arjovsky. Our concern that using the Lie al-
gebra to generate U would make the task ‘too easy’ for u(n) was seemingly
unfounded.
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3.3.5 Changing the basis of u(n)
The Lie group parametrization assumes a fixed basis of u(n). Our intuition is
that this makes some regions of U(n) more ‘accessible’ to the optimization pro-
cedure, elements whose coefficients are small given this basis. Learning a matrix
U which came from elsewhere in U(n) may therefore be more challenging. We
emulated this ‘change of basis‘ without needing to explicitly construct a new
basis by generating a change of basis matrix, M . That is, if Vj is the j-th element
of the new basis, it is given by
Vj =
∑
k
MjkTk (3.45)
If {λ˜}a are the coefficients of L relative to the basis V , the coefficients relative to
the old basis T are given by:
λb =
∑
k
λ˜kMkb = λ˜
T ·M (3.46)
A change of basis matrix must be full-rank. We generate one by sampling a
square, n2 × n2 matrix from a continuous uniform distribution U(−c, c) (c is
a constant we vary in experiments, see Figure 3.3). This is very unlikely to
be singular. We choose the c range of the distribution such that M will have
‘large’ values relative to the true matrix U , whose parameters λ (relative to T )
are drawn from N (0, 0.01).
Preliminary experiments suggested that the learning rate must be adjusted
to compensate for the change of scale - evidence for this is visible in the first col-
umn of Figure 3.3, where changing the basis without changing the learning rate
results in an unstable validation set trace. Poor performance resulting from an
inappropriate learning rate is not our focus here, so we performed experiments
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for different values of the learning rate. Figure 3.3 shows a grid of validation set
losses as we vary the learning rate (columns) and the value of c (rows).
Our intuition is that if the performance under the change of basis is purely
driven by the difference in scale, using an appropriately-scaled learning rate
should negate its affect. Each parameter λj is scaled by a variable uniformly
distributed between (−c, c). The expectation value of the absolute value of this
quantity is c2/2, so we consider learning rates normalised by this factor.
As seen in Figure 3.3, the graphs on the diagonal are not identical, suggesting
that merely scaling the learning rate does not account for the change of learning
behaviour given a new basis - at least in expectation. Nonetheless, it is reas-
suring to observe that for all choices of c explored, there exists a learning rate
which facilitates learning, even if it markedly slower than the ‘ideal’ case. While
having a ‘misspecified’ basis does appear to negatively impact learning, it can
be largely overcome with choice of learning rate.
3.4 Unitary RNN for long memory tasks
The results from the previous section indicate that the parametrisation using the
Lie algebra allows us to learn unitary matrices. Next, we use this technique to
learn the unitary transition operator in a recurrent neural network, and use this
network to solve standard long-memory tasks.
Specifically, we define a general unitary RNN with recurrence relation
ht = f (βUht−1 + V xt + b) (3.47)
where f is a nonlinearity, β is a free scaling factor, U is our unitary matrix
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Figure 3.3: Impact of changing the basis of the Lie algebra. We consider the ef-
fects on learning of changing the basis (rows) and changing the learning rate
(columns). For this experiment, n = 6. The first row uses the original ba-
sis. Other rows use change of basis matrices sampled from U(−c, c) where
c = {5, 10, 20}. The learning rates decrease from the ‘default’ value of 0.001 used
in the other experiments. Subsequent values are given by 0.001
c2
for the above val-
ues of c, in an attempt to rescale by the expected absolute value of components
of the change of basis matrix. If the change of scale were solely responsible for
the change in learning behaviour, we would therefore expect the graphs on the
diagonal to look the same.
parametrised as in equation 3.15, ht is the hidden state of the RNN and xt is
the input data at ‘time-point’ t. We refer to this as a ‘general unitary RNN’
(guRNN), to distinguish it from the restricted uRNN of Arjovsky et al. [6]. The
β term was introduced specifically to try to compensate for the fact that U will
never grow (or shrink) vector norms, but the nonlinearity f might. A β value
above 1 therefore counteracts an overall shrinking effect introduced by f .
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We use the guRNN on two standard tasks in the long-memory RNN liter-
ature: the ‘adding problem’ and the ‘memory problem’. These were first de-
scribed in Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [95], and are explored in sections 3.4.1
and 3.4.2. We compare our model (guRNN) with the restricted uRNN (ruRNN)
parametrised as in equation 3.7, a LSTM [95], and the IRNN of Le et al. [131].
For the IRNN, we perform gradient clipping between [−1, 1]. The learning rate
was set to α = 10−3 for all models except IRNN, which used α = 10−4. We used
RMSProp [213] with decay 0.9 and no momentum. The batch size was 20.
Perhaps owing to our efficient gradient calculation (section 3.2.3) and sim-
pler recurrence relation, our model runs faster than that of Arjovsky et al. [6] (in
our implementation), by a factor of 4.8 and 2.6 in the adding and memory tasks
respectively. This amounts to the guRNN processing 61.2 and 37.0 examples per
second in the two tasks, on a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.
3.4.1 Adding problem
In the adding problem, the RNN is given a 2-dimensional input sequence x of
length T , where T is some large value. The first dimension consists of real values
sampled uniformly from [0, 1]. The second dimension is binary, containing all
zeroes except for two locations i and j. The index i is chosen uniformly from
[0, T/2], and j from [T/2, T ] to ensure the expected distance is T/2. These indices
indicate which entries in the first dimension should be added to produce the
result. The network therefore must learn to selectively record a particular input,
store it until the second input is indicated, and produce their sum. An example
is shown in Figure 3.4.
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03509123186072943327297938759908347645093841572380
00000000000010000000000000000001000000000000000000
input sequence (example):
desired output: 15 (= 7 + 8)
Figure 3.4: An example of the adding problem. The RNN receives a 2-
dimensional input sequence of length T (large). The second, binary dimension
of the input indicates which entries should be added (highlighted in red).Note
that in practice, the first dimension contains real values in [0, 1] and not integers
as shown.
We show the comparison of different models in Figure 3.5. The performance
is measured by mean squared error (MSE). The baseline model will always pre-
dict 1 (the expected value of the sum of the two uniformly-distributed values),
which produces a baseline MSE of 0.167 - the variance of the distribution of the
sum of two random variables X with X ∼ U [0, 1]. The LSTM ultimately out-
performs other methods here, although Arjovsky [6] reports that for larger T
(750), it begins to break down. This indicates that the LSTM may be optimal
for shorter long sequences, while unitary approaches excel in the extreme long
case. The approach proposed in this chapter, guRNN, performs similarly (albeit
with instability) to the restricted uRNN of Arjovsky et al. [6] for β = 1.4 with a
relu nonlinearity, and learns very slowly when β = 1. The identity-initialised
RNN [131] exhibits large variance initially, but eventually approaches the per-
formance of the other (successful) approaches. All models use a state size of
n = 30, except for the restricted uRNN, which uses n = 512.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of different long-memory RNN architectures on the
adding problem. Here T = 100. The scaling factor β in front of U in guRNN is
1.4 to compensate for the tendency of the nonlinearity (relu) to shrink gradients.
The dotted line denotes the random baseline value of 0.167.
3.4.2 Memory problem
The memory problem requires the RNN to remember a sequence of length 10
over a time-span of T steps with no additional input. Then, after receiving a
special token (shown as the number 9 in Figure 3.6), it must output the sequence
it saw initially. This is depicted with an example in Figure 3.6.
input sequence (example):
16784537410000000000000000000000000000090000000000
desired output sequence:
00000000000000000000000000000000000000001678453741
Figure 3.6: An example of the memory problem. The RNN receives a 1-
dimensional input sequence of length T (large) + 20. The first 10 entries are of
interest, and are followed by T−1 zeroes (‘blank’ token), then a single special to-
ken (shown as 9 in green), and 10 more zeroes. The special token indicates to the
RNN that it should begin reproducing the memorised sequence. The RNN must
then output T + 10 zeroes followed by the sequence of interest. Performance is
measured by cross-entropy between the full true and output sequences.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of different long-memory RNN architectures on the
memory problem. Here T = 100. The dotted line denotes the random baseline
value of 10 log(8)/(T + 20) = 0.173.
In Figure 3.7 we show the relative performance, measured using categorical
cross-entropy, of the different approaches considered. In this experiment, the
restricted uRNN has a hidden state size of 128, as this was reported optimal in
Arjovsky et al. [6]. All other models has a state size of 30. For the general uRNN
(guRNN), we use a tanh nonlinearity, and β = 1.05 (in pink). We note that this
optimal β is lower than in the adding task, which used a relu nonlinearity. This
is not surprising, as relu discards more gradient information than tanh.
We see that the restricted uRNN [6] performs extremely well at this task,
while the LSTM and IRNN [131] never outperform the baseline (dashed). This
baseline is computed, following Arjovsky et al. [6], by imagining a ‘mem-
oryless’ RNN which successfully outputs the blank token for T + 10 steps,
and then outputs the sequence as 10 independently drawn random categories.
With 8 categories available, the baseline average cross-entropy is therefore
10 log(8)/(T + 20).
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3.5 Conclusions and future work
This chapter demonstrates how we can borrow machinery from Lie theory to
enforce a hard constraint on the transition matrix in a recurrent neural net-
work. More generally, we have exploited a parametrisation of unitary matrices
in terms of their Lie algebra, which is importantly closed under addition, en-
abling this hard constraint to be satisfied during gradient-based optimisation.
The use of such unitary matrices in recurrent neural networks is motivated by
the need for models which can retain information over long input sequences,
akin to those which arise in medical modelling.
The findings described in this chapter highlight further interesting ques-
tions:
Unitarity may not be enough Interestingly, although we have empirically
shown that this parametrisation allows us to accurately learn unitary matri-
ces (Section 3.3) when we apply it in a recurrent neural network (Section 3.4),
other approaches such as the LSTM exhibit superior performance. This indi-
cates that unitarity is not sufficient for success in these tasks. Interestingly, while
we demonstrated that the Lie parametrisation can learn unitary matrices with
higher accuracy than the restricted parametrisation of Arjovsky et al. [6] (Ta-
ble 3.1), that approach demonstrates striking performance on the memory task
(Figure 3.7). This suggests that that parametrisation contains an inductive bias
which makes it particularly suited to that task. It may be that the parametri-
sation we propose is too general, and pointlessly gives access to parts of U(n)
which are not useful. Understanding to what extent this is the case is an inter-
esting avenue of future research.
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The role of the nonlinearity While our model guarantees unitarity of U , this
is not sufficient to prevent gradients from vanishing. Recall Equation 3.4. Using
a unitary matrix fixes ‖U‖ = 1, but beyond further restrictions (on V and b) does
nothing to control the norm of f ′, which is at most 1 for common nonlinearities.
Designing a nonlinearity to better preserve gradient norms is a question for
further research. Here, we simply scaled U by a constant multiplicative factor β
to counteract the tendency of the nonlinearity to shrink gradients, denoting this
setup by guRNNβ in Figures 3.5 and 3.7 Confirming our intuition, this simple
modification greatly improves performance on both tasks.
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CHAPTER 4
SYNTHESISING MEDICAL DATA
You could find out most things, if
you knew the right questions to
ask.
Even if you didn’t, you could still
find out a lot.
Iain M. Banks, Player of Games
Individual contributions The work in this chapter was a collaboration between
myself and Cristo´bal Esteban, with supervision and guidance from Gunnar Ra¨tsch.
Cristo´bal implemented and trained the conditional version of the model. I implemented
the evaluation methods including MMD, and the heuristics for identifying model mem-
orisation. I also implemented differentially private training. Everything else was done
jointly.
4.1 Why synthesise medical data?
One of the special challenges of working with medical data is that it is sensitive
by nature, and often-times legally protected (e.g. HIPAA). For this reason, get-
ting access to data often typically requires clinical collaborators associated with
hospitals or other healthcare providers. Even if researchers have access to data,
sharing and publishing that data is challenging. Even if it is legally permissible
to publish anonymised data, achieving anonymisation in line with legal require-
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ments is technically challenging, and as requirements and technology changes,
patient privacy may still be compromised. A 2017 study [45] on allegedly-
anonymised Australian health data reports successful re-identification using
linkage attacks, a technique already demonstrated to re-identify individuals in
the Netflix Prize dataset [164]. However, research groups publishing models
developed on ‘in-house’ datasets results in a situation where many results can’t
be reproduced or even meaningfully compared to.
This poses two related issues for medical machine learners: a lack of repro-
ducibility, and a lack of competition on shared tasks.
4.1.1 Reproducibility in medical machine learning
Lack of reproducibility in scientific research can come from many sources. In
computational science, if the analysis environment can be exactly specified, in-
cluding all hyperparameters, random seeds, library versions, and other imple-
mentation details (for example to the level of source code), and the original data
can be provided, then results should be independently reproducible, assuming
access to equivalent computational resources.
Lack of reproducibility therefore originates from:
1. Lack of documentation or transparency around analysis and computa-
tional environment
2. Lack of access to computational resources
3. Lack of access to data
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In Henderson et al. [91], it is demonstrated in the context of deep reinforce-
ment learning that different results can be obtained from otherwise identical
experimental setups by simply varying the random seed. While this sensitivity
to stochastic elements points towards a deeper issue in the fragility of the al-
gorithms, it underpins the need to carefully document the experimental setup.
They also highlight that differences in implementation can lead to differing re-
sults, emphasizing the need for analysis code to be made open source. Since
medical research is often done in conjunction with companies or organisations
who may block the open-sourcing of code (for business reasons), this can also
be a barrier to reproducibility, but not one we address in this work.
Assuming researchers can publish all their analysis code and environment
settings, it can still be practically impossible for other researchers to replicate
results which required significant computational costs. For example, large-
scale studies (such as Lucic et al. [139]) or especially high-performing archi-
tectures (such as OpenAI’s Dota2-playing networks [172]) are challenging to
independently verify. The barrier to reproducibility posed by computational re-
sources applies more-so to recent results - assuming resources continue to drop
in price, it becomes feasible for older results to be (potentially) replicated. Well-
resourced institutions such as companies may publish non-replicable cutting
edge work, but over time such results should be generally verifiable.
We address the challenge of data sharing in this work. Data accessibility is
perhaps the hardest challenge, as good will and careful scientific practices can-
not make up for inaccessible data. Even if work is fully documented and can
be run on readily-accessible hardware, if the inputs to an analysis pipeline are
unavailable, the outputs are meaningless. Data may not be available because
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its exclusive access provides marginal value to an organisation (for example,
data embargoes in genomics), or because there are logistical or legal barriers to
sharing it. Regardless of the cause, we see this effect starkly in medical machine
learning. In the last two years of the MLHC conference1, 28 out of 55 papers
(50.9%) used only ‘in-house’ or otherwise inaccessible data. Of the 27 papers us-
ing open-access datasets, one third used the same one - MIMIC-III[110]. Papers
including any open-access (potentially with controls) dataset were considered to
use accessible data. Interestingly, as shown in Johnson et al. [109], even within
studies using the open-access dataset MIMIC-III, specifics of data preprepro-
cessing such as the definition of exclusion criteria and endpoints resulted in a
broad failure to reproduce mortality prediction results.
While scientific and medical insights can nonetheless be drawn from non-
reproducible work, inability to compare is especially damaging for a field like
machine learning where comparison can drive innovation. We explore this in
the next section.
4.1.2 Benchmarks and competitions
The existence of publicly available datasets with pre-specified, well-defined
tasks enables machine learning researchers to focus exclusively on optimising
for performance. Data selection and task specification, while important skills
in applied machine learning and data science, consume time which could oth-
erwise be spent on developing new architectures, optimisation techniques, and
other innovations to solve pre-specified problems. The existence of such bench-
mark tasks allows for a well-defined notion of ‘state of the art’ (SOTA), and
1https://www.mlforhc.org/
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thus to the pursuit of breaking it. The broad appeal of this competitive machine
learning philosophy is exemplified by the popularity of Kaggle2 and the related
ecosystem of courses, blog posts, and communities dedicated to pushing SOTA.
Within the academic community, the existence of SOTA (on various tasks)
provides a lightning rod for research focus, enabling sub-communities to form
around specified tasks, and provides a template for reporting results. This focus
has not come without criticism. Langley [129] argues that benchmarks invari-
ably prioritise tasks in which evaluation and experimentation is easier - clas-
sification and regression, rather than more complex tasks such as reasoning
and problem-solving, and that this has lead to a narrowing of the field’s fo-
cus. Wagstaff [224] calls for a shift towards ‘real-world’ problems, away from
abstract metrics divorced from their practical impact, and proposes a set of con-
crete ‘impact challenges’. However, even these criticisms arise because bench-
marks are so effective at directing and driving research, to an extent which (it is
argued) may be harmful. We cannot ignore their impact.
Perhaps the most famous benchmark is the MNIST hand-written digit
database [132], which has been cited 14,726 times at the time of writing. De-
spite this dataset reaching its twentieth birthday this year, it remains a staple
of machine learning, appearing not only in introductory texts and tutorials, but
also research papers. Indeed, it appears in this very chapter. Before MNIST, the
UCI Machine Learning Repository[51]3 was made available in 1987, and aimed
to provide a set of standard (and diverse) tasks to the machine learning com-
munity, and persists to this day. More recently, and more practically interesting
than MNIST is ImageNet[50]4 and its associated challenges. After the ImageNet
2https://www.kaggle.com
3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
4http://www.image-net.org
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dataset was published in 2009, the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenges
(ILSVRC) have been running annually, and error rates on the object detection
tasks have fallen steadily. Moreover, new metrics have arisen - fast.ai recently
claimed to have achieved 93% accuracy on ImageNet in 18 minutes at a cost of
$40 [96], and Tencent report a training time of 4 minutes [107]. Results of these
kind rely on innovation in the intersection of systems and machine learning,
demonstrating that benchmarks need not narrow our focus - shared tasks can
spawn innovation in unexpected directions.
Healthcare does not enjoy the same abundance of openly-available datasets
with well-defined tasks, although some notable examples exist. As of 2000,
the Computing in Cardiology conference, alongside PhysioNet hosts an an-
nual challenge [73]5 based on some open clinical problem. The UCI reposi-
tory [51] features (at the time of writing) 103 datasets classified as ‘Life sciences’.
In late 2017, the NIH published a deidentified dataset of chest xrays [227] la-
belled with thoracic disease categories (although the quality of the dataset has
also been called into question [183]). In ophthalmology, the open-access Mes-
sidor dataset [47] contains 1200 eye fundus images, for the purpose of evalu-
ating methods for diabetic retinopathy screening. Another similar dataset was
published on Kaggle [75], however recent high-profile work in the automated
identification of diabetic retinopathy [60] nonetheless uses a proprietary dataset.
In critical care, two large open-access datasets exist - MIMIC-III [110], and the
newer eICU collaborative research database [179]. Although these datasets
don’t come with specified tasks, a recent attempt has been made to define ‘stan-
dard’ tasks on MIMIC [85] including mortality prediction (long and short-term),
forecasting length of stay, and phenotype classification. However, as noted in
5https://physionet.org/challenge/
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Johnson et al. [109], even within a task as seemingly well-defined as mortal-
ity prediction, it can be challenging to reproduce even identical cohorts, due to
non-specified processing and selection steps.
4.1.3 Synthetic data in machine learning and healthcare
Synthetic data is used widely across machine learning. Data can be generated
according to easily-specified rules to generate a dataset with the desired proper-
ties for testing or training a machine learning system - for example, the adding
and memorisation problems in the previous chapter. In time-series analysis for
example, Krishnan et al. [125] generate data according to a nonlinear Gaussian
state-space model. Lloyd and Ghahramani [138] uses synthetic data to demon-
strate how maximum mean discrepancy can identify samples from different dis-
tributions (we revisit this in Section 4.4.1).
Owing to the challenge of sharing healthcare data, various attempts have al-
ready been made to generate usable synthetic medical data. Moniz et al. [161]
generate synthetic EMRs designed to match statistics of a real EMR dataset
such as seasonality, demographic distributions, and distributions of cases and
diagnoses. The MIDAS project6 makes synthetic epidemiological datasets avail-
able, for example using the SPEW package7 for generating synthetic ecosystems.
Synthea [226] is a software package to generate synthetic patient health histories
using publicly available disease and demographic statistics. Despite these (and
other) approaches to generating synthetic medical data, uptake in the machine
learning community has been limited so far.
6https://www.epimodels.org/
7http://www.stat.cmu.edu/˜spew/about/
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4.2 Contributions
The work described in this chapter comprises three contributions:
1. An architecture (recurrent conditional generative adversarial network -
RCGAN) for generating synthetic medical time-series
2. A method for evaluating the quality of the generated data using a super-
vised learning task
3. Analysis of the privacy implications of this model, through model memo-
risation, and an extension of RCGAN using differentially private training
Each of these points is further described in the following sections.
4.3 Generative adversarial networks
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) were proposed by Goodfellow et al.
in 2014 and have inspired substantial research activity since. The core idea of a
GAN is to train a generative model (the generator) using an objective provided
by an adversarial model (the discriminator). The generator G(z) maps points
from a latent space z ∈ Z to the data space x ∈ X , generating samples in X . The
discriminator D(x) must distinguish between samples produced by the gener-
ator and those from some true data-generating process. The objective for the
generator is then to produce convincing fakes - to maximise the error rate of the
discriminator.
Concretely, the original GAN formulation is that G and D play a two-player
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minimax game: (Goodfellow et al. [74] equation (1))
min
G
max
D
Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ex∼pz(z) [log (1−D(G(z)))] (4.1)
In practice, optimisation means updating D and G in iterations using
stochastic gradient descent.
The gradient update for the discriminator is
− ∂
∂θD
1
B
B∑
i=1
[
logD
(
xi
)]
+
1
M
M∑
i=1
[
log
(
1−D (G (zi)))] (4.2)
where a batch of B data samples x are used, and a batch M of samples from the
latent space. Typically, B = M .
The gradient update for the generator is
∂
∂θG
1
M
M∑
i=1
log
(
1−D (G (zi))) (4.3)
Here, the update only relies on M samples from the latent space - the generator
never directly ‘sees’ samples from the true data distribution. The discriminator
is responsible for directing the generator to produce ‘realistic’ samples.
If the discriminator is very poor - for example, if D(x) = 0.5 for all x, the
gradients for the generator will go to zero, since D no longer depends on G.
Equivalently, if the discriminator is very good - for example, D(G(z)) = 0 for
all z ∈ Z (or at least, in expectation over pz), then the gradients once again go
to zero. Similarly, if the generator is very good, such that G(z) ∼ pdata(x), the
discriminator’s objective reduces to
min
G
max
D
Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x] + Ex∼pdata(x)
[
log
(
1−D(xj))] (4.4)
which will push D towards D(x) = 0.5 ∀x, resulting in a static generator.
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This means that training fails if the discriminator or the generator become
mismatched. The relative number of training steps for the discriminator and
generator can be considered a hyperparameter, and varying this ratio can aid
with the mismatch problem. Further heuristics [189] have also been explored.
Other variants, such as Wasserstein GANs [81] and MMD-GANS [135] do
away with the discriminator network, replacing its function with a distance
measure such as the Wasserstein distance, or the maximum-mean discrepancy
(see below), respectively. Variational autoencoders (VAEs) [121] are a compet-
ing class of generative model to GANs. VAEs have the desirable property of
providing an explicit generative model from the latent space, as well as an en-
coder network, but empirically can provide less ‘realistic’ images than those
from GANs. In this chapter we focus on GANs, but note that the use of recur-
rent VAEs for medical time series remains a question for further research.
4.3.1 Recurrent GANs
Much research into GANs and GAN variants has focused on producing realistic
images. Images have two advantages:
1. Humans have highly adapted visual processing systems and can quickly
recognise ‘realistic’ images - that is, evaluation is possible (if not rigorous)
with manual inspection
2. We have sophisticated techniques for modelling and processing images,
with a lot of collective experience in this domain
The second point is exemplified by the abundance of high-quality image GANs
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exploiting CNNs, for example DCGAN architecture [181],
However, images are only one type of data. Researchers in natural language
generation have also exploited GANs to synthesise text. Text is challenging be-
cause outputting discrete tokens requires introducing a non-differentiable pro-
cess into the generator. This has been addressed by treating language generation
as a reinforcement learning problem where outputting word tokens comprises
a sequential decision-making problem [241] or using a feature-matching ap-
proach, effectively representing sentences using word embeddings [245], gen-
erating text using an LSTM in the typical way.
Synthetic medical data is somewhat similar to generating text as sequences
of word embeddings - we need to create real-valued, multivariate time series.
To do this, we construct a recurrent GAN (RGAN), where both generator and
discriminator networks are recurrent neural networks. To produce a sequence
of length T , the generator RNN receives T samples from the latent space. We
found that in practice, it is sufficient to choose these latent samples indepen-
dently. The discriminator then receives the input sequence and produces clas-
sifications at each time-point in the sequence. Since the correct label for a given
sequence is either all 1 or all 0, this is a form of target replication.
Specifically, the discriminator is trained to minimise the average cross-
entropy between its predictions per time-step and the labels of the sequence. If
we denote by RNN(X) the vector or matrix comprising the T outputs from a
RNN receiving a sequence of T vectors {xt}Tt=1 (xt ∈ Rd), and by CE(a,b) the
cross-entropy between sequences a and b averaged over time steps, then the
discriminator loss for a pair {Xn,yn} (with Xn ∈ RT×d and yn ∈ {1, 0}T ) is:
Dloss(Xn,yn) = CE(RNND(Xn),yn) (4.5)
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For real sequences, yn is a vector of 1s, or 0s for synthetic sequences. In each
training mini-batch, the discriminator sees both real and synthetic sequences.
The objective for the generator is then to ‘trick’ the discriminator into classi-
fying its outputs as a true sequence, that is, it wishes to minimise the (average)
cross-entropy between the discriminator’s predictions on generated sequences
and the ‘true’ label, the vector of 1s (we write as 1);
Gloss(Zn) = Dloss(RNNG(Zn), 1) = CE(RNND(RNNG(Zn)), 1) (4.6)
Here Zn is a sequence of T points {zt}Tt=1 sampled independently from the la-
tent/noise space Z, thus Zn ∈ RT×m since Z = Rm.
4.3.2 Conditional GANs
In the traditional GAN model, the inputs to the generator are samples drawn
from the latent space according to some distribution p(z). These latent points
serve as a source of stochasticity in the model, allowing the generator to act like
a glorified transformation function in a random number generator, sampling
points from pdata. To sample from a different distribution would in principle re-
quire retraining the GAN using data from this different distribution. However,
sampling from different distributions would have many practical applications.
In a medical setting for example, if we could generate samples of patients with
specific conditions, we could use these in training environments. A creator us-
ing a generative model could choose to generate samples of specific objects,
textures, sounds, etc. For creating synthetic training data, generating samples
from multiple classes enables us to produce balanced training sets.
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The idea of a conditional GAN is thus to produce a generator where the gen-
erated sample is conditioned on some input information. This takes the form of
setting part of the latent point (which forms the input to the generator) to some
value, and passing the same information to the discriminator. This was sug-
gested in the original GAN paper [74], developed quickly after [158], and has
since been elaborated upon. In Odena et al. [170], only the generator is fed the
conditional (class) label, and the discriminator is required to both identify the
data source (real or synthetic) and identify the class label. Isola et al. [104] condi-
tion the generator on more complex inputs, such as images and tags, to perform
tasks like converting from thermal to colour photos, sketches to photos, and
semantic labels to photos.
To form a conditional recurrent GAN, the inputs to each RNN are augmented
with some conditional information cn (for sample n) by concatenation at each
time-step; znt → [znt; cn],xnt → [xnt; cn]. In this way the RNN cannot discount
the conditional information through forgetting.
In this chapter, we use the CGAN to generate labelled training examples,
where the label is used as c. Generating such labelled data would also be pos-
sible by instead requiring the generator to output labels alongside its usual out-
put. In this case, since the labels are binary values, it is simpler to use a con-
ditional GAN approach. This also enables the specification of the desired label
distribution in the generated synthetic data.
The schematics in Figure 4.1 show the proposed recurrent generator and
recurrent discriminator respectively.
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(a) RCGAN generator architecture. To generate a sequence of length T , the LSTM
constituting the generator is given a sequence of T independent samples from Z . The
values of the synthetic sequence at time t are given by xt = tanh(Woht+bo). To produce
samples outside the range [−1, 1], a (learnable) scaling can be applied. The generator
is trained by minimising the loss in Equation 4.6, alternating updates steps with the
discriminator.
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(b) RCGAN discriminator architecture. The discriminator classifies a sequence of
length T as real or false by producing classifications at each time-point. The overall
loss is then given by the average cross-entropy (log-loss) between its predictions and
the true label, which is either a sequence of T zeroes, or T ones. This is shown in Equa-
tion 4.5. The discriminator is trained in alternating steps with the generator.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the RCGAN architecture.
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4.3.3 Generating realistic sequences with RCGAN
To demonstrate the models ability to generate ‘realistic-looking’ sequences in
controlled environments, we consider several experiments on synthetic data. In
the experiments that follow, unless otherwise specified, the synthetic data con-
sists of sequences of length 30. We focus on the non-conditional model RGAN
in this section.
Sine waves
The quality of generated sine waves are easily confirmed by visual inspection,
but by varying the amplitudes and frequencies of the real data, we can cre-
ate a dataset with nonlinear variations. We generate waves with frequencies in
[1.0, 5.0], amplitudes in [0.1, 0.9], and random phases between [−pi, pi]. The left of
Figure 4.2 shows examples of these signals, both real and generated (although
they are hard to distinguish).
We found that, despite the absence of constraints to enforce semantics in the
latent space (as in Chen et al. [36]), we could alter the frequency and phase of
generated samples by varying the latent dimensions, although the representa-
tion was not ‘disentangled’, and one dimension of the latent space influenced
multiple aspects of the signal.
Smooth functions
Sine waves are simple signals, easily reproduced by the model. In our ulti-
mate medical application, we wish the model to reproduce complex physio-
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sine waves smooth signals
Figure 4.2: Examples of real and generated samples of sine waves and smooth
signals. The top row shows real samples (in colour). The bottom two rows
(in black) show generated samples. Smooth signals consist of samples from a
Gaussian process with RBF kernel, evaluated at 30 equally-spaced points.
logical signals which may not follow simple dynamics. We therefore consider
the harder task of learning arbitrary smooth signals. Gaussian processes offer
a method to sample values of such smooth functions. We use a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel to specify a GP with zero-valued mean function. We then
draw 30 equally-spaced samples. This amounts to a single draw from a mul-
tivariate normal distribution with covariance function given by the RBF kernel
evaluated on a grid of equally-spaced points. In doing so, we have specified
exactly the probability distribution generated the true data, which enables us
to evaluate generated samples under this distribution. The right of Figure 4.2
shows examples (real and generated) of this experiment. The main feature of
the real and generated time series is that they exhibit smoothness with local
correlations, and this is rapidly captured by the RGAN.
Because we have access to the data distribution, in Figure 4.4 we show how
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the average (log) likelihood of a set of generated samples increases under the
data distribution during training. This is an imperfect measure, as it is blind
to the diversity of the generated samples - the oft-observed mode collapse, or
‘Helvetica Scenario’ [74] of GANs - hence we prefer the MMD2 measure (see
Figure 4.4 and Section 4.4.1). It is nonetheless encouraging to observe that, al-
though the GAN objective is unaware of the underlying data distribution, the
likelihood of the generated samples improves with training.
MNIST as a time series
The MNIST hand-written digit dataset is ubiquitous in machine learning re-
search. Accuracy on MNIST digit classification is high enough to consider the
problem ‘solved’, and generating MNIST digits seems an almost trivial task for
traditional GANs. However, generating MNIST sequentially is less commonly
done (notable examples are PixelRNN [218], and the serialisation of MNIST in
the long-memory RNN literature [131]). To serialise MNIST, each 28 × 28 digit
forms a 784-dimensional vector, which is a sequence we can aim to generate
with the RGAN. This gives the added benefit of producing samples we can eas-
ily assess visually.
To make the task more tractable and to explore the RGAN’s ability to gen-
erate multivariate sequences, we treat each 28x28 image as a sequence of 28, 28-
dimensional outputs. We show two types of experiment with this dataset. In the
first one, we train a RGAN to generate MNIST digits in this sequential manner.
Figure 4.3 demonstrates how realistic the generated digits appear. In the sec-
ond one, we use our proposed evaluation score, exploiting the fact that MNIST
poses a classification task - this is explored in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of real and generated MNIST samples. Left top: real
MNIST digits. Left bottom: unrealistic digits generated early in training. Right:
digits with minimal distortion generated at epoch 100.
4.4 Evaluation of generative models
In the traditional Bayesian setting of generative models, we can use held-out
data to estimate the predictive density of a model. Given a training datasetD, if
we can compute the posterior distribution over the parameters of the model θ,
we can estimate the average density on a set of test samples {xi}Ni=1 as follows:
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫
p(xi|θ)p(θ|D)dθ (4.7)
In practice, the integral can be estimated by sampling from p(θ|D)[219].
In the case of GANs, the above procedure is problematic because GANs are
only generative in the sense of generating samples. A GAN with parameters θ
defines an implicit model p(x|θ) from which we can sample, but whose likeli-
hood is not available. Parzen window estimates can be used to build this likeli-
hood function[74], but Theis et al. [211] later demonstrated that artificially high
likelihoods can be engineered using this approach. As demonstrated in Theis
et al. [211], sample ‘quality’ (assessed visually) need not correspond to likeli-
hood. Several methods have therefore been proposed to measure the perfor-
mance of a GAN, which are reviewed briefly here. For a lengthier review, see
Borji [28] and Xu et al. [237].
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4.4.1 Existing evaluation methods for GANs
Manual inspection
A popular approach is to use manual inspection of generated samples - either
visually assessing images, or reading sentences. Manual inspection is effective
because ‘sample quality’ is intuitively understood to be ‘realism’, and human
judges are adept at identifying real images, and text to a lesser extent. More-
over, while the intended use-case for many GANs is unclear, if the objective
is to generate images or text perceived to be realistic by humans, then manual
inspection should be the gold standard evaluation method.
Unfortunately, manual inspection is also problematic as a general-purpose
evaluation method for several reasons:
1. It requires a human and therefore scales very poorly
2. Its use is limited in specialised domains. Judging the realism of natural
images can be done by almost anyone8, but identifying imperfections in
specialist data (such as medical images or legal text) requires trained an-
notators. This increases the evaluation cost and makes it hard for non-
experts to independently verify the performance of the model.
3. Human judgements are subjective and variable.
8Interestingly, even the data in CIFAR-10 [126] may already be domain-specific enough to
warrant specialist annotators. In an evaluation using Amazon Mechanical Turk[189], the re-
searchers achieved 95% accuracy at identifying generated samples, while the turkers achieved
78.7%.
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Maximum mean discrepancy
We can take a ‘black-box’ approach to evaluating a generative model by simply
asking if the samples it creates are from the same (or similar) distribution to the
training (or test) data. However, as noted above, as GANs only give access to
samples from the model, and inferred likelihoods can be deceptive, we need a
method which can use sets of samples to compare distributions. This question -
asking if two sets are samples are drawn from the same distribution, is precisely
the setting of two-sample tests. In a line of work beginning in 2006 [26, 77], Gret-
ton et al. demonstrated how a statistic called the maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD) can be used to tackle the two-sample problem.
The MMD has an intuitive motivation. If we compute some function on each
set of samples, if the mean value of that function differs between the sets (asymp-
totically), they cannot come from the same distribution. If the difference of the
means is small, it indicates that the distributions are similar. Depending on the
function and the underlying distributions, this difference in means can however
vary (for example, if f(x) = x, thenN (0, 1) appears identical toN (0, 2), but this
would not be true for f(x) = x2). To get around this, the MMD is defined as
the supremum over all such mean differences, where the function is subject to
some constraints. Specifically, if X = {x1, · · · , xn} are drawn i.i.d. from p and
Y = {y1, · · · , yn} from q such that xi, yj ∈ X , and f : X → R where f ∈ F , then
the MMD is defined as
MMD[F , p, q] =
∑
f∈F
(Ex∼p[f(x)]− Ey∼q[f(y)]) (4.8)
where F is a special class of functions described now.
The challenge of choosing F is that it should be rich enough to guarantee
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that
Ex∼p[f(x)] = Ey∼q[f(y)]↔ p = q (4.9)
but not so complex that finite-sample evaluations are uselessly inaccurate.
The approach taken in Gretton et al. [77] is to define F to be the unit ball in
a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). In this case, F satisfies the require-
ment of Equation 4.9 because the resulting MMD statistic is consistent (it has a
type-II error rate of zero in the limit of large sample size) [78], and it satisfies
the criterion of usefulness in the finite-sample regime because the type-II error
converges to zero at a rate of O(n1/2), where n is the sample size. Moreover, the
statistic of interest (MMD2) can be computed in O(n2).
What then is the MMD in the RKHS? Moving to consider MMD2 (because
this is equal to the squared distance between mean embeddings of the distribu-
tions p and q in the RKHS [26]), we have
MMD2[F , p, q] = Ex,x′ [k(x, x′)]− 2Ex,y[k(x, y)] + Ey,y′ [k(y, y′)] (4.10)
where k is the unique reproducing kernel associated with the RKHS in question.
An unbiased estimate of MMD2 can be obtained as [78];
M̂MD
2
u =
1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
n∑
j 6=i
k(xi, xj)− 2
mn
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
k(xi, yj)
+
1
m(m− 1)
m∑
i=1
m∑
j 6=i
k(yi, yj)
(4.11)
Thus, the computational cost is O((n+m)2).
The choice of k (and thus the RKHS) has important implications for the
MMD statistic. Importantly, the RKHS needs to be universal - this implies the
MMD is a metric [77], which gives Equation 4.9. While universality of kernels
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is beyond the scope of this work (see Sriperumbudur et al. [200] for a discus-
sion), it has been shown [203] that the RKHSs associated with the Gaussian and
Laplace kernels are universal. Therefore, we consider Gaussian (RBF) k in this
work, acknowledging that defining an appropriate kernel between multivariate,
likely non-stationary time-series is an area of active research [35, 46]. We select
the bandwidth σ of the RBF kernel as per Sutherland et al. [208] to maximise the
estimate of the t-statistic of the power of the MMD test:
tˆ =
M̂MD
2√
Vˆ
(4.12)
where V is the asymptotic variance of the estimator of MMD2. This is performed
on a held-out set. Moreover, to address the challenge of defining an appropriate
kernel on time series, we follow Sutherland et al. [208] and use sum of Gaus-
sian kernels with different bandwidths, which are optimised simultaneously as
above.
While MMD is described here as an evaluation measure, it can also be used
as the objective in training a generative model. This is the approach taken in Li
et al. [135] and examined further in Bin´kowski et al. [17].
In this chapter, we use MMD as one method to evaluate samples from the
RCGAN.
We describe other popular evaluation methods (Inception score, FID, and
KID) below, but note that as these methods are all specific to image GANs as
they rely on a pre-trained object detector (the Inception network [209]). There-
fore, without modification they are not appropriate for use on time-series data.
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Figure 4.4: Learning curves, MMD score, and held-out log-likelihood for
RGAN generating smooth sequences. Trace of generator (dotted), discrimi-
nator (solid) loss, MMD2 score and log likelihood of generated samples under
the data distribution during training for RGAN generating smooth sequences
(output in Figure 4.2.)
Inception Score
The idea behind the inception score (IS) [189] is to automate the evaluation pro-
cess by replacing a human’s judgement of the image with that of a pre-trained
image classifier, specifically the Inception model [209]. The Inception model
is a 42-layer neural network trained to achieve state of the art (in CVPR 2016)
on classification task in the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
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(ILSVRC) 2012 [187]. ILSVRC 2012 consists of images containing objects from
1000 categories, with 1.2 million training examples and 150,000 test/validation
examples. The images are from the ImageNet [50] dataset, which was con-
structed by downloading images from Google image searches using terms from
WordNet [155]. The categories include, for example, border collie, Siberian husky
(12% of the classes are breeds of dog), pool table, sundial. The inception score is
then based on the belief that high-quality data will contain specific identifiable ob-
jects, but also a full diversity of objects, across many samples. Using the trained
Inception modelM, the conditional label probabilities for an input image x can
be computed, M(x) = p(y|x). If x contains a meaningful object (that M can
recognise), these probabilities should have low entropy. At the same time, the
marginal distribution, p(y) have high entropy, such that all categories are repre-
sented. The marginal is calculated as p(y) =
∫
dxp(y|x)p(x), where x = G(z)
where G is the deterministic generator, and z is a random variable with some
distribution, usually Gaussian. In practice this is computed by averaging over
a large number (they recommend 50,000) of samples from the generator. To
combine the desire for p(y) to be high entropy, and p(y|x) (for all x) to be low
entropy, they formulate the score as follows:
IS = exp (Ex [KL(p(y|x)|p(y))]) (4.13)
Although it has seen widespread use [98, 147, 231], the inception score has
several prominent limitations:
• It is not defined for datatypes which cannot be meaningfully passed
through the Inception network, limiting it to GANs which generate im-
ages. Even within image-generating GANs, if the images do not contain
objects from the ImageNet category the score will clearly fail. In Rosca
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et al. [186] this is addressed by training an Inception-style net on CIFAR-
10 to evaluate a CIFAR-10-trained generative model9.
• As highlighted by Barratt and Sharma [11], since the inception score uses
a complex neural network, small differences in implementation can influ-
ence the score. They found that the score can be 11.5% higher (on CIFAR
images) using a Keras [40] implementation, compared to Torch [43].
• The true data distribution is not used anywhere. If a GAN trained on
MNIST were somehow to produce perfect examples from ImageNet, it
would achieve high inception score while producing data completely dif-
ferent to its training distribution.
The mode score (Che et al. [33], corrected in Xu et al. [237]) attempts to ad-
dress the final point by including an additional KL term between the marginal
distribution based on the real data and the generated data. Intuitively, this tries
to control for the distribution of ImageNet classes in the training data.
FID
Another inception-based score is the Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID) [92],
which uses the Inception model as a feature extractor rather than a classifier.
Taking the activations in an intermediate layer of the Inception model as the
representation for a sample, FID models these representations as samples from
a Gaussian distribution whose moments can be empirically estimated. Apply-
ing the same procedure to the real and generated data, FID then computes the
9However, Barratt and Sharma [11] observes that the practice nonetheless persists of apply-
ing the inception score to inappropriate datasets such as CIFAR-10, which has only 10 object
classes, as well as celebrity faces [8].
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Fr’echet distance (equivalently Wasserstein-2 distance) between the Gaussian
distributions fit to the two sets of representations. By Dowson and Landau [53],
this distance has an analytic expression, producing
FID(Pr,Pg) = ‖µr − µg‖+ Tr
(
Cr +Cg − 2 (CrCg)1/2
)
(4.14)
where Pi = N (µi,Ci).
Kernel Inception Distance
Similar but distinct to the Fre´chet Inception Distance is the Kernel Inception
Distance (KID). KID uses a representation of the data derived from an Incep-
tion model, but unlike FID which then computes a Fre´chet distance, KID com-
putes the MMD with a polynomial kernel between samples under the Inception-
derived representation. This is equivalent to calculating MMD on the samples
using a kernel which first passes its inputs through the Inception representation.
The advantage of KID over FID is that the Gaussian assumption on the distribu-
tion of the representations is lifted, and as shown by Bin´kowski et al. [17], has
an unbiased estimator.
4.4.2 Our task-based score
While MMD (Section 4.4.1) provides a measure of sample quality, uncertainty
about the appropriateness of the kernel choice leads us to devise another eval-
uation strategy. Since our generative model has an intended use-case (synthe-
sising realistic data which could potentially be used to train models), we can
use this to motivate an evaluation strategy. Specifically, we propose a novel (at
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the time of the work [103]) method for evaluating the output of a GAN when
a supervised task can be defined on the domain of the training data. We call it
‘Train on Synthetic, Test on Real’ (TSTR).
Simply put, we use a dataset generated by the GAN to train a model, which
is then tested on a held-out set of true examples. This requires the generated
data to have labels - we can either provide these to a conditional GAN, or use
a standard GAN to generate them in addition to the data features. In this work
we opt for the former (as in RCGAN, Figure 4.1). We present the pseudo-code
for this GAN evaluation strategy in Algorithm 1.
Recently, a modification of TSTR has been proposed [112] which exploits
multiple tasks and classifiers to produce a more robust evaluation for the pur-
pose of comparing model performance.
Algorithm 1 (TSTR) Train on Synthetic, Test on Real
1: train, test = split(data)
2: discriminator, generator = train GAN(train)
3: with labels from train:
4: synthetic = generator.generate synthetic(labels)
5: classifier = train classifier(synthetic, labels)
6: If validation set available, optionally optimise GAN
over classifier performance.
7: with labels and features from test:
8: predictions = classifier.predict(features)
9: TSTR score = score(predictions, labels)
Train on Real, Test on Synthetic (TRTS) Similar to the TSTR method pro-
posed above, we can consider the reverse case, called ‘Train on Real, Test on
Synthetic’ (TRTS). In this approach, we use real data to train a supervised model
on a set of tasks. Then, we use the RCGAN to generate a synthetic test set for
evaluation. In the case (as for MNIST) where the true classifier achieves high
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accuracy, this serves to act as an evaluation of the RCGAN’s ability to generate
convincing examples of the labels, and that the features it generates are realis-
tic. Unlike the TSTR setting however, if the GAN suffers mode collapse, TRTS
performance will not degrade accordingly, so we consider TSTR the more inter-
esting evaluation.
4.4.3 Performance of RCGAN with TSTR
Although we have shown samples from RCGAN in section 4.3.3, as this section
has highlighted, visual assessment of GAN samples is a problematic evaluation
method. We therefore use TSTR to evaluate the RCGAN-generated samples in
this section.
MNIST
For the second experiment, we downsample the MNIST digits to 14x14 pixels,
and consider the first three digits (0, 1, and 2). With this data we train a RCGAN
and subsequently perform the TSTR (and TRTS) evaluations explained above,
for the task of classifying the digits. That is, for the TSTR evaluation, we gener-
ate a synthetic dataset using the GAN, using the real training labels as input. We
then train a classifier (a convolutional neural network) on this data, and evalu-
ate its performance on the real held-out test set. Conversely, for TRTS we train
a classifier on the real data, and evaluate it on a synthetic test dataset generated
by the GAN. Results of this experiment are show in Table 4.1. To obtain error
bars on the accuracies reported, we trained the RCGAN five times with differ-
ent random initialisations. The TSTR result shows that the RCGAN generates
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Table 4.1: TSTR results for MNIST. Scores obtained by a convolutional neural
network when: a) trained and tested on real data, b) trained on real and tested
on synthetic, and c) trained on synthetic and tested on real data.
Accuracy
Real 0.997 ± 0.00008
TRTS 0.976 ± 0.0013
TSTR 0.951 ± 0.0007
synthetic datasets realistic enough to train a classifier which then achieves high
performance on real test data. The TRTS result shows that the synthetic exam-
ples in the test set match their labels to a high degree, given the accuracy of the
classifier trained on real data is very high.
eICU
One of the main goals of this chapter is to build a model capable of generat-
ing realistic medical datasets, and specifically ICU data. For this purpose, we
based our work on the recently-released Philips eICU database10. This dataset
was collected by the critical care telehealth program provided by Philips. It con-
tains around 200,000 patients from 208 care units across the US, with a total of
224,026,866 entries divided in 33 tables.
From this data, we focus on generating the four most frequently recorded,
regularly-sampled variables measured by bedside monitors: oxygen saturation
measured by pulse oximeter (SpO2), heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR) and
mean arterial pressure (MAP). In the eICU dataset, these variables are mea-
sured every five minutes. To reduce the length of the sequences we consider,
we downsample to one measurement every fifteen minutes, taking the median
value in each window. This greatly speeds up the training of our LSTM-based
10https://eicu-crd.mit.edu/
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GAN while still capturing the relevant dynamics of the data.
In the following experiments, we consider the beginning of the patient’s stay
in the ICU, considering this a critical time in their care. We focus on the first 4
hours of their stay, which results in 16 measurements of each variable. While
medical data is typically fraught with missing values, in this work we cir-
cumvented the issue by discarding patients with missing data (after downsam-
pling). After preprocessing the data this way, we end up with a cohort of 17,693
patients. Most restrictive was the requirement for non-missing MAP values, as
these measurements are taken invasively.
To perform the TSTR evaluation, we need a supervised task (or tasks) on the
data. A relevant question in the ICU is whether or not a patient will become
‘critical’ in the near future (indeed, this is the focus of Chapter 4) - a kind of
early warning system. For a model generating dynamic time-series data, this is
especially appropriate, as trends in the data are likely most predictive. Based on
our four variables (SpO2, HR, RR, MAP) we define ‘critical thresholds’ and gen-
erate binary labels of whether or not that variable will exceed the threshold in
the next hour of the patient’s stay - that is, between hour 4 and 5, since we con-
sider the first four hours ‘observed’. The thresholds are shown in the columns
of Table 4.2. There is no upper threshold for SpO2, as it is a percentage with
100% denoting ideal conditions.
As for MNIST, we ‘sample’ labels by drawing them from the real data labels,
and use these as conditioning inputs for the RCGAN. This ensures the label dis-
tribution in the synthetic dataset and the real dataset is the same, respecting the
fact that the labels are not independent (a patient is unlikely to simultaneously
suffer from high and low blood pressure), while not leaking personal health
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Table 4.2: TSTR results on eICU. Performance of random forest classifier for
eICU tasks when trained with real data and when trained with synthetic data
(test set is real), including random prediction baselines. AUPRC stands for
area under the precision-recall curve, and AUROC stands for area under ROC
curve. Italics denotes those tasks whose performance were optimised in cross-
validation. SpO2 = oxygen saturation measured by pulse oximetry; HR = heart
rate; RR = respiratory rate; MAP = mean arterial pressure.
SpO2 < 95 HR < 70 HR > 100
A
U
R
O
C real 0.9587± 0.0004 0.9908± 0.0005 0.9919± 0.0002
TSTR 0.88± 0.01 0.96± 0.01 0.95± 0.01
random 0.5 0.5 0.5
A
U
PR
C real 0.9059± 0.0005 0.9855± 0.0002 0.9778± 0.0002
TSTR 0.66± 0.02 0.90± 0.02 0.84± 0.03
random 0.16 0.26 0.18
RR < 13 RR > 20 MAP < 70 MAP > 110
A
U
R
O
C real 0.9735± 0.0001 0.963± 0.001 0.9717± 0.0001 0.960± 0.001
TSTR 0.86± 0.01 0.84± 0.02 0.875± 0.007 0.87± 0.04
random 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
A
U
PR
C real 0.9557± 0.0002 0.891± 0.001 0.9653± 0.0001 0.8629± 0.0007
TSTR 0.73± 0.02 0.50± 0.06 0.82± 0.02 0.42± 0.07
random 0.26 0.1 0.39 0.05
information.
Following Algorithm 1, we train the RCGAN for 1000 epochs, saving one
version of the dataset every 50 epochs. Afterwards, we evaluate the synthetic
data using TSTR. We use cross validation to select the best synthetic dataset
based on the classifier performance, but since we assume that it might be also
used for unknown tasks, we use only 3 of the 7 tasks of interest to perform this
cross validation step (denoted in italics in Table 4.2). The results of this experi-
ment are presented in Table 4.2, which compares the performance achieved by
a random forest classifier that has been trained to predict the 7 tasks of interest,
in one experiment with real data and in a different experiment with the synthet-
ically generated data.
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4.5 Privacy implications
Since medical data contains sensitive personal information, protecting patient
privacy is one of the reasons these datasets cannot be shared easily. For a syn-
thetic dataset to be viable, it is necessary to ensure that it does not leak too much
information about the training data. However, machine learning systems have
already been shown to be vulnerable to various attacks on privacy. In Fredrik-
son et al. [65], a model inversion attack is described to extract examples from the
training data of a facial recognition system, given the adversary knows one of
the output labels of the system. This requires limited side information. Shokri
et al. [194] describe a membership attack, where they infer if a given (known)
record was used to train a model, given black-box access to the model. Recently,
similar attacks have been described against GANs [86]. These approaches gen-
erally rely on the fact that neural networks can ‘memorise’ training data. In
this section we explore model memorisation in GANs, and go on to describe
how we can use differentially private training to produce a privacy-preserving
generative model.
4.5.1 Model memorisation
One of the primary failure modes of statistical models is that of overfitting, or
failing to generalise. In a supervised learning setting, this can obviously hap-
pen when the model becomes sensitive to spurious correlations between noise
features and labels. In this sense, the model has encoded aspects of the data
which are, in truth, unnecessary for the task. We can think of this as a form of
memorisation of the training data.
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In the context of generative models, generalisation is not well-defined. We
have neither a notion of model performance (notwithstanding the explorations
in section 4.4.2), nor of this performance on a test set. The generator network
simply produces examples. However, generative models such as GANs are
known to be at risk of a phenomenon dubbed ‘mode collapse’, which resem-
bles overfitting. Intuitively, mode collapse occurs when the generator produces
only a small number of examples, typically closely resembling examples from
the training set. Given the naive GAN objectives in Goodfellow et al. [74], we
can see this can be a winning strategy: if G maps all z to the same xˆ, where
xˆ happens to be in the training set, the generator is ‘successful’, in that the dis-
criminator can’t achieve perfect performance - it must either identify xˆ as real or
fake, and it will always be wrong some of the time. This is especially problem-
atic if there are many examples in the training data which look like xˆ - if there is
a mode in the data around xˆ, it can be sufficient for G to output examples simi-
lar to xˆ and confuse the discriminator. Approaches to address or prevent mode
collapse include asking the discriminator to look at many examples simultane-
ously (minibatch discrimination or averaging [39, 189]), introducing auxiliary
networks [201], and modifications to the loss function as in Metz et al. [148].
To identify memorisation, we perform three tests - one qualitative, two sta-
tistical, outlined in the following subsections. In the statistical tests, the notion
of memorisation we consider is the idea that the GAN would more likely pro-
duce samples that more closely resemble training set samples than unseen sam-
ples from the same distribution (that is, test set samples). In the absence of a
more rigorous definition of memorisation in GANs, this notion is intuitively
appealing, highlights the potential privacy risk of memorisation, and produces
testable hypotheses, as we show below.
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Analysis: Comparing the distribution of reconstruction errors
To test if the generated samples look too similar to the training set, we could
generate a large number of samples and report the distance to the nearest neigh-
bour (in the training set) to each generated sample. We could compare the dis-
tribution of these distances with those comparing the generated samples and
a held-out test set. However, to get an accurate estimate of the distances, we
may need to generate many samples, and correspondingly calculate many pair-
wise distances. Instead, we intentionally generate the nearest neighbour to each
training (or test) set point, and then compare the distances.
We generate these nearest neighbours by minimising the reconstruction er-
ror between target y and the generated point;
Lrecon(y)(Z) = 1−K(G(Z), y)
where K an RBF kernel (similar to that in Section 4.4.1, with bandwidth σ cho-
sen using the median heuristic [29]). We find Z by minimising the error until
approximate convergence (when the gradient norm drops below a threshold).
We can then ask if we can distinguish the distribution of reconstruction errors
for different input data. Specifically, we ask if we can distinguish the distribu-
tion of errors between the training set and the test set. The intuition is that
if the model has ”memorised” training data, it will achieve identifiably lower
reconstruction errors than with the test set. We use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
two-sample test to test if these distributions differ. For the RGAN generating
sine waves, the p-value is 0.2 ± 0.1, for smooth signals it is 0.09 ± 0.04, and for
the MNIST experiment shown in Figure 4.3 it is 0.38 ± 0.06. For the MNIST
trained with RCGAN (TSTR results in Table 4.1), the p-value is 0.57 ± 0.18. We
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conclude that the distribution of reconstruction errors is not significantly dif-
ferent between training and test sets in any of these cases, indicating that the
nearest neighbours to the training set are not significantly closer or farther than
the nearest neighbours to the test set.
Analysis: Comparing the generated samples
Rather than using a nearest-neighbours approach (as in Section 4.5.1), we can
use the MMD three-sample test [29] to compare the full set of generated sam-
ples. With X being the generated samples, Y and Z being the test and training
set respectively, we ask if the MMD between X and Y is less than the MMD
between X and Z. The test is constructed in this way because we expect that if
the model has memorised the training data, that the MMD between the synthetic
data and the training data will be significantly lower than the MMD between the
synthetic data and test data. In this case, the hypothesis that MMD(synthetic,
test) ≤ MMD(synthetic, train) will be false. We are therefore testing (as in Sec-
tion 4.5.1) if our null hypothesis (that the model has not memorised the training
data) can be rejected.
The average p-values we observed were: for the eICU data in Section 4.4.3:
0.40±0.05, for MNIST data in Section 4.4.3: 0.47±0.16, for sine waves: 0.41±0.07,
for smooth signals: 0.07± 0.04, and for the higher-resolution MNIST RGAN ex-
periments in Section 4.3.3: 0.59± 0.12 (before correction for multiple hypothesis
testing). We conclude that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the MMD
between the synthetic set and test set is at most as large as the MMD between
the synthetic set and training set, indicating that the synthetic samples do not
look more similar to the training set than they do to the test set.
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Figure 4.5: Assessing model memorisation using interpolation in latent space.
Here, we take two training examples (bottom and second-from-top plots,
dashed green lines) and back-project them to find their closest points in latent
space. We then linearly interpolate these points and pass them through the
generator, producing intermediate samples. These are shown in grey. The top
graph shows the distance in sample space (using the RBF kernel) between the
intermediate generated sample and both of the endpoints (respectively in green
and orange). If model memorisation had occurred, we would expect the model
to preferentially generate samples that look very similar to either of the end-
points, switching between these options perhaps half-way through. Instead,
the generator produces samples which appear to vary smoothly as the latent
point is varied.
Analysis: Interpolation
Suppose that the model has over-fit, so the implicit distribution is highly peaked
in near training examples, and most points in latent space map to (or near) train-
ing examples. If we take a smooth path in the latent space, we expect that
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at each point, the corresponding generated sample will have the appearance
of the ‘closest’ (in latent space) training example, with little variation until we
reach the attractor basin of another training example, at which point the samples
switch appearance.
We test this qualitatively as follows: sample a pair of training examples
(confirming by eye that they don’t look too similar), and back-project them
into the latent space to find the closest corresponding latent point, as described
above. We then linearly interpolate between those latent points, producing sam-
ples from the generator at each point. Figure 4.5 shows an example using the
‘smooth function’ dataset. The samples show a clear incremental variation be-
tween start and input sequences, contrary to what we would expect if the model
had memorised the data.
4.5.2 Differentially private GAN training
In Section 4.5.1 we perform empirical analyses of the data generated by the
GAN, to test if it has memorised the training data. While we do not observe
evidence to support memorisation (and thus privacy violation), medical data is
highly sensitive and guaranteed privacy is often required. Therefore, we inves-
tigated the use of a differentially private training procedure for the GAN.
Differential privacy
Differential privacy [54] is concerned with the influence of the presence or ab-
sence of individual records in a database. Intuitively, differential privacy places
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bounds on the probability of obtaining the same result (in our case, an instance
of a trained GAN) given a small perturbation to the underlying dataset. If the
training procedure guarantees (, δ) differential privacy, then given two ‘adja-
cent’ datasets (differing in one record) D, D′,
P [M(D) ∈ S] ≤ eP [M(D′) ∈ S] + δ (4.15)
whereM(D) is the GAN obtained from training on D, S is any subset of pos-
sible outputs of the training procedure (any subset of possible GANs), and the
probability P takes into account the randomness in the procedureM(D). Thus,
differential privacy requires that the distribution over GANs produced by M
must vary ‘slowly’ as D varies, where  and δ bound this ‘slowness’.
Differentially private SGD
Inspired by a recent preprint [13], we apply the differential private stochastic
gradient descent (DP-SGD) algorithm of Abadi et al. [1] to the discriminator, as
the generator does not see the private data directly.
The DP-SGD differs from traditional SGD in the addition of two steps11
1. Per-example gradients are clipped to have a maximum norm ofCB, where
B is the batch size and C is a sensitivity parameter.
2. After averaging clipped gradients, isotropic Gaussian noise is added with
standard deviation Cσ, where σ is another parameter of the algorithm.
The effect of clipping is to bound the sensitivity of the norm of the gradient,
which is used in the privacy calculation.
11Note that this differs slightly from the algorithm described in Abadi et al. [1], but is faithful
to the corresponding implementation.
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We can compute the sensitivity as the maximum change in the norm of the
gradient due to the inclusion/exclusion of a single training example. If g¯ is
the gradient averaged over one batch, and g¯′ is the average gradient when one
training example in the batch (indexed by j, say) is changed, the maximum
possible change in the norm of the gradient is
|g¯ − g¯′| ≤
∣∣∣∣∣ 1B
B∑
i 6=j
[gi + gj]− 1
B
B∑
i 6=j
[
gi + g
′
j
]∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ 1B [gj − g′j]
∣∣∣∣ = 1B√|gj|2 − 2gTj g′j + |g′j|2
≤ 1
B
√
(CB)2 + 2(CB)2 + (CB)2 = 2C
(4.16)
This motivates the use of noise with standard deviation Cσ - C sets the effective
scale of the gradient, and σ allows us to control the relative level of noise.
In practice, if we choose C too high, we are overestimating the true sensitiv-
ity of the algorithm, resulting in poor privacy guarantees (or poor performance
for the same privacy). Therefore, choosing the correct clipping threshold C is
an important hyperparameter optimisation step.
Slow learning is especially problematic because every iteration of SGD
‘costs’ some privacy budget. Using, for example, the privacy analysis from
Abadi et al. [1], the effective privacy loss grows with
√
T where T is the number
of training iterations. This means that for the DP-SGD algorithm and their cor-
responding privacy budgeting procedure (the ‘moments accountant’), σ would
need to grow with
√
T to provide the same , δ privacy guarantees for the over-
all procedure. Since GANs can have unpredictable learning behaviours without
guaranteed convergence [146], it is especially challenging to train them using
differential privacy.
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Figure 4.6: Trade-off between  and δ, and training epochs. Probability (δ) of
violating -differential privacy during training, for different values of  using
the moments accountant. Noise ∼ N (0, 0.22) is used. The dotted line shows
δ = 1/|D|, where |D| is the number of training examples.
Private generation of MNIST
As an initial proof of concept, we tested the DP-SGD algorithm on the RCGAN
trained on MNIST digits, and evaluated using TSTR. We clipped gradients to
0.05 and added Gaussian noise with mean zero and standard deviation 0.05×2.
For  = 1 and δ ≤ 1.8 × 10−3 (computed using the moments accountant [1]),
we achieved an accuracy of 0.75 ± 0.03. Sacrificing more privacy, with  = 2
and δ ≤ 2.5 × 10−4, the accuracy is 0.77 ± 0.03. These results are far below
the performance reported by the non-private GAN (Table 4.1), highlighting the
compounded difficulty of generating a realistic dataset while maintaining pri-
vacy. For comparison, in Abadi et al. [1] they report an accuracy of 0.95 for
training an MNIST classifier (on the full task) on a real dataset in a differentially
private manner. This differs from our setting as we cast MNIST (unnaturally)
as a multivariate time series classification problem, and moreover generate syn-
thetic data for it.
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Figure 4.7: TSTR results on four ICU prediction tasks. We compare data gen-
erated by a non-private GAN (dark grey) and a GAN trained using differential
privacy (light grey). The other three prediction tasks were used for model se-
lection and are omitted here. We see that for some tasks, differentially private
training of the GAN does not significantly impact the quality of the data mea-
sured by TSTR, but overall there is, as expected, a performance degradation.
Here,  = 0.5 with δ ≤ 0.9 × 10−3. Clipping was set to C = 0.1 and the noise
parameter σ = 2.
Private ICU data generation
We also apply the differentially private training procedure to the eICU setting,
introduced in Section 4.4.3 The results are shown in Figure 4.7. For this case,
we clipped gradients to 0.1 and added noise with standard deviation 0.1 × 2.
In surprising contrast to our findings on MNIST, we observe that performance
on the eICU tasks remains high with differentially private training, even for a
stricter privacy setting ( = 0.5 and δ ≤ 9.8 × 10−3). Visual assessment of sam-
ples generated by the differentially-private GAN indicate that while it is prone
to producing less-realistic sequences, the mistakes it introduces appear to be
unimportant for the tasks we consider. In particular, the DP-GAN produces
more extreme-valued sequences, but as the tasks are to predict extreme values,
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it may be that the most salient part of the sequence is preserved. The possibility
to introduce privacy-preserving noise which nonetheless allows for the training
of downstream models suggests interesting directions of research in the inter-
section of privacy and GANs.
4.6 Conclusions and future work
The work described in this chapter highlights further questions and potential
avenues for investigation, some of which are already underway in the research
community.
• Why is it sufficient to sample latent points independently at each stage
of generation? How would imposing (e.g. temporal) structure in the la-
tent space impact the model, and could it be exploited in the context of
conditional GANs?
• GANs are only one class of generative models. Other approaches,
such as variational autoencoders [121] (potentially exploiting normalising
flows [184]) have also been turned to the task of generating synthetic time
series [57] and could be exploited in this domain as well.
• The methods described here generate data streams with a fixed (identical)
sampling frequency. This is not generally the case in medical settings, so
to generate truly realistic medical data, irregular sampling frequencies and
missing data should be handled.
• Evaluation methods for GANs is a growing field. Some approaches were
highlighted in Section 4.4, but more continue to be proposed. For example,
Olsson et al. [171] borrow ideas from skill rating in games like chess to
rank GANs.
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CHAPTER 5
MODELLING INTENSIVE CARE
Prediction is very difficult,
especially about the future.
Various sources
Individual contributions This chapter describes work done as part of a collabo-
ration between ETH Zurich and Inselspital Bern. From ETH, Xinrui Lyu, Matthias
Hu¨ser, and Cristbal Esteban worked alongside me, with our supervisor Gunnar Ra¨tsch,
and Martin Faltys and Tobias Merz from Inselspital. While all were engaged in dis-
cussions and design of the project, individual components were implemented by dif-
ferent people. Specifically, Martin Faltys was responsible for initial variable identifi-
cation and provided clinical consultation throughout, alongside Tobias Merz. Xinrui
Lyu was responsible for artefact removal, patient filtering, and pivoting and merging
tables. Matthias Hu¨ser was responsible for feature and label extraction, imputation,
and training the model. I was responsible for processing pharma variables, implement-
ing endpoint identification and variable merging, data extraction from MIMIC, and
providing supervision and project guidance throughout. Collaborators from ETH in
Basel, including Thomas Gumbsch, Michael Moor, and Bastian Rieck were also in-
volved in discussions towards the end of the project, particularly about new evaluation
techniques, including the event-based evaluation.
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5.1 The Intensive Care Unit
Intensive (or critical) care is a relatively modern speciality within medicine con-
cerned with the treatment of critically ill patients. It was observed as early as the
1850s by Florence Nightingale [221] that especially sick patients would benefit
from being situated closest to the nursing station, such that they could be mon-
itored more closely. In the 1920s and 1930s, special units were developed [232]
to provide additional monitoring and recovery care for post-operative patients.
The idea of intensive monitoring is core to the philosophy of intensive care.
Combined with the need to provide specialist care, with a focus on organ sup-
port, this leads to the importance of the intensive care unit (ICU), which can be
found in larger hospitals. The ICU is staffed by a dedicated team of ICU nurses,
specially trained intensive care physicians, and other support staff. Patients in
the ICU are monitored 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, with a dedicated nurse
at their bedside. Some ICUs allow for one nurse per two patients, provided
those patients are not intubated [30]. Therefore, intensive care medicine is also
resource-intensive, and constitutes a significant cost - a study from the Welsh
NHS in 2011/2012 reported that ICU beds cost on average 4 times as much as
ward beds [225]. However, the ICU provides a level of care unmatched by tra-
ditional wards with concomitant reductions in mortality [116], and the ratio of
ICU beds to hospital beds is predicted to grow [221].
5.1.1 Machine learning and the ICU
Data-driven models are already used routinely in intensive care, the most fa-
mous of which being the APACHE system [123]. APACHE (and its variants)
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uses physiological values from the patient’s first day in the ICU, along with
medical and surgical disease categories, admitting location and co-morbidities,
to produce a mortality estimate. APACHE and related scores can be used for
risk stratification of patients on admission, and have been used to benchmark
ICU performance [83], although APACHE-II was shown to consistently overes-
timate mortality in a Scottish ICU cohort [84], indicating the need to calibrate
models by geography (APACHE was developed on a US cohort). Moreover, as
noted by Kelly et al. [116], the improving quality of intensive care over time has
also necessitated recalibration.
The combination of intensive monitoring producing extensive data, the im-
portance of time-sensitive decision-making in critically ill patients, and the in-
terest in reducing costs makes the ICU an attractive candidate for the use of
machine learning and data science. The existence of open-access ICU datasets
such as MIMIC-III [110] (discussed already in Chapter 3) has also enabled ma-
chine learning researchers and other data scientists to develop models on ICU
data without the need for clinical collaborators with access to data. Initiatives
such as ‘critical care datathons’ [2] have also raised the profile of the intensive
care as a venue for data science.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, much attention from the machine learning commu-
nity in ICU has focused on mortality prediction [9, 16, 70, 79, 142, 149, 223, 244],
although other questions such as diagnosis prediction and classification [38,
144, 176, 177, 182] and length of stay prediction [85, 215, 238] are also common
themes. Various disease or condition-specific applications have also been de-
veloped, for example predicting sepsis or septic shock [31, 71, 202, 212], heart
failure or cardiac arrest [37, 117], post-transplant complications [55], and respi-
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ratory failure [99]. In this chapter we also focus on a specific condition, namely
circulatory failure.
5.2 Circulatory failure prediction
Our core prediction task is to identify whether a patient’s circulatory system
will deteriorate in the near future. This deterioration manifests as circulatory
shock, a condition in which insufficient oxygen is delivered to (and utilised by)
the patient’s tissues. Circulatory shock is a common occurrence in ICU patients,
with many aetiologies and categories. These types of shock can be differenti-
ated by the source of the circulatory insufficiency - cardiogenic shock points to
the heart itself, whereas in distributive shock, cardiac function and output may
be normal, but due to peripheral issues oxygen delivery nonetheless fails. The
most common form of distributive shock is septic shock, occurring in 62% of
shock cases in one study [222]. Septic shock, as part of sepsis or systemic in-
flammatory response syndrome, contributes to poor outcomes. Mortality rates
in sepsis depend on the specific definition of sepsis (a topic of ongoing debate),
but consensus points towards sepsis with shock having mortality rates in excess
of 40% [196]. The challenge of shock within and outside of sepsis is that tissue
hypoperfusion resulting from unresolved circulatory failure leads to further or-
gan failure, and potentially multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, one of the
leading causes of mortality in the ICU. Even more alarmingly, the treatment for
severe circulatory failure can itself lead to organ failure, as other organ systems
struggle to compensate for intensive circulatory support [76].
Early intervention to prevent widespread damage as a result of circulatory
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failure is therefore critical. Treatment of circulatory shock involves restoring
blood pressure and providing support to crucial organ systems while the under-
lying cause is ascertained. Fluids can be administered, especially in the case of
hypovolemic shock, to support pressure. Vasopressors - drugs which cause con-
striction of blood vessels, can provide fast-acting blood pressure support with
a low half-life. Continuous infusion of vasopressors such as norepinephrine
at controlled dosage allows nurses and other ICU caregivers to control the pa-
tient’s mean arterial pressure (MAP).
However, identifying which patients are at risk of deterioration is challeng-
ing. Existing track-and-trigger systems for identifying deterioration in ward
patients have been criticised for lacking reliability and utility [68]. A 2016
study [162] using data from over 9000 ICU patients reported an AUROC of
0.61 − 0.88 in predicting a set of deterioration endpoints such as sepsis, un-
planned intubation, and significant haemorrhage in the next 24 hours. Work
predicting shock outside of sepsis is rare, making it challenging to identify an
existing state of the art, but related tasks have been studied. Within sepsis pre-
diction - not necessarily with shock - performance ranges from AUROC of 0.72
within 6 hours [202], 0.83 within 3 hours [31] to 0.909 for any post-operative sep-
sis [212], in varying cohorts. Predicting the onset of vasopressors can implicitly
capture the onset of circulatory shock. [207] report an AUROC of 0.77 using
either LSTMs or CNNs predicting the onset of vasopressors within 10 hours,
and [235] achieve an AUROC of 0.92 on imminent (within 2 hours) vasopres-
sor need. The 2009 annual PhysioNet challenge focused on predicting acute
hypotensive episodes in ICU patients, defined as regions where mean arterial
pressure is below 60 mmHg. The winning entry achieved an accuracy of 92.5%
with a recall of 92.8% predicting these hypotensive episodes up to an hour in
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Table 5.1: Definition of circulatory failure. The level of severity is set by the
strength of the vasoactive support given through drugs.
(a) The patient’s circulatory state depends on the presence of shock (MAP ≤ 65 mmHg,
or vasoactive drugs) and hyperlactataemia (lactate ≥ 2 mmol/L). Ambiguous states
exist when only some criteria are met, or there is missing data.
patient state blood pressure lactate
stable MAP > 65 mmHg andno vasoactive drugs present < any value
circulatory failure MAP ≤ 65 mmHg or (non-exclusive)vasoactive drugs present ≥ 2 mmol/L
ambiguous MAP ≤ 65 mmHg or (non-exclusive)vasoactive drugs present < 2 mmol/L or missing
(b) Drugs used for cardiovascular support in the presence of shock, graded by level.
level drugs
1 any dose of dobutamine, milrinone, theophylline, levosimendan
2 ≤ 0.1µg/kg/min of epinephrine or norepinephrine
3 > 0.1µg/kg/min of epinephrine or norepinephrine, or any dose of vasopressin
advance, however based on the cohort, the positive prevalence was 41%. This
is quite different to our setting, where positive events occur approximately 3%
of the time.
5.2.1 Definition of circulatory system failure
We are interested in predicting circulatory system deterioration. Deterioration
specifically requires the patient to move into a state of worse circulatory system
function. This requires a definition of circulatory system function, which we de-
fine according to our clinical collaborators in three levels of increasing severity
in Table 5.1.
The blood pressure criterion notably includes a check for the presence of va-
soactive drugs. This is necessary because caregivers will intervene on a patient
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with deteriorating MAP with therapy (vasoactive drugs) which will make their
MAP appear deceptively ‘normal’ [178]. Thus, the endpoint we seek to pre-
dict is a mixture of underlying patient state and the actions of clinicians, which
are invariably interlinked. Thus, we consider the presence of these vasoactive
drugs to be sufficient to trigger the blood pressure criterion, regardless of the
actual MAP. However, elevated lactate (hyperlactataemia) indicates that the cir-
culatory insufficiency is such that tissue hypoperfusion has become significant,
and is therefore a necessary condition.
The vasoactive drugs we consider are dobutamine, milrinone, theophylline,
levosimendan, epinephrine, norepinephrine, and vasopressin. We can further
identify levels of circulatory failure based on which of these drugs are present,
with increasing severity. The levels with corresponding drug conditions are
shown in Table 5.1b. In the event that a patient is receiving multiple vasoactive
drugs (and meets the other criteria), we can define the level of circulatory failure
by the highest level they satisfy. There are two ambiguous states arising from the
definition above:
1. Hypotension in the absence of hyperlactataemia is indicative of early-stage
circulatory dysfunction, and is neither a stable (level 0) patient, nor one
with circulatory failure (levels 1 to 3).
2. Lactate measurements require an arterial (or venous) blood gas analysis
to be performed, requiring a blood draw, and are therefore not contin-
uously recorded. We have to do some form of missing-data imputation
(described in Section 5.3.4) to make statements about the lactate level at
most time-points. In the cases where imputation is not performed (for ex-
ample, no historical lactate values for a patient, or the time since the last
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test is beyond a threshold), the state is once again ambiguous as we cannot
distinguish real circulatory failure from early-stage failure.
We can then use the above definition to label every time-point of a patient’s
stay into one of the four levels, or as an ambiguous state. To reduce fluctuations
in MAP or lactate measurements resulting in spurious false positive or false
negatives, we additionally require that the MAP and lactate conditions be true
for 30 minutes in a 45-minute window. Thus, neither a single measurement
of MAP = 64 mmHg in an otherwise stable patient, or a single measurement
of MAP = 66 mmHg in a patient with clear circulatory failure will result in an
incorrect label.
5.2.2 Definition of prediction task
Given a labelling of a patient’s time-series into the above states, we can formu-
late the deterioration problem simply by asking if a patient will move to a worse
state (than they are currently) in the near future. More specifically, if a patient
is in state s0 at time t0, a deterioration in the next T hours means the patient
is in state s > s0 at some point in the interval [t0 + 5 minutes, t0 + T hours].
We require a five minute lead time to give clinicians enough time to potentially
intervene. We choose T = 8 as this is the length of a shift, and increases the
baseline prevalence of deterioration events.
Initial experiments indicated that predicting further deteriorations (for ex-
ample, from level 1 to 2) is markedly more challenging than predicting any kind
of deterioration from stability. Leaving the question of fine-grained and subse-
quent predictions to future work, we therefore focus on predicting the transi-
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tion from no circulatory dysfunction, which we refer to as stability, to any level
of circulatory failure. That is, we consider only where s0 = 0. If a patient is in
another state (for example, level 2, or an ambiguous state) we do not label that
timepoint.
5.3 Data preparation and processing
Preparing raw data from an ICU patient data management system (PDMS) for
use in a machine learning system is a substantial task. In this project, we devised
a processing pipeline comprising several modularised steps, to enable distribu-
tion of the tasks among several researchers. Those responsibilities are described
at the start of this chapter.
5.3.1 Data and patient filtering
We apply several kinds of quality filtering and patient subselection to the
data. The procedure is shown in Figure 5.2. We removed patients with
ECMO/Impella use because this introduces different physiology and should be
exempt from our early warning system. Ideally we would remove just the peri-
ods during which they were on ECMO/Impella, but use of ECMO/Impella was
recorded in nursing notes which could not be matched to specific timepoints, so
the patients were entirely excluded. This applied to 290 patients only.
We applied various kinds of artefact removal. These focus on correcting
human error in timestamp entry, fixing erroneously labelled variables (specifi-
cally, arterial blood gas samples which are labelled as venous and vice-versa),
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and applying cutoffs according to physiologically plausible values. These up-
per and lower bounds were defined for each variable by a clinical collaborator.
Figure 5.1 shows an idealised case of a pulse oximeter reporting an erroneous
value of SpO2 due to noise, potentially caused by the patient moving around.
99% 5% 99%
SpO2
Figure 5.1: An illustration of noise in the signal from a pulse oximeter. The
noise results in an erroneous value of SpO2. Physiologically implausible values
such as 5% for SpO2 are removed during artefact removal.
patients with data in 
any relevant variables
n = 54090
admitted before variable 
regime change in 2008
n =  9584
admitted since 2008
n = 44506
aged <16 or >100
n =  36
aged between 16 and 100
n = 44470
ECMO/Impella use during stay
n = 290
without ECMO/Impella use
n = 44180
missing MAP, lactate, or HR
n = 8082
with identifiable circulatory status
n = 36098
missing data in all
relevant variables
n = 135
patients consenting
to be used in research
n =  54225
Figure 5.2: Flowchart showing patient inclusion and exclusion steps. In the
end, we use a set of 36098 patients to build and evaluate the predictive model.
Of thee patients, 9801 have instances of circulatory dysfunction.
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Table 5.2 shows statistics about the patient cohort.
5.3.2 Converting drugs to flow rates
Patients can receive drugs in multiple ways: either by continuous infusion, or
in a bolus (e.g. injection or tablet). To standardise the semantics of pharmaceu-
tical variables, we attempted to convert all drug information into a ”flow rate”.
In the database, drug-related variables have status codes which indicate if the
measurement corresponds to the beginning/end of an infusion, a change in rate,
or an instantaneous bolus. (These status codes are occasionally incorrect). The
value corresponding to the measurement is typically the dose given since the
last record. The units used to record doses for a drug occasionally change in
this database, so it is necessary to also cross-reference a table of unit changes in
case the value needs to be scaled to ensure consistent units.
A patient may receive the same drug through multiple simultaneous infu-
sions, in which case the value is the dose given in that infusion since the last
record in that infusion. Identifying the total flow rate of a given drug thus re-
quires merging flow rates across infusion channels.
To convert boluses to flow rates, one of our clinical collaborators provided
effective acting periods for each drug. In a simplification of pharmacodynamics,
we assume that the drug acts as a constant flow over the acting period, where
the rate is given by the total dose of the bolus divided by the acting period. For
fast-acting drugs such as norepinephrine, this acting period is 5 minutes, which
is the most granular time-delta considered here, so these drugs are effectively
‘instantaneous’.
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Table 5.2: Patient demographics. For length of stay, we do not consider data
from patients after their 28th day in the ICU (this applies to 137 patients only).
We define length of stay as the time between the first and last recorded heart rate
measurement. Note that patients can have more than one APACHE diagnostic
group. The ‘other’ category includes trauma, gastrointestinal, sepsis, metabolic,
haematological, orthopaedic, gynaecological, and renal (all below 5%).
Sex
Male 62.38%
Female 37.62%
Age (years)
Median (Mean) 65 (62)
Range 16-98
Length of stay (days)
Median (Mean) 0.93 (2.09)
Range 0-84
Admission type
Emergency 59%
Not emergency 39%
Surgical
Yes 49.85%
No 47.13%
APACHE diagnostic group
Cardiovascular
Surgical 13.83%
Nonsurgical 7.27%
Neurological
Surgical 7.46%
Nonsurgical 13.30%
Respiratory
Surgical 1.47%
Nonsurgical 4.12%
Trauma
Surgical 0.87%
Nonsurgical 3.66%
Other 15.28%
Unknown 42.39%
Circulatory dysfunction
Patients with events 25.42%
Mean events per patient 4.12
Mean event duration 5.3 hours
Mean time to first event 20.5 hours
Mortality 4.96%
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Figure 5.3: A schematic showing how the same drug can be administered
through multiple delivery routes simultaneously. Most commonly, a patient
receives multiple infusions at the same time. For delivery routes such as injec-
tions and tablets, we convert the dose into an effective ‘rate’ by considering it to
be delivered continuously over a time period , which is defined for each drug
based on clinical prior knowledge of its acting period.
Table 5.3: Examples of how the same variable is recorded in multiple ways.
To reduce redundancy in our features and imputation needs, we merge these
‘duplicated’ variables. Note that ZVD is Zentraler Venendruck - central venous
pressure.
PDMS name variable name
Noradrenalin 1mg/ml noradrenaline
Noradrenalin 100 µg/ml Perfusor noradrenaline
Noradrenalin 10 µg/ml Bolus noradrenaline
ZVDm central venous pressure
M ZVD central venous pressure
Temp Kern temperature
Temp Axila¨r temperature
5.3.3 Variable merging
The PDMS at Inselspital contains many redundant variables. Since this database
is used operationally and was not designed for secondary use of this kind, many
semantically identical variables are duplicated, presumably for the purpose of
convenience. In Table 5.3 we show examples of entries in the PDMS correspond-
ing to the same variable.
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We would like to merge such variables for two reasons:
1. To develop a model which is not overly specific to the ICU in Bern
2. To reduce the need to do missing-data imputation
In some cases, variables are not completely identical, but we consider them
sufficiently similar to merge, for example various ways of measuring body tem-
perature (shown in Table 5.3). In the event that there are multiple simultaneous
measurements of a real-valued variable, we take the median value.
Drugs are handled separately: since drugs are treatments given to a patient
and not measurements of some underlying state, we have to sum over identical
drugs to produce an overall dosage. To help further reduce the dimensionality
of the input data, our collaborator specified which drugs are functionally similar.
For example, we merge the drugs atenolol, bisoprolol, metoprolol, and others
into an aggregate variable which indicates if any beta-blockers are present. We
do similarly for ACE inhibitors, loop diuretics, antibiotics, opiates, and so on.
For some classes of drugs, like opiates, we are able to define effective equivalent
doses and produce an overall effective dose. For anti-epileptics, we simply take
the number of drugs present. In other cases, we use binary indicators (as for
beta-blockers).
By doing this, we can merge 82 antibiotics, each appearing in 1.1% of patients
(on average), to a single indicator, now present in 62.5% of patients. Overall, we
go from 708 variables appearing each in (on average) 9.8% patients, to 198 each
appearing in 32.4%. Put another way, with 708 variables, each patient has 31.6
measurements of each (on average). With 198, this becomes 138.2.
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5.3.4 Imputation
In this section we distinguish between two types of imputation: imputation
for generating labels, and imputation for generating (eventually) features. To
generate labels, since these are not required to deploy the model, we can use
any information, including information from ‘the future’, for imputation. To
impute for feature construction, it is important that we neither use information
from the future, nor information from the held-out test set(s).
Imputing lactate for endpoint identification
As mentioned in the endpoint definition (Section 5.2.1), lactate is critical for
the identification of circulatory failure. However, lactate is not continuously
measured and measurements are recorded on average every 5.5 hours as part
of a blood gas analysis, which may be ordered either routinely or as deemed
necessarily by a clinician. This means that the measurement of lactate depends
on a human’s subjective assessment of how variable the lactate may be. For
this reason, we (in discussion with clinical collaborators) devised an imputation
strategy for lactate depending on whether or not the patient’s lactate is ‘normal’.
We define abnormally high lactate to be lactate above 2 mmol/L, the same cutoff
used in the endpoint definition (Table 5.1). For notation, we call this cutoff lC .
For a pair of lactate values, l1 and l2 recorded at timepoints t1 and t2 (for a
specific patient), we use different imputation strategies depending on the per-
ceived state of the patient.
If l1 < lC and l2 < lC , or l1 ≥ lC and l2 ≥ lC , we consider the patient ‘stable’,
and perform linear interpolation without time restriction. The assumption here
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is that if the lactate is consistently above or below the threshold, the clinician
may perceive the patient to be stable, and order tests less frequently. We follow
the assumption that in the intervening time, the lactate will remain either above
or below the threshold as it was before, which can be achieved by linear inter-
polation. Once again, we err on the side of modelling lactate dynamics very
simply, even if lactate clearance may truly follow more complicated dynamics.
If the patient is unstable, in that l1 and l2 are not the same side of lC , then we
are more conservative. In this case, since we (as above) don’t know the exact
lactate dynamics, we instead forward-fill l1 for up to 3 hours, and backwards-
fill l2 for 3 hours. This reflects our belief that if a patient is in a normal or ab-
normal state at time t we are only confident for ± 3 hours that their state has
not changed. If the time between t1 and t2 is less than 6 hours (so that these
forwards/backwards-filling windows would overlap), we instead linearly in-
terpolate during the 6-hour window.
If l0 is the first lactate measurement, and lω is the final, we handle the edge
cases as follows:
• If l0 < lC , we backwards-fill.
• If l0 ≥ lC , we backwards-fill for up to 3 hours.
• If lω < lC , we forwards-fill.
• If lω ≥ lC , we forwards-fill for up to 3 hours.
This uses the same logic as before.
If a patient has no lactate measurements at all, we do nothing, and they are
eventually filtered out for being in a permanently ambiguous state.
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General imputation
As part of data processing for feature extraction, we project all measurements
onto a regularly-sampled time grid with 5-minute interval. This introduces
many missing values, which must then be imputed.
For feature (pre-)construction, we perform a mixture of forward-filling and
linear interpolation in a variable-wise fashion, excluding drugs as they do not
require imputation. As in the case of lactate, we assume that the measurement
frequency is informative for the time-scale over which a variable is expected to
change.
To reflect this, we first calculate the median interval (mv) between subse-
quent measurements for each variable v (using the available training set), as well
as the interquartile range of the sampling interval (rv). From this we define an
interval ∆v = mv + 2rv.
We then impute variable v according to this scheme:
1. Assuming the last observed value of v at t is xt, forward-fill with xt up to
t+ ∆v.
2. Between t + ∆v and t + 2∆v, linearly interpolate between xt and x˜. x˜ is
defined as the median value of v over [t − 2∆v, t], excluding values intro-
duced by imputation.
3. After that, forward-fill indefinitely.
4. In all cases above, the imputation strategy is restarted after every real ob-
servation of v.
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The above strategy is depicted in Figure 5.4.
time since admission
high-frequency
variable
low-frequency
variable
Δ = median  + 2*IQR
Δ
Δ
2Δ
median
Δ2Δ
Δ
Figure 5.4: A schematic depicting the imputation strategy for time-varying
variables. For each variable v, a timescale ∆v is computed as the median of the
variable’s sampling interval plus twice its interquartile range. Imputation then
forward-fills for ∆v, before decaying over a time ∆v to the median value over
the time-period 2∆v before the last observed measurement. After that, indefinite
forward filling is applied.
For static variables such as age and APACHE group, values are imputed as
the median or mode over patients in the training data.
5.4 Modelling
Since our data comes in the form of a dense matrix of measurements, we need
to produce a representation amenable to the classification task at hand. A first
choice may be to simply leave the data as-is, and treat it as a time-series mod-
elling problem, for example using a recurrent neural network (as discussed in
chapters 2 and 3). Recurrent neural networks learn to transform input data
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such that their internal state holds a representation of the data observed so far.
This representation should be optimised for the classification task, effectively
representing different types of patient trajectories (deteriorating or remaining
stable) in an easily separable way. However, naı¨ve application of recurrent neu-
ral networks for this task has a significant downside, one which cannot even
be overcome by the methods described in chapter 2. The problem is: since
we discretise our time-series into five-minute intervals, a prohibitively large
number of time-steps need to be considered in order to observe even two real
measurements from infrequently measured variables. For example, the median
sampling interval for neutrophil count is 1 day, so observing two subsequent
measurements would require 577 timesteps to be considered. Even using long-
memory RNNs, sequences of this length are challenging, and computationally
prohibitive to train.1
In this section we describe the extracted features and the classification
model.
5.4.1 Feature extraction
In total, we extract 3684 features from four classes. However, we found that
using 1000 would be sufficient and only marginal improvements could be at-
tained using the full set of features. We consider these 1000 in the reference
model. Listed below are the feature classes, with their contributions to the full
and reference set of features in brackets:
1In a preliminary analysis using a LSTM with engineered features, it achieved an AUROC
of 0.923 and AUPRC of 0.430, which is comparable (but inferior) to the performance of even
the limited-variable lightGBM model we consider further, which achieves AUROC 0.929 and
AUPRC 0.445 - examined in later sections.
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1. Multiscale: [3354,855] features calculated over the recent past of the pa-
tient’s time series
2. Measurement: [226,116] features capturing aspects of measurement oth-
erwise lost during imputation
3. Endpoint-derived: [98,25] features related to the definition of circulatory
dysfunction
4. Static: [6,4] time-invariance demographic and admission information
Each class is described in more detail below.
time since admission
short
medium
long
very long
summary statistics
multiple resolutions
... .
.
. .. time to 
last real
measurement
endpoint-based
features
Figure 5.5: Feature classes extracted from time-series data. Using overlap-
ping windows of increasing size, we summarise the time series at multiple res-
olutions using 5-point summary statistics (minimum, maximum, median, in-
terquartile range, trend). We record the time since the last non-imputed mea-
surement, as well as statistics about the fraction of the patient’s time spent in
endpoints.
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Multiscale features
The simplest way to represent time-series data would be to take T timesteps
of (potentially partially imputed) observations of d variables and concatenate
them into a vector of length Td. This presents two immediate problems:
1. T can grow very large if we use small timesteps. With a sampling interval
of 5 minutes, even capturing even the last day of information for a patient
would require 288 timesteps. Considering d is 198 (after merging vari-
ables, see Section 5.3.3), the feature representation may become computa-
tionally unwieldy. Moreover, for variables recorded at a lower sampling
frequency, the majority of values in the vector will be the same, resulting
in an overparametrised model.
2. If the model class assumes each dimension in the input feature is indepen-
dent (such as a linear model), this representation needlessly throws away
useful information about how the data is structured temporally.
In principle, a more expressive model class (such as a deep neural network)
is not affected by the second issue. Such a model could, with sufficient data
(and successful optimisation) learn to combine inputs in such a way as to ex-
tract temporal features such as trends, assuming these features are relevant for
classification.
However, we decided to rather first design features based on clinical prior
belief. What we do is to define a set of M horizons for each variable, and sum-
marise the values observed in the time window defined by the horizon. Ex-
tracting S statistics from each window, this reduces the dimensionality of the
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feature vector from (naively) Td to SMd. By defining the horizons appropri-
ately, we can implicitly capture T hours of data without paying a cost in the
number of parameters. In practice, we use M = 4 and S = 5.
Horizons Since variables are recorded (and vary) at different rates, it is im-
portant to use window sizes which capture the range of variation in this sense.
For blood pressure, changes in the last 30 minutes could be important, whereas
lactate (which is measured on average every 5.5 hours), there is unlikely to be
any change. Rather than producing redundant or excessive features, we define
different sets of resolutions for different variables. We first categorise each vari-
able as low, medium, or high frequency based on its median sampling interval2,
and then define four window sizes (τi) for each category, see Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Categorisation of variables by frequency and corresponding win-
dow sizes. Each variable is categorised as high, medium, or low frequency
based on its median sampling interval. Four windows are defined for each cat-
egory in order to define multiscale features.
category sampling interval τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4
high ≤ 15 minutes 30 minutes 1 hour 4 hours 12 hours
medium (15 minutes, 8 hours] 12 hours 24 hours 36 hours 48 hours
low ≥ 8 hours 16 hours 32 hours 48 hours 72 hours
The windows are defined as the region [t−τi, t] at timepoint t, thus they over-
lap. This is shown by the overlapping blue boxes in Figure 5.5. By the horizons
we have defined, this class of features implicitly captures up to 72 hours worth
of data (from the slowest-varying variables), and allows for a summary of the
patient’s state with differing levels of granularity. To fully capture the data in
these windows using concatenation would require between 144 and 864 (for 72
hours) features per variable. If the current timepoint t is less than 72 hours after
2We reuse the statistics already computed during imputation for this purpose.
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the patient’s arrival to the ICU, the window is simply clipped - so in the edge
case of t = 5 minutes, all windows are identical.
We additionally include the median value of the variable over the patient’s
entire stay (until the current time point).
Statistics In each window, we compute a set of S statistics. In this work we
choose to use a five-point summary (hence S = 5): over a window of length
τ for a given variable v, we extract the median, the minimum, the maximum
value, a ‘trend’ proxy, and the interquartile range (IQR) over the interval. In
principle the trend would be the slope of a linear fit to the data in the window,
but we approximate this (for computational reasons) by simply taking the dif-
ference between the first and last values in the window. We use median and
IQR rather than mean and standard deviation since, despite best efforts to re-
move them, artefacts producing outlier values will likely exist in the data. Min-
imum and maximum are of course susceptible to such errors, but taking these
statistics of data is common practice in ICU scoring (see e.g APACHE-III [123]
and SOFA [220]). We also believe that trend information will be informative for
identifying circulatory failure, although fitting a trend to nonlinear data can be
misleading.
This is performed in each window τi for each variable, excluding categorical
or binary-valued variables. For these, we extract simply the mean or mode.
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Measurement features
Since missing data imputation discards information about when and how often
certain measurements were taken, and this information can be informative of
patient state [4], we introduce a feature class to attempt to recapture it.
For each variable, we record:
1. The measurement ‘density’ so far: the total number of (real) measurements
divided by the time since admission.
2. The time since the last real measurement (shown in Figure 5.5).
3. The current imputed value.
Another feature we include in this class is the time elapsed since the patient was
admitted to the ICU, which turns out to be quite important.
Endpoint-derived features
Clinical experience indicates that prior history of circulatory failure is indicative
of increased risk of future circulatory failure. For this reason, we build a spe-
cial class of features which take into account a patient’s historical (during their
stay) circulatory status, as well as derived features based on the endpoint defi-
nition. Although we have already labelled the data with presence of endpoints
of the various types, we can’t use this information during feature construction
as it potentially relies on unavailable information in the form of interpolated
lactate measurements. We therefore build endpoint-related features built from
subcomponents of the endpoint, all taken as binary indicators. For example,
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since presence of vasoactive drugs (listed in Table 5.1b) is a component of the
endpoint definition, we construct features based on it in three classes:
1. Current: for example, whether or not vasoactive drugs are present at the
current time
2. Time-from-event: the time since the derived feature was last present, e.g.
the time since patient was receiving vasoactive drugs
3. Activity density: over five horizons ([12, 24, 36, 48, ω] hours, where ω cov-
ers the patient’s entire stay), the fraction of time the condition was true
(e.g. the patient was receiving vasoactive drugs)
These feature classes are calculated for each component of the endpoint defini-
tion, such as whether MAP ≤ 65 mmHg, lactate ≥ 2 mmol/L, and the presence
of the various vasoactive drugs.
Static features
Several important characteristics of the patient are static or vary slowly:
• Age (ICU stays do not typically last more than a few weeks).
• Sex.
• Height (we consider weight a time-varying feature, as it is often tracked
during a patient’s stay).
• Whether or not the patient was an emergency admission.
• Whether or not the patient was admitted from surgery.
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• APACHE-III [123] patient group - this is not the APACHE score (which
uses the first 24 hours of the stay), but the diagnostic category the patient
is admitted under.
For the purpose of feature construction, these are simply concatenated to the
rest of the features before use in the model. As APACHE group is categorical,
it’s represented as a one-hot vector of length 17.
5.4.2 Model
Given these features, we can use any classifier which takes a fixed input.
We elected in this work to use gradient-boosted decision trees implemented
in the lightGBM library [114]. Ensembles of decision trees such as this are popu-
lar choices in competitive machine learning arenas such as Kaggle for their per-
formance ‘out of the box’, being more robust to hyperparameter choices than
deep learning approaches. Tree-based models also provide measures of fea-
ture importance, which can aid in interpretability, although here we elect to use
Shapley values to identify important variables (Section 5.5.2).
The basic premise of gradient boosting [67] is to iteratively build predictors
(trees) such that at iteration t, the new predictor is trained to minimise the resid-
uals of the ensemble so far. This way, model complexity is controlled by limiting
the number of boosting iterations.
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Figure 5.6: Change of RASS over time. The movement away from heavy se-
dation in critical care is reflected in the Inselspital data. Values show the mean
RASS (Richmond Agitation-Sedation Score) in each month. This highlights that,
even within an 8-year period, the practice of critical care is not stationary.
5.5 Experiments and results
5.5.1 Experimental setup
Developing a model on a retrospective dataset to be deployed in the present
incurs unavoidable covariate shift between the training and test distributions.
Here the shift is due to the change in medical practice and patient cohorts over
time. For example, even within our dataset, we can observe the trend away
from sedating patients, by looking at the average Richmond agitation-sedation
score (RASS) over time (Figure 5.6). This observation reflects a known trend
within critical care practice away from heavy sedation [10].
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While traditional machine learning approaches assume the training and test
set examples are independently and identically distributed, to do so in this case
underestimates the generalisation error of the model (this is demonstrated in
Table 5.6) when applied in a real setting. For this reason, we intentionally de-
sign the splits such that the training data contains the earliest patients (ordered
by admission time), with the most recent 20% devoted to the validation and test
splits. We additionally produce multiple ‘replication’ splits over the data, each
using the same train/test split logic. Each fold covers a period of time of the
same length, and allows us to ask questions about the behaviour of the general-
isation error over time, explored in Section 5.5.5.
The setup is show in Figure 5.7.
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
temporal 1
temporal 2
temporal 3
temporal 4
temporal 5
Figure 5.7: Schematic showing how temporal splits are constructed. The
hatched region shows the validation set for a given split, and the coloured re-
gion is the test set. The same methodology is applied to each split - the valida-
tion and test sets comprise the patients in the final 20% of the split. Imputation
parameters are computed on the training set, and the validation set is used for
model selection.
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5.5.2 Choosing models
Feature importance
Before we run analyses on our model, we must specify which model we mean.
We aim to define a larger reference model, and a smaller model using just
the most important variables.
In order to identify which features (and by extension variables) are im-
portant for the model, we use the SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation) ap-
proach [140], specifically exploiting the TreeSHAP approach for estimating
Shapley values from tree-based models [141], which is implemented in light-
GBM. Briefly, Shapley values are a solution to the problem of distributing win-
nings to participants in an n-player game based on their contributions [193], al-
lowing for the possibility that some participants have redundant contributions.
This idea has been applied to the problem of identifying which features in a
model are responsible for contributing to a particular prediction [140]. To pro-
duce overall feature importances (since SHAP values are per example), we take
the mean absolute SHAP value for each feature. To then define the important
variables, we take the lowest rank of all the features derived from that variable.
As mentioned in Section 5.4.1, we have 3684 features. Early investigation
indicated that many of these are (unsurprisingly) uninformative, assessed with
SHAP values. Therefore, to proceed with a slightly simpler model, we restricted
to a set of 1000 features. This is the reference model we use in the rest of the
analyses. Of these 1000 features, 855 are history features, 116 are measurement-
related, 25 are endpoint-related, and 4 are static. Figure 5.8 shows the distribu-
tion of (log) feature importance for the four classes.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of feature importances by class. Histogram of (log)
feature importances in the reference model computed using mean absolute
SHAP value, broken down by feature class. Higher is more important.
Feature ablation
We can also assess the impact of different feature choices by running an ablation
study, dropping feature classes from the reference model one by one. The
resulting effect on the model’s AUROC and AUPRC is shown in Figure 5.9.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the largest drop in performance comes from removing
the most numerous feature classes (measurement and history), although as we
see in Figure 5.8, these classes also contain many less important features, so the
performance is likely driven by a small set of highly important features.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of removing different classes of features from the
reference model. Note the small variation in the y-axis. This indicates that
no one feature class contributes substantially more than others. However, it also
indicates that there is redundancy between feature classes.
Reduced model
Using the SHAP values described above, we can identify the top 20 variables.
These variables, alongside their most important feature and the class it belongs
to, are listed in Table 5.5. In the case of vasoactive drugs, they appear by virtue
of their presence in the endpoint definition. We use these variables to define the
reduced model.
Defining a model using a restricted set of variables means the model can
more readily be applied ot other ICU settings, requiring less data extraction and
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Table 5.5: Top variables by mean absolute SHAP value. These top variables,
from the reference model are used to define the reduced model. A variable
is ranked by its most important feature, which is shown in the second column.
‘Vasoactive drugs’ means dobutamine, milrinone, levosimendan, theophyllin. These
are all potentially used to identify level 1 circulatory dysfunction, hence appear
as a group.
variable feature class
Lactate current value measurement
Mean ABP lowest values in last hour history
Age - static
Time since admission - measurement
Vasoactive drugs* fraction of last 24 hours with endpoint endpoint
Systolic ABP current imputed value measurement
Heart rate trend over last 12 hours history
Respiratory rate time since last measurement measurement
RASS current imputed value measurement
Peak pressure highest value in last 30 minutes history
Weight lowest value over last 72 hours history
Creatine kinase trend over last 48 hours history
INR time since last measurement measurement
Glucose trend over last 12 hours history
C-reactive protein trend over last 48 hours history
Diastolic ABP median value over last 12 hours history
PEEP time since last measurement measurement
preparation. We demonstrate this in Section 5.5.6 by applying the reduced
model to MIMIC. Moreover, since the variables listed in Table 5.5 are commonly
measured, the reduced model can be applied in a greater diversity of ICUs.
5.5.3 Deterioration prediction
Having defined the reference and reduced models in Section 5.5.2, we can
now compare their relative performance on the deterioration prediction task.
The results are shown in Figure 5.10. We show the receiver-operating character-
istic (ROC) curve and precision-recall curves for the model on the task of pre-
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dicting deteriorations in the next 8 hours from stability (= level 0) to any level
of circulatory failure. We show that the model achieves a high AUROC ( 0.93
for both models), and with a false alarm rate of 66%, approximately 70% of de-
teriorations are detected. As the prevalence of deteriorations is 3.8%, a random
classifier would achieve a false alarm rate of 96.2% with arbitrarily high recall.
Discussion with clinical collaborators suggested the precision point of 33% as
providing a useful tradeoff between sensitivity and avoiding unnecessary false
alarms, which contribute to alarm fatigue. Ultimately, determining the optimal
threshold for the model would require a clinical study.
Figure 5.10: Performance of the models in predicting circulatory system dete-
rioration in the next 8 hours. Receiver-operating characteristic and precision-
recall curves for the reference and reduced models, which use 1000 fea-
tures (on 198 variables) and 20 variables respectively. The baseline prevalence
of positive events is 3.8% over all timepoints. Results in this experiment are
reported on the fifth (most recent) temporal split. The precision-recall curve
demonstrates the trade-off between false alarms and sensitivity. At a precision
of 33%, 70% of deteriorations are detected.
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Figure 5.11: Recall as a function of time before the event. This is computed by
binning the valid data in the 8 hours before the event into 30-minute intervals,
and reporting the fraction of positive predictions in that interval (the label dur-
ing this time is necessarily positive). Data must be valid in the sense that we
make no predictions while patients are currently in an endpoint, and therefore
cannot evaluate at these timepoints.
5.5.4 How much lead-time does the model provide?
While the model is trained to predict deteriorations in the next 8 hours, it seems
likely that not every event is detected exactly 8 hours in advance. Ideally the
model would provide sufficient notice for caregivers to take action. By construc-
tion of the prediction task, a true positive from the model means a deterioration
will occur at least five minutes from now, but in the worst case, the model is only
able to identify events occuring five minutes (and no later) from now. To assess
this, we report the recall of the model, conditional on there being an event, as a
function of time-to-deterioration.
This is shown in Figure 5.11. We see that while recall increases as time-to-
event decreases, even 8 hours before the event, 50% of events are successfully
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recalled at an overall precision of 28%. This indicates that the performance of
the model is not driven by its performance in the moments before the event.
5.5.5 How well does the model generalise in time?
As described in Section 5.5.1, we split our data such that the validation and test
sets contain the patients most recently admitted in the dataset. We additionally
form five ‘replicates’ (see Figure 5.7) using sliding temporal windows, and a
‘mixed’ split, where the test (and validation) set is sampled independently from
the entire time range (disjointly from the training set).
This setup allows us to ask several questions. In Table 5.6 we show the per-
formance on each of the temporal test sets of models trained on the correspond-
ing training set. We additionally include the ‘mixed’ split. We see three things
here: firstly, there is no obvious trend in the generalisation error in different
temporal splits, indicating that the level of domain shift (the difference between
the training and test sets) is constant across the splits. This is a good sanity
check, and enables us to treat these splits as ‘replicates’ for the purpose of train-
ing models. Secondly, we see that the prevalence in the test set varies slightly,
making the AUPRC across splits not directly comparable. We address this in the
next experiment. Finally, if we compare the performance on the ‘mixed’ split,
we see that - unsurprisingly - using a test set sampled from the same temporal
range as the training set results in superior performance. This underscores the
fact that if we had applied the traditional train/test split without applying tem-
poral stratification, we would have overestimated the true performance of the
model.
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Table 5.6: Performance of model in different temporal splits. We train a model
on the training set of each temporal split and use its validation set for model
selection, then report its test set performance. AUPRC in different splits is not
directly comparable due to differences in positive label prevalence. We do not
observe an obvious trend in AUROC, indicating that the generalisation error of
the model is not time-dependent. Using the ‘mixed’ split, whose test set is se-
lected from the same temporal distribution as the training set, we see that the
temporal stratification approach is necessary to avoid overestimating the perfor-
mance of the model. Values in brackets denote uncertainty (standard deviation)
in the final digit over the temporal splits.
late 2013 early 2014 late 2014 early 2015 late 2015 average mixed
AUROC 0.9394 0.9301 0.9308 0.9346 0.9328 0.934(4) 0.9472
AUPRC 0.4825 0.4502 0.4858 0.4972 0.4696 0.48(2) 0.5317
prevalence 0.0426 0.0317 0.0351 0.0334 0.0377 0.036(4) 0.0384
We are then lead to ask the question - what if the test set were even more tem-
porally removed? To what extent do we expect the performance of the model to
degrade in time? To address this question, we re-purposed the temporal splits
as follows: we fix a model, trained on the earliest temporal split. We then test
that model on the test set of all splits in turn. This enables us to simulate the ef-
fect of the passage of time. The results are shown in Table 5.7. We can see from
AUROC that there is no obvious trend of degradation in model performance.
To attempt to control for the intrinsic ‘difficulty’ of the different test sets, we
also show the performance (AUROC or AUPRC) of the model as a fraction of
the performance of the model trained on the relevant training data set. That is
to say, we compare the performance of the model trained on split 1 and tested
on split 4 with the performance of a model trained on split 4 and tested on split
4. These results are the last two rows in Table 5.7 - note that the first column of
Table 5.7 is identical to that of Table 5.6 since the late 2013 test set corresponds
to the first split.
Once again, there is no obvious trend, however we do observe that the rel-
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Table 5.7: Performance of a fixed model as the test set varies. We develop a
model on the earliest split and test it on the test sets of subsequent splits, in
order to assess if temporal distance results in a higher generalisation error. In
the ‘ratio’ rows, we compare the performance in this setting with the results in
Table 5.6, where the model would instead be retrained on more recent data. We
don’t see an obvious downward trend in the model’s performance, indicating
that dataset shift is not significant over a two-year period.
late 2013 early 2014 late 2014 early 2015 late 2015
AUROC 0.9394 0.9300 0.9299 0.9343 0.9319
AUPRC 0.4825 0.4547 0.4814 0.4976 0.4588
prevalence 0.0426 0.0317 0.0351 0.0334 0.0377
AUROC ratio 1 0.9999 0.9990 0.9997 0.9990
AUPRC ratio 1 1.0010 0.9911 1.0009 0.9771
ative AUPRC on the farthest split (late 2015) is the lowest. This investigation
indicates that if there will be a degradation in model performance due to do-
main shift as new data is collected, it will not become obviously apparent over
a period of two years.
5.5.6 How well does the model generalise to a different ICU?
Given the reduced model, we can perform external validation by extracting
the same features and labels from data from a different ICU. To enable repro-
ducibility, we select the open-access dataset MIMIC-III [110] for this validation.
Processing MIMIC
In order to perform the comparison, we must identify and extract the equivalent
variables from MIMIC. Given the top 20 most important variables (Table 5.5),
we were able to identify equivalent variables in MIMIC. In the case of weight
and glucose, unit conversions were required (lb→ kg and mg/dl→mmol/l).
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The MIMIC database contains data from two EHR systems - CareVue and
MetaVision. The latter system came into effect in 2008, and we restrict our at-
tention to data from this part of the database. Variables stored in MetaVision
are indexed using a different set of unique identifiers, and MetaVision stores
medication information in a different format to CareVue, so data processing is
simplified greatly by applying this restriction. Since we also restrict the data
from Bern to patients admitted after 2008, this may also increase similarity be-
tween the datasets.
Given the identified variables in MIMIC, we extract them from the relevant
tables in the v1.4 export of MIMIC. Since many of the artefact removal steps in
Section 5.3.1 are specific to the PDMS at Inselspital Bern, we apply a simpler
form of artefact removal on MIMIC by only applying the physiological thresh-
olding. We then pivot and merge tables and variables to produce data in the
correct form to be processed by the rest of the pipeline developed for Bern. That
is, we subsequently perform endpoint identification, missing data imputation,
and label generation as described above, with minor modifications:
• Imputation parameters: part of our imputation pipeline requires calculat-
ing the sampling interval for each variable, as described in Section 5.3.4.
At this point, we decided to not recompute these intervals on MIMIC, and
instead apply the values computed from the Inselspital data. We did this
for two reasons:
1. If we consider these sampling intervals to reflect the underlying
lengthscale for dynamics of that variable, it should not vary much
between ICUs. However, the data in MIMIC appears to be arti-
ficially downsampled - MAP measurements are available approxi-
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mately hourly, whereas in the Inselspital data, this variable is avail-
able every 2 minutes. We therefore prefer to use the Inselspital data,
as we understand better how it has been recorded, and do not be-
lieve any measurements have been artificially downsampled (except
inasmuch as is done already in the PDMS).
2. Furthermore, since we wish to evaluate our model on MIMIC, this
model requires data processed in a particular way. The imputation
parameters are implied to be contained in a fixed data pre-processing
procedure which must be undertaken as a prerequisite to using the
model. Therefore, recomputing these parameters would mean we
are no longer evaluating the same model.
• Time grid: as mentioned above, the temporal resolution of MIMIC is dif-
ferent to that of Inselspital. Nonetheless, following the same arguments
as above, we resample MIMIC to a five-minute grid, even if this intro-
duces a large quantity of imputed data. The model we are evaluating was
designed to operate on data at this resolution (regardless of imputation
status), and we can therefore include this resampling procedure to also be
part of the model.
During this processing, we observed that the drugs theophyllin and lev-
osimendan are seemingly not used at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.
Instead, dopamine and phenylephrine are used, which also have vasoactive
properties. These drugs are not used at Inselspital. We could therefore mod-
ify the endpoint definition for MIMIC to include dopamine and phenylephrine,
while not requiring theophyllin or levosimendan. This would be equivalent
to expanding the endpoint definition as described in section 5.2.1 to include
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dopamine and phenylephrine, if available. This would result in 11.9% of pa-
tients having endpoints, as opposed to 10.6% using the original endpoint defi-
nition. To avoid making ICU-specific modifications to our endpoint definition,
and since this change results in only a minor change in prevalence, we maintain
the endpoint as already defined. However, in ICUs where vasoactive drugs use
is more different, modifications of this kind will be necessary.
External performance
Having processed the MIMIC data, we consider two settings for evaluation:
• A model trained on Bern, but tested on MIMIC
• A model trained on MIMIC, and tested on MIMIC
The first case evaluates the ‘pure’ transfer problem: taking a model devel-
oped on Bern, and applying it directly (subject to the above data processing
requirements) on data from another ICU. The second case rather evaluates our
methodology for developing a model - including data processing, imputation,
feature extraction, and model selection choices - and applies it to MIMIC. In
Figure 5.12 we show ROC and PR curves for these settings. For reference, we
also include the performance of the model trained on Bern and also evaluated
on Bern (this is identical to the reduced result in Figure 5.10). Since events
are slightly more rare in MIMIC (baseline prevalence 0.023, compare to 0.038 in
Inselspital), to make precision performance comparable, we downsample nega-
tive examples in MIMIC until the baseline prevalence is equivalent.
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Figure 5.12: Evaluation of the method on an open-access ICU dataset. Com-
parison of the performance of the reducedmodel on Inselspital Bern (in green),
on MIMIC (in orange), and the same model trained on MIMIC (in brown). We
see that the highest performance is attained when the model is trained on data
from the same domain as the test set, however the transferred model (in orange)
still provides high performance, with AUROC = 0.902 and AUPRC = 0.385.
5.5.7 Event-based evaluation
For the model to excel in the previous analyses, it would need to consistently
predict a deterioration for the entirety of the 8-hour period preceding the event
(that is, the entirety of the period in which the label is positive). However, it
may be sufficient to make a prediction at any point during this period for us
to consider that that particular event has been correctly recalled. As shown in
Figure 5.13, events are preceded by 71.4 alarms in 8 hours on average, which is
likely to irritate clinicians and result in them disabling the system. This prompts
another way of evaluating the model’s performance, which we refer to as ‘event-
based’. Under this evaluation approach, we focus not on individually-labelled
time-points, rather focusing on events and alarms. We can clearly define recall
in this setting as the fraction of events which were correctly predicted, such
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Figure 5.13: Many alarms are triggered for each event. The maximum number
of alarms is 96 (=12*8), although the period before an event in which alarms
could be triggered can be shorter than 8 hours. Overall, 71.4 alarms are triggered
on average for each event. The threshold used here is 0.6.
that there was any positive alarm in the 8 hours preceding the event. To define
precision, we return to focusing on alarms, asking what fraction of all alarms are
true, in that an event occurs within 8 hours.
It is possible for two events to occupy a single 8-hour window, such that an
alarm triggered in that window could arguably be said to be predicting either of
these events. To avoid double-counting, we take the conservative approach to
only allow an alarm to contribute to the identification of a single event, which
would be the first event after the alarm. This means that an alarm followed by
two events within 8 hours would have a precision of 100%, but a recall of 50%.
In Figure 5.14 we show the precision-recall curve under this evaluation, com-
pared to the performance under the typical evaluation (as in Figure 5.10). We
use the reference model in both settings. We see that defining recall using
events rather than alarms produces a higher precision for the same recall. This
indicates that if it suffices to produce a single alarm to predict an event, a higher
precision can be achieved by increasing the alarm threshold accordingly.
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Figure 5.14: Impact of calculating recall in terms of events. Defining recall in
terms of events rather than alarms improves the precision-recall trade-off rel-
ative to using the standard evaluation. This indicates that if whole events are
more relevant than individual labels (of which there will be many, per event), a
higher precision can be achieved. With a precision of 50%, 80% of events can be
predicted.
Alarm silencing
To directly address the (potential) issue of bothersome alarms, we implement
a modification on top of the classifier which silences any alarms for a set dura-
tion after an alarm has been triggered. This is intended to emulate a possible
mode of operation for clinicians, where they intentionally disable the system
while they tend to the patient. Alarm silencing effectively turns some false (or
true) positives into true (or false) negatives. The extent to which this harms the
model depends on how these events are clustered in time. If, for example, false
positives occur in groups, then silencing will appear to benefit the model, as
more erroneous alarms are silenced. We show in Figure 5.15 (left) how silencing
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Figure 5.15: Silencing alarms harms recall, but increases alarm novelty. We
show precision versus recall (computed in terms of events) for an alarm system
with three silencing levels (s): none, 60 minutes, and 120 minutes. The system
is silenced for s minutes after every alarm (independent of whether the alarm is
true or not, which is unknown at the time of silencing). On the left, we see that
silencing harms the maximum attainable recall, due to events which happen
during the silencing period. On the right, we report what fraction of alarms are
novel (or interesting), which means they are true alarms and predicting an event
which has not already been predicted. In this case, we see that silencing greatly
improves this novelty rate, confirming the observation that many true alarms
are simply repeatedly alerting the same event.
times of 0 (default), 60, and 120 minutes impact the resulting precision-recall
curve of the model, where recall is now defined in the event-based way. We see
that the theoretical maximum recall is decreased with silencing, indicating that
some events occur so soon after other (correctly predicted) events that silencing
makes them ‘impossible’ to predict. To account for this, the alarm should be
unsilenced when the patient enters an event, either automatically or manually.
We note that the number of alarms per event drops to 3.2 using 120 minutes
of silencing, from 71.4 without any silencing. To be comparable with Figure 5.13,
where the overall recall is 0.75 with threshold 0.6, we use the threshold of 0.73 to
achieve comparable recall. This results in 3.2 alarms per event, with a precision
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of 55% (compared to 30% without silencing).
In the right panel of Figure 5.15, we do not report precision against recall.
Here, we ask what fraction of alarms are both true and novel - that is, the alarm
is for an event which has not already been predicted. This could be considered
a measure of what fraction of alarms are ‘interesting’ (where false alarms can-
not be interesting). This is a setting under which the default model (with no
silencing) is bound to fail - and does - since this model was trained to ideally
produce 96 (=12*8) alarms per event. In this case, silencing clearly helps increase
the fraction of novel alarms, although the recall still suffers from a hard upper
bound. These results indicate how choosing the optimal system requires care-
fully considering how to evaluate it, and that it will be necessary to understand
how clinicians behave towards nuisance alarms.
5.6 Conclusions and future work
This chapter describes an applied machine learning solution to a real clinical
problem. Going from routinely-collected data stored in an ICU patient database
management system, in close collaboration with clinicians we went through
data processing, task and model specification and training, and evaluation. This
kind of secondary use of electronic health data is challenging due to the unre-
liable nature of the data, necessitating a substantial effort in data preparation
and understanding. Although the model demonstrates high performance in the
prediction task, the work in this chapter defines just the first necessary steps
towards building an early-warning system which can be used in practice. Real-
isation of such a system further needs:
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• Development of a prototype system which can run on hospital infrastruc-
ture - we have developed a system which uses a static view of the PDMS:
data processing will need to be re-engineered to operate in real time on
continuously-measured data.
• Communication of the model predictions to clinicians - the model pro-
duces a score between 0 and 1 every five minutes, but we have thus far
only evaluated the alarms triggered by this score exceeding a particular
threshold. Understanding the properties of the score itself (its trends, its
noise) is necessary before this score is provided as a diagnostic aid.
• Ultimately, such a tool must be tested in a randomised clinical trial to as-
sess its impact in terms of patient outcomes and clinician burden.
Beyond deployment, there remain many research questions, such as:
• Development of a ‘clinical baseline’ - how well do nurses or doctors per-
form at the same task? Comparisons between algorithms and human prac-
titioners is always fraught with danger of misinterpretion [169], so defin-
ing a fair comparison in terms of task and how to present that task is a
non-trivial, but perhaps illuminating endeavour
• Initial experiments indicated that predicting further deteriorations in terms
of circulatory function is a significantly more difficult task. This should be
revisited in light of the success in the easier setting. It may be that the dif-
ference between levels 2 and 3 (see Table 5.1b) is simply too arbitrary, and
merging these results in more coherent labels for the classifier. It may be
that learning all prediction problems simultaneously allows for informa-
tion transfer between tasks, but it necessitates careful definition of labels.
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It may be that pretraining on one task is enhances performance in tasks
(such as predicting 2→ 3) with insufficient training data.
• Initial experiments also indicate that LSTM-based models do not outper-
form lightGBM in this task. While this is not surprising, it is likely that
a sufficiently well-engineered deep architecture would be more success-
ful, and could identify aspects of the data which were overlooked during
feature engineering.
• A large degree of effort was expended on data preprocessing, including
correcting human errors during data entry, removing measurement arte-
facts, merging semantically similar variables, and missing data imputa-
tion. This makes developing such a system costly in terms of required
time and expertise. Designing systems to automate or help in theses tasks
would benefit researchers as well as informatics practitioners. Some of
these already exist, for example the ACHILLES system3 or cleanEHR4, but
these workflows nonetheless require further development.
• The external validation on MIMIC in Section 5.5.6 required manually
matching variables, and poses a barrier to the testing of this model in other
hospitals. Translating the Inselspital PDMS dataset into a common data
model such as OMOP5 with a standardised terminology would enable the
system developed in this chapter to be more readily adopted elsewhere.
• In this chapter we looked at the circulatory system. Similar endeavours
should be undertaken to address other organ systems, such as the respi-
ratory and renal systems. It would then be possible to jointly model these
organ systems to produce an overall severity of illness score, akin to the
3https://www.ohdsi.org/analytic-tools/achilles-for-data-characterization/
4https://github.com/ropensci/cleanEHR
5https://github.com/OHDSI/CommonDataModel
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SOFA score [220], but better exploiting the temporal nature of the data.
Moreover, given the dataset described in this chapter, many clinical ques-
tions can be asked, like:
• To what extent can you predict lactate alone? Can improved lactate pre-
diction result in a more accurate early warning system?
• Can you identify patients for which certain types of treatments are not
beneficial, such as fluid boluses or intubation?
• To what extent does time of day impact care delivery and treatment pat-
terns? Time of day was not used as a feature in the system in this chapter,
but it may be informative. Do caregivers make more mistakes towards the
end of their shift, do they avoid initiating time-consuming procedures, or
do they behave more conservatively?
For data of this size and complexity, the limiting factor is choosing the right
question.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This isn’t life in the fast lane, it’s
life in the oncoming traffic.
Terry Pratchett
With an increasing drive towards digitisation of health - in hospitals, in the
hands of patients - medicine is at the frontier of becoming a data-driven disci-
pline. To fully benefit from these changes, we need to render this collected data
into actionable clinical knowledge. Concurrently, machine learning research is
making tremendous strides in areas such as speech and image recognition, natu-
ral language processing, and recommender systems. These advances have come
in part due to the ever-increasing power and availability of computational re-
sources, algorithmic and theoretical advances, and a global explosion of interest
in the field. However, healthcare has yet to enjoy a machine learning revolution.
This may be in part due to the sheer complexity of medical data, and the chal-
lenges of working with it, practically and ethically. The work in this dissertation
aimed to address some of these challenges, and to help to bring data-driven, ar-
tificially intelligent healthcare one step closer to reality.
In particular, this dissertation has focused on problems in natural language
processing for medicine, and time series analysis, generation and classification.
We have developed methods to learn semantically meaningful representations
of medical concepts, leveraging the distributional hypothesis from linguistics.
We have seen how the correspondence between Lie groups and Lie algebras
can be exploited in machine learning to define a full parametrisation of unitary
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matrices to be used in recurrent neural networks. We have demonstrated that
the framework of generative adversarial training can be used to generate useful
synthetic multivariate medical time series, and that such synthetic data can be
analysed for its utility and privacy purposes. Finally, we have glimpsed how the
hospital of tomorrow may exploit machine learning to build predictive systems
capable of processing data on a scale inconceivable to human doctors to identify
patients at risk of imminent circulatory deterioration.
Many open questions remain. For example,
• How can we merge different modalities of data to learn joint represen-
tations of patients, taking into account time-varying physiology, time-
invariant demographic attributes, radiology, histopathology, doctors’
notes, and self-reported outcome measures? We have focused here on par-
ticular aspects of this data, but the full picture demands more. To further
our characterisation of patient state, we must also look beyond what is
currently recorded in routine use and ask how machine learning enables
the use of new data streams.
• The characterisation of patient state is only the first step. Such characteri-
sations must be used. We have seen how machine learning enables early
detection of imminent physiological deterioration, but how far can this
go? To what extent can we pick up on the signs of ill health, and how
early? Circulatory deterioration is one problem of many. Is there shared
structure between medical prediction problems, and can we transfer suc-
cesses in one problem to others?
• The dream of machine learning in healthcare does not end with predic-
tion. We would like to create systems which can also advise clinicians on
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how to act. Such expert systems are not a new concept, however making
such systems accurate, reliable, and interpretable is an ongoing avenue
of research. The alarm system described in Chapter Five does not make
recommendations for specific action, but it is easy to imagine future sys-
tems which provide alerts as well as suggestions for how, perhaps, to best
prevent the impending deterioration. Thus, such systems may attempt to
identify optimal sequences of actions, placing it in the subfield of reinforce-
ment learning, or calling for techniques from the study of multi-armed
bandits.
Throughout all of this, we must remember that healthcare is an endeavour
ultimately delivered by people to other people. The technological solutions we
propose must be grounded in an understanding of how they will be used, and
the impact they will have on the lives of real people. Medicine is vastly complex,
and the system we use to deliver it is growing ever more complex. The march of
technological progress may drive this complexity, but it can also save us from it.
Building the right tools, for the right problems, will transform a deluge of data
into life-saving knowledge.
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